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Cloud computing has become increasingly important due
to many associated characteristics such as low cost storage,
availability of data at any time and any place, and ease in
maintenance. Mobile devices can collect personal data from
various sensors within a shorter period of time and sensor-
based data consists of valuable information from users. But,
mobile access introduces many problems such as duplication
to make data easily accessible, access to desired data, security
of data, and AI techniques for quick and effective access to
data. In this special issue on recent advances in mobile cloud
computing, we have invited a few papers that address such
issues.

The paper titled “Workflow Scheduling Using Hybrid
GA-PSO Algorithm in Cloud Computing” introduces a
hybrid algorithm that efficiently allocates tasks to the
resources so as to balance the system load that leads to
reduction in execution cost with faster convergence. Migrat-
ing processor-intensive tasks to resource-rich surrogates has
been limited due to limited practical settings and a new
novel self-contained compatible code framework has been
designed in the paper titled “MobiCOP: A Scalable and
Reliable Mobile Code Offloading Solution.” The paper titled
“Quality of Experience Assessment of VideoQuality in Social
Clouds” compares compression of video data using three
popular social clouds and present achieved video quality.

The paper titled “Context-Aware Cloud Service Selec-
tion Model for Mobile Cloud Computing Environments”
considers appropriate service selection model for Mobile
Cloud system using ns-3 simulator considering user’s trust
expectation. Indexing of database has been used for effi-
cient query processing that makes index excessively large

for voluminous data and has been addressed in the paper
titled “An IndexingMethod to Construct Unbalanced Layers
for High-Dimensional Data in Mobile Environments” by
constructing a new concept of layer-based index, dividing the
dimension of the input data, and computing the convex hull
in each dimension. An uneven distribution of the packets
could create potential traffic hotspots and could drastically
degrade network performance of data center; the paper
titled “Layout-Independent Wireless Facility Constructing
and Scheduling for Data Center Networks” shows how to
efficiently construct and schedule the wireless facilities and
experimental results using NS-3 based on two typical data
center layouts to validate scheme’s effectiveness.

As any unauthorized access to mobile cloud may cause
serious security and privacy problems, the paper titled
“Secrecy Dimming Capacity in Multi-LED PAM-Based Vis-
ible Light Communications” addresses the secrecy dimming
capacity of secure transmission over visible light communi-
cation channels and could serve as a guideline for practical
mobile networks. The paper titled “A Variable Impacts
Measurement in Random Forest for Mobile Cloud Com-
puting” considers not only data classification but also data
interpretation to gain insight into streaming data using game
theory technique. In this way, the influence of variables is
analyzed and data interpretation in a random forest can be
applied in mobile cloud computing environment.
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Mobile cloud computing (MCC) has attracted extensive attention in recent years. With the prevalence of MCC, how to select
trustworthy and high quality mobile cloud services becomes one of the most urgent problems. Therefore, this paper focuses on
the trustworthy service selection and recommendation in mobile cloud computing environments. We propose a novel service
selection and recommendation model (SSRM), where user similarity is calculated based on user context information and interest.
In addition, the relational degree among services is calculated based onPropFlow algorithmandweutilize it to improve the accuracy
of ranking results. SSRM supports a personalized and trusted selection of cloud services through taking into account mobile user’s
trust expectation. Simulation experiments are conducted on ns3 simulator to study the prediction performance of SSRM compared
with other two traditional approaches. The experimental results show the effectiveness of SSRM.

1. Introduction

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) is a new computing model
where cloud computing (CC) is integrated into mobile
computing environments. The new computing model breaks
through the resource limitation of mobile terminals by
moving data processing and storage from mobile device to
cloud service platforms via wireless networks. Rich mobile
applications can be easily created and accessed just based on
web browser on the mobile devices [1]. The architecture of
MCC is shown as in Figure 1. Internet content providers in
Figure 1 put video information, games, and news resources
in appropriate data centers in order to provide users with
more rich and efficient content services. Mobile users use
the wireless connections to access the data centers of public
clouds over the Internet. Data centers of public clouds are dis-
tributed in different locations and provide users with elastic
and scalable computing or storage services. In addition, some
mobile users with the demand for higher privacy protection,
lower network latency, and energy consumption can connect
to cloudlets via local area networks. A cloudlet located at the
edge of the Internet is a mobility-enhanced small-scale cloud

datacenter, which extends cloud computing infrastructure
[2].

MCC is derived from cloud computing; thus it inher-
its the advantages of cloud computing such as dynamic
development of mobile applications, resource scalability,
multiuser sharing, and multiservice integration. But, quite
apart from that, it has also some problems including resource
limits, weak battery strength, user mobility, and low network
coverage. With the prevalence of MCC, more and more
Internet users from mobile devices use cloud computing
services through wireless interface (e.g., GPRS/3G/WiFi). As
shown in Figure 1, there exit abundant functionally similar
cloud services provided by different cloud service providers.
Therefore, how to select appropriate cloud services formobile
users becomes one of the most urgent problems.

To address the problem of cloud service selection and rec-
ommendation, researchers have done many notable works in
cloud computing literature [3–7]. The most of existing meth-
ods mainly depend on ranking Quality-of-Service (QoS) to
select an optimal cloud service from a set of functionally
equivalent cloud services. Quality-of-Service (QoS) usually
describes nonfunctional performance of cloud services. QoS
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Figure 1: Architecture of mobile cloud computing.

values of cloud services provide valuable information to assist
decision-making [3].

The challenge here is to recommend an optimal mobile
cloud service based on dynamic QoS properties. In real-
world applications, QoS inMCC is referring to dynamic QoS
properties (packet loss ratio, end-to-end throughput, delay,
etc.), which are affected by the user context information [8].
Context information includes location, time, resource ability
(processing power, memory, or battery capacity), bandwidth,
and status (online or offline). For example, limited bandwidth
and resource ability can make the values of QoS proper-
ties degrade. Naturally, consumers hope to select the most
trustworthy cloud service among abundant candidates by
considering the dynamic context information over multiple
time periods. However, the works done for cloud computing
rarely focus on investigating the influence of user context
information on service selection. User mobility in MCC can
lead to the dynamic changes of user context information.The
selection results of mobile user may vary according to the
changes of user context information. Therefore, user context
information plays an important role when designing such
selection and recommendation algorithms.

Moreover, the existingmethods always assume that cloud
services are independent and ignore the fact that the relation
among cloud services has important effect on the accuracy of
recommendation results.The related serviceswill be probably
selected by the same user based on the intuition [9]. For
example, in tourism service scenario the users purchasing
airplane ticket service probably prefer to purchase car rental
service in the future.

To attack this critical challenge, the algorithm for MCC
is expected not only to satisfy the required service level by
user, but also to adapt to dynamic changes of user context

information. In the paper, wemake use of user-based collabo-
rative filtering method to propose a novel context-aware
service selection and recommendationmodel (SSRM), which
combines the user context information, user interest, histori-
cal service usage experiences (QoS value or customer rating)
of cloud services, and the relation among cloud services to
rank the cloud services. Collaborative filtering technologies
[10] in the field of online recommendation system offer us a
strong theoretical foundation to deal with the service selec-
tion and recommendation problem. Recently, they have been
successfully applied to predict themissingQoS value in cloud
computing. Collaborative filtering technologies are catego-
rized as user-based collaborative filtering approaches, item-
based collaborative filtering approaches, and their fusion
approaches. In addition, SSRM only selects trusted mobile
cloud service as candidates for mobile users. Different users
have different trust requirement, the personalized service
selection and recommendation method is thus required by
different users [3]. To support personalized selection of
cloud services, SSRM takes into account mobile user’s trust
expectation through using a trust threshold.

Within the SSRM, there are a fewmodules. Figure 2 shows
the system architecture of SSRM, which supports personal-
ized selection and recommendation of cloud services.

A user requesting service selection and recommendation
is called target user in the model. A user providing historical
service usage experiences is called training user. Our aim is
to get the service ranking results from SSRM by predicting
the missing service usage experiences for target user. SSRM
involves the following key steps:

Step 1. A target user requests service selection and recom-
mendation.
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Figure 2: Architecture of SSRM.

Step 2. User similarities between target user and training
users are calculated based on context similarity and user
interest similarity.

Step 3. Based on the similar values, a set of similar users are
identified.

Step 4. The basic service ranking results are obtained by
taking advantages of the past service usage experiences of
similar users.

Step 5. Relational degree among cloud services is evaluated.
Through utilizing relational degree to improving the accuracy
of ranking results, we succeed in obtaining the ultimate
service ranking results.

Step 6. SSRM only selects trusted mobile cloud services as
candidates based on trust filter module.

Step 7. The ranking prediction results are provided to the
active user.

This paper targets the research task of accurately making
QoS ranking prediction, with consideration of user context
information and the relation among cloud services, according
to the requirements of different application scenarios. This
paper makes the following contributions:

(1) This paper focuses on the trustworthy service selec-
tion and recommendation inmobile cloud computing
environments. We propose a novel service selection
and recommendation model (SSRM), where similar-
ity is calculated based on user context information
and interest.

(2) SSRM calculates the relational degree among services
based on PropFlow algorithm and utilizes relational
degree to improve the accuracy of ranking results.

(3) SSRM supports a personalized and trusted selection
of cloud services through taking into account mobile
user’s trust expectation.

(4) Simulation experiments are conducted on ns3 simu-
lator to study the prediction performance of SSRM
compared with other two traditional approaches:
item-based CF approach (IBCF) and user-based CF
approach (UBCF).The experimental results show the
effectiveness of SSRM.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
related work. In Section 3, the proposed SSRM is discussed.
Section 4 describes the test scenario and simulation results.
Finally, we conclude with a summary of our results and
directions for new research in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) has attracted extensive
attention in recent years, since it provides real-time access
to real-time information through the applications on mobile
devices. The rapid advancements of mobile cloud technology
have been the prime reason for significant expansions in this
market, where there exist abundant functionally similar ser-
vices provided by cloud vendors including Amazon, Google,
Inc., Apple, Inc., and Microsoft Corporation. Markets and
Markets [11] forecast the global mobile cloud market will
grow to over $46.90 Billion by 2019. The exponential growth
of mobile cloud market makes it hard for users to select
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the most suitable mobile cloud service. Therefore, how to
select trustworthy and high quality mobile cloud services
becomes one of the most urgent problems. A number of
works have been carried out on cloud service selection issue
including rating-oriented collaborative filtering methods [4,
5], ranking-oriented collaborative filtering methods [3], and
some other methods.

Rating-oriented or ranking-oriented collaborative filter-
ing methods can produce QoS prediction or service rank-
ing using collaborative filtering technology. Rating-oriented
collaborative filtering methods rank the cloud services based
on the predicted QoS values. QoS presents the nonfunctional
properties of cloud services including security, availability,
throughput, and response-time properties. Based on the
service QoS measures, various approaches are proposed for
service selection. Pan et al. [4] propose a trust-enhanced
cloud service selection model based on QoS analysis. In the
model, trust is utilized to find similar neighbors and predict
themissingQoS values. Ding et al. [5] propose a personalized
cloud service selection method to make experience usability
and value distribution to measure the service similarity.
Rating-oriented collaborative filtering approaches first pre-
dict the missing QoS values before making QoS ranking.
The target of rating-oriented approaches is to predict QoS
values as accurate as possible. However, accurate QoS value
prediction may not lead to accurate QoS ranking prediction
[3].

Compared with rating-oriented methods, ranking-
oriented methods predict the QoS rankings directly.
Different from the previous ranking-oriented methods,
Zheng et al. [3] propose a comprehensive study of how to
provide accurate QoS ranking for cloud services. Although
ranking-oriented methods can be used to make optimal
cloud service selection from a set of functionally equivalent
service candidates, these methods ignore the changes of
QoS. QoS in MCCmight vary largely, even for the same type
of mobile cloud services. QoS in MCC are affected by the
user context information. The rating-oriented collaborative
filteringmethods and ranking-oriented collaborative filtering
methods both can help user to predict missing QoS value,
but they did not consider the dynamic QoS properties in
MCC.

Other types of service selection approaches are also
widely examined. The most employed approaches include
multicriteria decision analysis-based service selection [7, 12–
14], reputation-aware service selection [15], adaptive learn-
ing mechanism-based service selection [8, 16], economic
theoretical model-based service selection [17, 18], service
level agreement-based service ranking [6], visualization
framework for service selection [19], and trust evaluation
middleware for cloud service selection [20]. Though these
approaches can efficiently measure service quality, the imple-
mentation of some approaches is time-consuming and costly.

Ma et al. [7] propose a time-aware service selection
approach by using interval neutrosophic set. In the paper, the
strategy for selecting trustworthy services from an abundant
field of candidates involves formulating the problem of time-
aware service selection with tradeoffs between performance-
costs and potential risk as a multicriterion decision-making

(MCDM) problem that creates a ranked services list using
interval neutrosophic set (INS) theory. The experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed approach can work
effectively in both the risk-sensitive service selection mode
and the performance-cost-sensitive service selection mode,
but the approach ignores the changes of user context infor-
mation in MCC environments.

Whaiduzzaman et al. [12] identify and synthesize several
multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) techniques and pro-
vide a comprehensive analysis of this technology for general
readers. In addition, this paper presents a taxonomy derived
from a survey of the current literature. The results show that
MCDA techniques are indeed effective and can be used for
cloud service selection but that different techniques do not
select the same service.

This paper [14] presents a cloud service selectionmethod-
ology that utilizesQuality-of-Service history of cloud services
over different time periods and performs parallel multicri-
teria decision analysis to rank all cloud services in each
time period in accordance with user preferences before
aggregating the results to determine the overall rank of
all the available options for cloud service selection. This
methodology assists the cloud service user to select the best
possible available service according to the requirements. The
main disadvantages are that the framework proposed in this
paper deals with service selection in the preinteraction period
only. Work on postinteraction service migration decisions is
needed, and several other important factors such as the cost
of migration in terms of service disruption and data transfer
also need to be included in the decision-making process.

Fan et al. [15] propose a multidimensional trust-aware
cloud service selection mechanism based on evidential rea-
soning approach which aggregates multidimensional trust
feedback ratings to form the reputation values of the cloud
service providers.Though the experimental results show that
this approach is effective in cloud systems, it can be only used
to recommend an optimal cloud service which satisfies the
key QoS requirements for users.

Wang et al. [16] propose a dynamic cloud service selection
method by using an adaptive learning mechanism, which
involves incentive, forgetting, and degenerate functions that
can realize the self-adaptive regulation for optimizing next
service selection according to the status of current service
selection. To assist users to efficiently select their preferred
cloud services, a cloud service selection model adopting the
cloud service brokers is given in the paper. However, in
the paper the brokerage scheme on cloud service selection
typically assumes that brokers are completely trusted and do
not provide any guarantee over the correctness of the service
recommendations. It is then possible for a compromised
or dishonest broker to easily take advantage of the limited
capabilities of the clients and provide incorrect or incomplete
responses.

Do et al. [17] propose a dynamic service selectionmethod
which provides a price game in heterogeneous cloud market.
The paper studies price competition in a heterogeneous cloud
market, where users can identify benefit and cost of cloud
service application and choose the best one through ana-
lyzing market-relevant factors. But this paper only considers
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one service. In real-world applications, there are many cloud
services in the practical cloudmarket. Additionally, this paper
has not considered service level agreement issues that are also
important for cloud users.

The visualization framework for service selection [19]
takes into cognizance the set of cloud services that matches
a user’s request and based on QoS attributes, users can
interact with the results via bubble graph visualization to
compare and contrast the search results to ascertain the best
alternative. Although the result from the experiments shows
that visualization framework simplifies decision-making, the
use of bubble graph introduces additional complexity for the
user when making a suitable service selection.

The authors [20] discuss themethod of enhancing service
trust evaluation and propose a trustworthy selection frame-
work for cloud service selection, named TRUSS. Aiming
at developing an effective trust evaluation middleware for
TRUSS, this paper proposes an integrated trust evalua-
tion method via combining objective trust assessment and
subjective trust assessment. Simulation-based experiments
validated the performance of the proposed method, but the
method assumes that the majority of service users are honest
and a dishonest user gives more unfair ratings than fair
ratings. This assumption is unrealistic.

Cloud computing and mobile cloud computing are quite
different.Themobile cloudpays attention to services available
through mobile network operators (MNOs like Verizon and
AT&T). While a great number of researchers have focused
on the service selection and recommendation in cloud
computing, little attention has been devoted to trustworthy
service selection in mobile cloud computing. Different from
these existing approaches, our work focuses on how to select
trustworthy and high quality cloud services formobile user in
MCC, which is an urgently required research problem.Thus,
we propose a context-aware cloud service selection method
for mobile cloud computing environments, which considers
user context information and interest in order to calculate
user similarities and utilize relational degree among cloud
services to improve the accuracy of service ranking results.

3. SSRM

In this section, we present a detailed discussion of the
proposed novel service selection and recommendationmodel
(SSRM). Firstly, user similarities are calculated and the
basic personalized service ranking results are obtained in
Section 3.1. Secondly, relational degree is calculated and used
to improve the accuracy of ranking results in Section 3.2.

3.1. User Similarity Computation. Given𝑚users and 𝑛mobile
cloud services, the user-service matrix (USM) for predicting
the missing service usage experiences is denoted as

[[[[
𝑟𝑢1 ,mcs1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑟𝑢1 ,mcs𝑛... d

...𝑟𝑢𝑚 ,mcs1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑟𝑢𝑚 ,mcs𝑛

]]]]
, (1)

where 𝑟𝑢𝑚 ,mcs𝑛 expresses historical service usage experiences
(QoS value or customer rating) of mobile cloud service mcs𝑛
made by user 𝑢𝑚. “𝑟𝑚,𝑛 = null” states that 𝑢𝑚 did not
invoke mcs𝑛 yet. In order to get the ranking results, we firstly
calculate user similarity.The user similarity is measured with
the following equation:

sim𝑈 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) = 𝜆 ∗ sim𝐶 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦)
+ (1 − 𝜆) sim𝐼 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) , (2)

where 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 denote two users. sim𝐶(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) and
sim𝐼(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦), respectively, express context similarity and user
interest similarity between 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦. 𝜆 is defined to deter-
mine how much similarity measure relies on context and
interest. 𝜆 is in the interval [0, 1].
3.1.1. Context Similarity Computation. Cloud service selec-
tion of a user in a context (e.g., a laptop with enough battery)
may bemuch different from that of another user in a different
context (e.g., a smart phone without enough battery). Hence,
cloud service selection can be significantly affected by user
context. To evaluate the context similarities between target
user and training user, we provide the definition of context.
The definition from [21] is referenced by us. Let 𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 be
usage experience of cloud service mcs𝑗 made by user 𝑢𝑥.
Definition 1 (context). Context 𝐶𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 is any information
that can be used to characterize the situation where usage
experience 𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 of cloud service mcs𝑗 is made by user 𝑢𝑥.

Context information has different properties which
include location, resource ability, and status. Let V be the type
of context property of 𝐶𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 .

The context 𝐶𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 is denoted as

𝐶𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 = (𝐶nor
𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 (1) , 𝐶nor

𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 (2) , . . . ,
𝐶nor
𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 (V)) , (3)

where 𝐶nor
𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗(V) is the normalized property value.

Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) has been success-
fully employed to obtain the numerical distance between
different users for similarity calculation [4, 5]. Let 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦
be two users; then PCC is applied to calculate the context
similarity between 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 over service mcs𝑗 by

sim𝐶mcs𝑗
(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) = ∑V

𝑠=1 (𝐶nor
𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 (𝑠) − 𝐶nor

𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 (𝑠)) (𝐶nor
𝑢𝑦,mcs𝑗 (𝑠) − 𝐶nor

𝑢𝑦,mcs𝑗 (𝑠))√∑V
𝑠=1 (𝐶nor

𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 (𝑠) − 𝐶nor
𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 (𝑠))2√∑V

𝑠=1 (𝐶nor
𝑢𝑦,mcs𝑗 (𝑠) − 𝐶nor

𝑢𝑦 ,mcs𝑗 (𝑠))2 , (4)
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where sim𝐶mcs𝑗
(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) expresses the context similarity

between 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 and it is in the interval of [−1, 1], and𝐶𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗(𝑠) and 𝐶𝑢𝑦 ,mcs𝑗(𝑠) stand for the average values of
context.

3.1.2. Interest Similarity Computation. In mobile cloud com-
puting environments, each user lives in a large network of
friends which is called social network. It has been reported
that user interests’ similarity can be leveraged to support
services and products recommendation [22]. A user prefers
to choose the items recommended by other users with
similar interest in a social network. Exploring those users
of a high interest similarity with the existing clients could
efficiently enlarge client groups for cloud service providers
[22].

Here, we use cosine similarity to compute interest similar-
ity, similar to [22]. Interest similarity between users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦
is then defined as the cosine distance between their respective
cloud service invocation sets:

sim𝐼 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) = 𝐼𝑢𝑥 ∩ 𝐼𝑢𝑦𝐼𝑢𝑥 ⋅ 𝐼𝑢𝑦 , (5)

where ‖𝐼𝑢𝑥‖ = √𝑙𝑢𝑥 (𝑙𝑢𝑥 is the number ofmobile cloud services
which have been invoked by 𝑢𝑥) and ‖𝐼𝑢𝑥 ∩𝐼𝑢𝑦‖ is the number
of mobile cloud services which have been coinvoked by 𝑢𝑥
and 𝑢𝑦. If 𝑙𝑢𝑥 = 0 or 𝑙𝑢𝑦 = 0, sim𝐼(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) is undefined.

Cloud service invocation is an important factor to deter-
mine the interest of users [5]. For example, user 𝑢𝑥 has
invoked mobile cloud services mcs1, mcs3, mcs6, and mcs7,𝑢𝑦 has invoked mcs6 and mcs7, and 𝑢𝑧 has invoked mcs1 and
mcs2. Though 𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦, and 𝑢𝑧 do not know each other in real
world, and 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 have a high interest similarity than 𝑢𝑥
and 𝑢𝑧, as they both invoked mcs6 and mcs7 [4].

3.1.3. Getting Initial Ranking Results. We first predict the
missing value 𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 of mobile cloud service mcs𝑗 made
by user 𝑢𝑚 before making initial ranking results. For every
mobile cloud service, only the Top-𝑘 similar training user
is selected to make missing value prediction. Based on the
sim𝑈(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) values, a set of the Top-k similar training users𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗

(𝑢𝑥) over service mcs𝑗 is identified for target user 𝑢𝑥
by

𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗
(𝑢𝑥)

= {𝑢𝑦 | 𝑢𝑦 ∈ TS𝑢𝑥 , sim𝑈 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) > 0, 𝑢𝑥 ̸= 𝑢𝑦} , (6)

where TS𝑢𝑥 is a set of the Top-k similar training users to target
user 𝑢𝑥 and sim𝑈(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) > 0 excludes the dissimilar user
with negative similar values. The value of sim𝑈(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) in (6)
is calculated by (2). The missing value 𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 is predicted as
follows:

𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗= 𝑟𝑢𝑥
+ ∑𝑢𝑦∈𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗

(𝑢𝑥)
(𝑟𝑢𝑦 ,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟𝑢𝑦) sim𝑈 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦)∑𝑢𝑦∈𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗
(𝑢𝑥)

sim𝑈 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) ,
(7)

where 𝑟𝑢𝑥 and 𝑟𝑢𝑦 are the average value of service usage
experiences (QoS value or customer rating) of mobile cloud
service made by users 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦, respectively. As different
QoS properties have different dimensions and range of values,
we first ensure predicted missing values in the range of [0, 1].
In [5], QoS properties are classified into two categories: “cost”
and “benefit.” For “cost” property (response-time), the lower
its value is, the greater possibility that a user would choose
it becomes. In SSRM, all QoS properties are considered
as “benefit” attribute. Normalized missing value 𝑄𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 is
computed as follows:

𝑄𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗

=
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 − min (𝑟𝑢𝑥)
max (𝑟𝑢𝑥) − min (𝑟𝑢𝑥) , 𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 ∈ “benefit”

max (𝑟𝑢𝑥) − 𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗

max (𝑟𝑢𝑥) − min (𝑟𝑢𝑥) , 𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 ∈ “cost”,
(8)

where min(𝑟𝑢𝑥) and max(𝑟𝑢𝑥) denote the minimum and
maximumQoSproperty value for user𝑢𝑥 and they are subject
to the following constraints:

min (𝑟𝑢𝑥) = min (𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 | 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛)
max (𝑟𝑢𝑥) = max (𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 | 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛) . (9)

𝑄𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 is in the range of [0, 1]. The larger its value is,
the more possibility that user 𝑢𝑥 would be satisfied with the
service becomes. Finally, the cloud services are ranked for 𝑢𝑥
in the order of decreasing 𝑄𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 values for cloud service
selection, similar to [4].The basic ranking algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1. The basic ranking algorithm is similar to [3].
Compared with [3–5], in our ranking algorithm, the user
similarity is measured based on user context information
and user interest. In addition, the basic ranking algorithm is
enhanced in Section 3.2. In the enhanced ranking algorithm,
we calculate the relational degree among cloud services and
utilize it to improve the accuracy of ranking results.

The basic algorithm ranks the employed mobile cloud
service in 𝐸 based on the observed historical service usage
experiences. The ranking results are stored in 𝑅𝑒(𝑡) which is
in the interval [1, |𝐸|]. A smaller value shows a higher rank.𝑡 expresses a mobile cloud service. For every cloud service
mcs𝑗, normalized value 𝑄𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 is calculated. Services are
ranked from high to low by picking up the service 𝑡 that has
the maximum 𝑄𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 value.
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Input:
an employed service set 𝐸;
a full service set 𝐼;
an employed similar training user set 𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗

(𝑢𝑥);
observed service usage experience values 𝑟𝑢𝑦 ,mcs𝑗 (𝑢𝑦 ∈ 𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗

(𝑢𝑥))
Out:
a service ranking �̂�𝐹 = 𝐸;
while 𝐹 ̸= Ø do𝑡 = argmaxmcs𝑗∈𝐹𝑄𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 ;𝑅𝑒(𝑡) = |𝐸| − |𝐹| + 1;𝐹 = 𝐹 − {𝑡};
end
foreach mcs𝑗 ∈ 𝐼 do

𝑄𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 =
{{{{{{{{{

𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 − min(𝑟𝑢𝑥 )
max(𝑟𝑢𝑥 ) − min(𝑟𝑢𝑥 ) , 𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 ∈ “benefit”

max(𝑟𝑢𝑥 ) − 𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗

max(𝑟𝑢𝑥 ) − min(𝑟𝑢𝑥 ) , 𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 ∈ “cost”

end𝑛 = |𝐼|;
while 𝐼 ̸= Ø do𝑡 = argmaxmcs𝑗∈𝐼𝑄𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗�̂�(𝑡) = 𝑛 − |𝐼| + 1;𝐼 = 𝐼 − {𝑡};
end

end

Algorithm 1: Basic ranking algorithm.

3.2. Improving Accuracy of Ranking Results. Through calcu-
lating the similar relation among users, the missing value𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 is successfully predicted in Section 3.1. However, the
relation among cloud services is no doubt an important
evaluation factor of missing value prediction. The related
services will be probably selected by the same user based on
the intuition [9].Therefore, we calculate the relational degree
and utilize it to improve the accuracy of missing value 𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗
computation in the section. The relational degree between
service mcs𝑗 and service mcs𝑖 is denoted as 𝑑𝑗𝑖. In the paper,
PropFlow [23] is used to calculate 𝑑𝑗𝑖. PropFlow algorithm
computes the information flow between services, where a
larger value indicates tighter relation. In order to calculate𝑑𝑗𝑖, we firstly describe the formal definition of service relation
graph.

Definition 2 (service relation graph). Given a set of services
MCS and a totally ordered domain of weights 𝑊, a service
relation graph is a weighted undirected graph 𝐺 = (MCS, 𝐸).
The edge (mcs𝑖;mcs𝑗; 𝑤𝑖𝑗) in the set 𝐸 ∈ 𝑈 × 𝑈 × 𝑊 encodes
the link weight𝑤𝑖𝑗 (𝑤𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0) between service mcs𝑖 and service
mcs𝑗. An edge depicts the direct link relationship between
mcs𝑖 and mcs𝑗. As 𝐺 is undirected, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝑤𝑗𝑖.

Equation (10) shows how to calculate 𝑑𝑗𝑖.
𝑑𝑗𝑖 = Input𝑗 ∗ 𝑤𝑗𝑖∑𝑘∈𝑁(𝑗) 𝑤𝑗𝑘 , (10)

Ｇ＝Ｍℎ

Ｇ＝ＭiＧ＝Ｍl

Ｇ＝Ｍe

Ｇ＝Ｍf

Ｇ＝Ｍj Ｇ＝Ｍk

wkl = 1 wli = 5

wle = 1

wie = 1wke = 1

wkℎ = 2

wjk = 3

wjf = 1

Figure 3: An example of service relation graph.

where initial input is regarded as 1 and 𝑁(𝑗) is the set of
neighbors of mcs𝑗.

Figure 3 shows an example of relation degree computa-
tion, where there are six kinds of mobile cloud services. mcs𝑖
and mcs𝑗 are indirectly linked. We assume mcs𝑗 is starting
node.

Four paths can reach mcs𝑖 from mcs𝑗, but only two
paths are considered for computation based on PropFlow
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algorithm. They are mcs𝑗 → mcs𝑘 → mcs𝑙 → mcs𝑖 and
mcs𝑗 → mcs𝑘 → mcs𝑒 → mcs𝑖.

First, we compute 𝑑𝑗𝑘. The sum of link weights of mcs𝑗
and its neighbor is 4. 𝑑𝑗𝑘 is computed as

𝑑𝑗𝑘 = 1 ∗ 3(1 + 3) = 1 ∗ 34 = 34 . (11)

𝑑𝑘𝑙 is computed as

𝑑𝑘𝑙 = 𝑑𝑗𝑘 ∗ 1(1 + 1 + 2) = 34 ∗ 14 = 316 . (12)

With the same method, 𝑑𝑗𝑖 is computed as

𝑑𝑗𝑖 = 𝑑𝑙𝑖 + 𝑑𝑒𝑖 = 𝑑𝑘𝑙 ∗ 55 + 𝑑𝑘𝑒 ∗ 11 = 38 . (13)

More details of calculating 𝑑𝑗𝑖 are shown in [24].
Next, we assume service mcs𝑖 is invoked recently by user𝑢𝑥. 𝑑𝑗𝑖 is incorporated into (7), and then, the missing value𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 is computed with (14) in basic ranking algorithm.

Finally, the ultimate ranking results are got

𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 = (𝑟𝑢𝑥
+ ∑𝑢𝑦∈𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗

(𝑢𝑥)
(𝑟𝑢𝑦 ,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟𝑢𝑦) sim𝑈 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦)∑𝑢𝑦∈𝑁𝐶mcs𝑗
(𝑢𝑥)

sim𝑈 (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) )
⋅ (1 + 𝑑𝑗𝑖) .

(14)

In SSRM, we only select trusted mobile cloud service
as candidates. Therefore, a set of trusted candidates are
identified for 𝑢𝑥 by

MCS𝑥 = {mcs𝑗 | trustmcs𝑗 > 𝜇𝑥, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁} , (15)

where trustmcs𝑗 denotes the trustworthiness of mobile cloud
service mcs𝑗 and 𝜇𝑥 expresses the trust threshold decided
by user 𝑢𝑥. Many existing methods [4–6] can be applied to
compute trustmcs𝑗 . Here, how to compute trustmcs𝑗 is not to
be discussed. We omit the details for brevity.

4. Experimental Study

In this section, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of
SSRM, a series of test scenarios are developed. To study
the prediction performance, we compare SSRM with other
two traditional approaches: item-based CF approach (IBCF)
and user-based CF approach (UBCF). SSRM, IBCF, and
UBCF are rating-oriented methods, which rank the cloud
services based on the predicted QoS values. Since there is
no suitable real data supporting mobile cloud computing
simulation, we use ns3 simulator to generate the experimental
dataset. Firstly, we generated cloud service invocation codes

by Axis2 [25], a Java-based open source package for cloud
services. Then we simulate mobile cloud service on ns3
[26] based on the invocation codes. On ns3, the creation
of servers, mobile users, and service model was easier than
with other network simulators. In the simulating process of
dataset, the real-world web service QoS dataset from WS-
DREAM team [3] is referenced by us.The detailed real-world
QoS values are publicly released online [27], which makes
our experimental evaluations reproducible. We simulate 100
mobile users, 25 servers, and 300 services. The value of link
weight between two services is randomly generated, which is
in the range of [1, 5]. In order to conduct our experiments
realistically, the changes of user context information are
simulated. Three types of context are considered including
bandwidth, memory, and battery capacity. The bandwidth
value of a mobile user is in the range of 4M–8M.The values
of memory and battery capacity will decline over time.These
values are in the range of 100000000–2100000000MB and
0.5–2KVA.

We normalize the context information by

𝐶nor
𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 (V) = 𝑎 tan (𝐶𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 (V)) ∗ 2𝜋 , (16)

where 𝐶nor
𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗(V) denotes the normalized context value of

user 𝑢𝑥 over cloud service mcs𝑗. Inverse tangent function is
applied to normalize the raw data 𝐶𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗(V). Then, these
normalized property values are used to calculate context
similarity with (4). Once the context simulation is finished,
the target user 𝑢𝑥 will obtain context similarity results for
each cloud service.

Similar to [3], QoS properties include throughput and
response-time that are in the range of 0–1000 kbps and 0–20
second, respectively. Most of the throughput and response-
time values fall between 5–40 kbps and 0.1–0.8 seconds. In
order to simply the experimental process, 200 service QoS
records are randomly selected and two 100 × 200 user-service
matrices are constructed. The two matrices include through-
put and response-time, respectively.User-servicematrices are
separated into two parts: training set (80% historical usage
experiences in the matrix) and test set (the remaining 20%
usage experiences). Each entry in the matrix is the QoS
value (e.g., response-time or throughput) of a mobile cloud
service observed by a user. The experiments employ the QoS
values of response-time and throughput to rank the services
independently. Table 1 shows descriptions of the obtained
practical cloud service QoS values and context information.

We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) as the metric to evaluate prediction
performance of the proposed approach in comparison with
other approaches. MAE and RMSE are defined as

MAE = ∑𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗

𝑟act𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟pre𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗
𝑙pre ,

RMSE = √ ∑𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 (𝑟act𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟pre𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗)2𝑙pre ,
(17)
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Figure 4: Impact of weighting factor 𝜆.

Table 1: Mobile cloud service QoS dataset and context information
descriptions.

Statistics Value
Number of mobile cloud service
invocations 180,000

Number of service users 100
Number of mobile cloud services 200
Minimum response-time value 0.004 s
Maximum response-time value 20 s
Mean of response-time 1.10 s
Standard deviation of
response-time 2.26 s

Minimum throughput value 0.1 kbps
Maximum throughput value 1000 kbps
Mean of throughput 25.46 kbps
Standard deviation of throughput 48.03 kbps
Bandwidth 4M–8M
Memory 100000000MB–2100000000MB
Battery capacity 0.5 KVA–2KVA

where 𝑟act𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 and 𝑟pre𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 denote the actual QoS value
and predicted value, respectively. 𝑙pre is the number of
predicted QoS values. Smaller values of MAE and RMSE
indicate better results.

4.1. Impact of 𝜆. 𝜆 is weighting factor in (2). 𝜆 determines
how much similarity measure relies on context and interest.
In the experiment, we vary the weighting factor 𝜆 from 0 to 1
in increment of 0.1. The Top-k is set to 5. Matrix density is set
to 10%. Matrix density means the percentage of selected QoS
entries that are used to predict the missing QoS value. The
experimental results are shown in Figure 4. As the value of 𝜆
increases, MAE firstly decreases and then quickly increases.
When 𝜆 = 0.4, our results have the best value. As shown in
Figure 4(b), RMSE presents similar trend.

4.2. Performance Comparison of SSRM, IBCF, and UBCF.
To compare the performance of SSRM, IBCF, and UBCF
similarity computation methods, we implement IBCF and
UBCF methods.

Item-Based CF Approach (IBCF). We apply PCC to calculate
similarities between users and predicted QoS values based on
similar users. The user similarity is calculated by

sim (𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) = ∑mcs𝑗∈mcs𝑢𝑥,𝑢𝑦
(𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟𝑢𝑥) (𝑟𝑢𝑦 ,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟𝑢𝑦)

√∑mcs𝑗∈mcs𝑢𝑥,𝑢𝑦
(𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟𝑢𝑥)2√∑mcs𝑗∈mcs𝑢𝑥,𝑢𝑦

(𝑟𝑢𝑦,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟𝑢𝑦)2 , (18)
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where mcs𝑢𝑥,𝑢𝑦 is the set of mobile cloud services that have
been coinvoked by 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦. 𝑟𝑢𝑥and 𝑟𝑢𝑦 are average QoS
values of cloud service invoked by 𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦, respectively.

User-Based CF Approach (UBCF). We apply PCC to calculate
similarities between services and predicted QoS values based
on similar services. The service similarity is calculated by

sim (mcs𝑗,mcs𝑖) = ∑𝑢𝑥∈𝑢mcs𝑗,mcs𝑖
(𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟mcs𝑗) (𝑟𝑢𝑥 ,mcs𝑖 − 𝑟mcs𝑖)

√∑𝑢𝑥∈𝑢mcs𝑗,mcs𝑖
(𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑗 − 𝑟mcs𝑗)2√∑𝑢𝑥∈𝑢mcs𝑗,mcs𝑖

(𝑟𝑢𝑥,mcs𝑖 − 𝑟mcs𝑖)2 , (19)

where 𝑢mcs𝑗,mcs𝑖 is the set of users who have invoked the cloud
services mcs𝑗 andmcs𝑖. 𝑟mcs𝑗 and 𝑟mcs𝑖 are average QoS values
of cloud services mcs𝑗 and mcs𝑖 made by 𝑢𝑥.

In the experiments, trustworthiness of cloud service has
no influence on similarity computation and service decision
in the experiments. In order to simplify the experimental
process, we consider all cloud services are trustworthy.
Weighting factor 𝜆 is set to 0.4. We firstly study the effect
of neighbor size 𝑘. Matrix density is set to 10%. We change𝑘 from 5 to 30 in increment of 5. Figure 5 shows the
experimental results for response-time and throughput.

As shown in Figure 5, the prediction performance of
SSRM outperforms other two approaches. The performance
of IBCF is similar to UBCF. As the values of 𝑘 increase, better
accuracy can be achieved. This indicates that more similar
neighbor records can provide more information for missing
value prediction. However, when 𝑘 is larger than 25, MAE
and RSME fail to drop with the value of 𝑘 increasing. The
main reason is the limited number of similar neighbors. The
observations also show that RMSE has the similar trend, but
with larger fluctuations.

Next, we investigate the impact of matrix density. The
matrix density varies from 10% to 50% in increment of
10%. Similar user size k is set to 5 in this experiment.
Figure 6 shows the experimental results for response-time
and throughput.

As presented in Figure 6, the prediction performance is
also enhanced with the value of matrix density increasing.
The main reason is that denser user-service matrix provides
more information for missing value prediction. NARM has
the better performance than LBCF and UBCF under all
experimental setting consistently, since NARM considers
context similarity and the relational degree among cloud
services. The experimental results of LBCF and UBCF are
similar in this experiment, since these two similarity compu-
tation methods are similar to each other and are both rating-
oriented.

4.3. Performance Comparison with Other Popular Approaches.
To study the prediction performance of SSRM, we com-
pare SSRM with three existing QoS properties prediction
approaches: CloudRank2 [3], TECSS [4], and JV-PCC [5].

The size of Top-𝑘 similar service is an important factor
in CF approach, which determines how many neighbors’
historical records are employed to generate predictions [5].
Therefore, the impact of matrix density is not considered in

the experiments. We set the density to 10%. We vary 𝑘 from 5
to 30 in increment of 5. In order to simplify the experimental
process, we consider all cloud services are trustworthy.
Figure 7 shows the experimental results for response-time
and throughput. Under the same simulation condition, SSRM
significantly outperforms CloudRank2, TECSS, and JV-PCC.
The observations also suggest that better accuracy can be
achieved by our model when more historical records are
available in the service selection study.Themain reason is that
computing context similarity can improve the performance of
prediction evaluation in MCC environments.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) depict the MAE fractions of SSRM,
CloudRank2, TECSS, and JV-PCC for response-time and
throughput, while Figures 7(c) and 7(d) depict the RMSE
fractions. It can be observed that SSRM achieves smaller
MAE and RMSE consistently than other approaches for both
response-time and throughput.

5. Conclusions and Future

In the paper, we propose a novel service selection and recom-
mendation model (SSRM) for mobile cloud computing envi-
ronments.When calculating user similarity, context informa-
tion and interest are considered. Through utilizing relational
degree to improve the accuracy of ranking result, our service
selection and recommendation method succeed in obtaining
the ultimate service ranking results. In addition, SSRM only
selects trusted mobile cloud service as candidates. Therefore,
a set of trusted candidates are identified for target user. The
experimental results show that our approach significantly
improves the prediction performance as comparedwith other
two traditional approaches: item-based CF approach (IBCF)
and user-based CF approach (UBCF).

There are some disadvantages in our SSRM. Firstly, we
exploit node distance to compute context similarity. There
is an underlying assumption in this exploitation: each of
the two adjacent nodes has equal semantic distance or
granularity of nodes in each level is identical.This underlying
assumption is not true in some scenarios and it deteriorates
the performance of similarity evaluation. Secondly, the trust
threshold is used to select trusted mobile cloud service as
candidates. However, it cannot detect and exclude malicious
QoS values provided by users. Thirdly, in our experiments
there are only three types of context information that are
considered.

Therefore, in the future, we will study the methods to
improve context similarity measurement. We will study how
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Figure 5: Impact of neighbor size 𝑘 comparison with SSRM, IBCF, and UBCF.
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Figure 6: Impact of matrix density comparison with SSRM, IBCF, and UBCF.
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Figure 7: Impact of neighbor size 𝑘 comparison with other popular approaches.
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to select themost trustworthy cloud service of certain type for
the active users based on multidimensional trust evidence.
We also will conduct more experimental investigations that
deal with the impact of different context changes on service
selection. Moreover, we will improve the ranking accuracy
of our approaches by exploiting additional techniques (com-
bining rating-oriented approaches and ranking-oriented
approaches, matrix factorization, intelligent optimization
algorithms, etc.).
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Code offloading is a popular technique for extending the natural capabilities of mobile devices by migrating processor-intensive
tasks to resource-rich surrogates. Despite multiple platforms for offloading being available in academia, these frameworks have yet
to permeate the industry. One of the primary reasons for this is limited experimentation in practical settings and lack of reliability,
scalability, and options for distribution. This paper introduces MobiCOP, a new code offloading framework designed from the
ground up with these requirements in mind. It features a novel design fully self-contained in a library and offers compatibility with
most stock Android devices available today. Compared to local task executions, MobiCOP offers performance improvements of up
to 17x and increased battery efficiency of up to 25x, shows minimum performance degradation in environments with unstable
networks, and features an autoscaling module that allows its server counterpart to scale to an arbitrary number of offloading
requests. It is compatible with the most relevant Android technologies optimized for heavy computation (NDK and Renderscript)
and has so far been well received by fellow mobile developers. We hope MobiCOP will help bring mobile code offloading closer to
the industry realm.

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, we have witnessed an unprecedented
growth in the popularity of mobile devices. This is mostly
due to an increased demand of premium smartphones and
the high availability of low-cost devices in emerging markets.
The fact is that this trend will continue, as predictions made
by Cisco indicate that, by 2021, there will be 11.6 billion
mobile-connected devices (around 1.5 mobile devices per
capita) [1]. With such promising prospects, hardware and
software manufacturers have been pushing the boundaries
of mobile devices ever further in an attempt to capture this
growing mass of consumers. As such, multicore processors,
high-resolution displays, powerful graphics processing units,
and multiple sensors have become the norm. However,
despite the massive advancements in the overall capabilities
of mobile devices, battery life has been struggling to keep
up. According to Sekar, “power remains and will remain a
first-class design constraint to the continued advancement

of mobile technology” [2]. Thus, power optimization has
remained an important topic of research amongst mobile
platform engineers. In response, industry leaders Google
and Apple have recently introduced new operating system
features meant to restrict the usage of power-hungry appli-
cations and thus prolong battery life. For example, iOS 9
introduced a Low Power Mode that can be manually enabled
in order to reduce the amount of battery consumed by iPhone
and iPad devices; Android Marshmallow on the other hand
introduced Doze, a set of heuristics meant to disable certain
features, such as networking or alarms, in case no activity is
detected on the device. However, a common trend in these
recent innovations is that all efforts to tackle the problem
have been solely focused on local optimizations, leaving the
potential of the cloud untapped.

Cloud computing has been widely recognized as the
next generation of computing infrastructure, enabling on
demand powerful servers and other computing resources [3].
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Mobile cloud computing (MCC) in particular has been
acknowledged as an efficient means for improving the capa-
bilities of mobile devices. Within MCC, code offloading has
been proposed as a technique for increasing the apparent
capabilities of mobile platforms, as well as their battery
life [4], by transparently migrating computation-intensive
tasks to a resource-rich offsite surrogate not constrained by
power limitations. Good candidates for offloading are tasks
that perform extensive CPU or GPU computation, although,
more recently, migrating network-intensive operations have
also been proven to yield benefits due to themore reliable and
higher throughput characteristics of the wired connectivity
of a server [5]. However, even though performance benefits
of one order of magnitude and battery benefits of up to
two orders of magnitude have been reported, no code
offloading solution has yet been seen in widespread use in the
community.

Despite promising results in controlled laboratory envi-
ronments, we argue that a lack of evaluation in real-life sce-
narios shows that there are several hurdles yet to be addressed
by code offloading that would impede practical applications.
An analysis of these solutions allows us to group these
obstacles into three major categories: reliability, scalability,
and distribution. Concerning reliability, the reliance on syn-
chronous full-duplex communication, often across the entire
duration of an offloaded task, is unrealistic for real-life envi-
ronments, where mobile networks have a strong tendency to
intermittently fail. Formultimedia applications, which rely on
very large file sizes, this constraint is severely restrictive [6].
Concerning scalability, most currently published solutions
have failed to provide proof of support for multiple clients
simultaneously. Indeed, for some architectures, it is strongly
suggested that a one-to-one ratio between servers and clients
is needed for proper operation. Beyond that, we know of very
little work that includes an autonomic computing module for
supporting arbitrary loads. Finally, for distribution purposes,
many solutions are based on customized OS versions that
are extremely difficult to configure for the average user and
require the potential audience to voluntarily skip eventual
security patches and feature updates.

In this paper, we present a new computation offloading
platform named MobiCOP (mobile computation offloading
platform) [7]. Contrary to most other solutions, MobiCOP
avoids dealing with minute optimizations that may arise
from migrating specific methods in arbitrary locations and
instead focuses on the optimization of whole long-running
computation-intensive tasks present in modern applications.
This solution has been specifically designed to address the
three constraints mentioned above. In particular, one major
advantage of MobiCOP is that, unlike all other known
alternatives, MobiCOP’s client is fully self-contained in a
library and is compatible with most stock Android devices.
As such, adding it to an existing Android project is as easy as
adding a singleGradle dependency.The server component on
the other hand is available through a public AWSAMI, which
allows interested parties to have a fully configuredMobiCOP
server instance in amatter of minutes. It is, to our knowledge,
the easiest mobile code offloading solution to reproduce.

This paper presents the following major contributions.
(1) It presents MobiCOP, a new fully functional code

offloading framework that simultaneously satisfies
the requirements of reliability, scalability, and distri-
bution present in the mobile industry.

(2) It presents a new paradigm for implementing code
offloading that requires neither OS customization nor
integration with extraneous third-party tools.

(3) It introduces a new evidence-based decision-making
engine that enables accurate predictions for the
execution time of arbitrary code in most common
scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work; Section 3 presents a detailed
description of MobiCOP, our proposed solution; Section 4
presents multiple evaluations used to validate the solution
and offers a brief discussion of the results; lastly, in Section 5,
we highlight MobiCOP’s contributions and research implica-
tions and present our conclusions.

2. Related Work

Several code offloading frameworks that show promising
results have been proposed in academia. In this section, we
list some of themost prominent fully developed code offload-
ing frameworks featuring a complete end-to-end solution.

Satyanarayanan et al. propose the cloudlet, an extension
of cyber foraging, that seeks to harness the capabilities of
proximate public clouds [8]. Instead of executing CPU-
intensive tasks on distant servers via the web, they propose
the usage of nearby resource-rich public computers that
become accessible through short-rangewireless technologies.
Offloading can then be achieved through virtualization.
Cloudlets are preconfigured with several base VMs that
feature all common functionalities needed by the potential
clients. Those in need of additional computer resources and
in range of a cloudlet can then transmit a lightweight VM
overlay that, in conjunction with its associated base, can
achieve a quick replication of the client’s environment and
enable synergy between them.While theoretically sound, this
solution requires a massive cloudlet infrastructure that is not
yet available on a large scale today. Gai et al. on the other hand
perceive cloudlets as an intermediate layer that plays a medi-
ator role between mobile devices and cloud servers. They
propose a “dynamic energy-aware cloudlet-based mobile
cloud computing model” (DECM) [9], which uses dynamic
programming to determine which servers, in a wide and
heterogeneous cloud, should be accessed by a client in order
to minimize net energy consumption and therefore achieve
green computing. However, DECM focuses only on the
architectural model and offers no specific implementation.

More recently, an evolution of the cloudlet paradigm has
been suggested in the form of mobile-edge cloud computing
[10]. In this model, servers located at the edge of pervasive
radio access networks in close proximity to mobile users
complement their capabilities by harnessing the resources of
the distant cloud. Edge servers can then offload (partially
or totally) computation to the cloud in a speedy manner,
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thanks to the use of high throughput wired connectivity, and
then relay the result back to the client through short-range
communication technologies. Unfortunately, while multiple
mobile-edge computing architecture models currently exist
[11], again, no specific implementation is currently available
for widespread use.

In line with the idea of harnessing nearby computing
resources, another proposed use of offloading is migrat-
ing parallelizable resource-intensive tasks to proximate idle
mobile devices connected through an ad hoc network. One
example of this technology is the Hyrax framework, an
Android-compatible MapReduce implementation based on
Apache Hadoop that allows running a parallelizable task
across multiple nearby nodes, that is, other similar devices
in the near vicinity accessible through a short-range wireless
channel [12]. Nevertheless, performance in practical scenar-
ios is still an issue due to the unreliability of public mobile
ad hoc networks, lack of incentives for entering the network,
and the fact thatMapReduce has not been optimized for such
situations.

Qian and Andresen propose Jade [13], a computation
offloading framework targeted at mobile devices running the
Android operating system. This framework minimizes the
energy consumption of power-hungry tasks by offloading
them to a server with a Java VM installed, through the
usage of Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). It provides a simple
programming model that enables Android developers to
create arbitrary remotable objects by implementing a Java
interface. Jade provides a runtime, which defines three main
components: a profiler, an optimizer, and a communica-
tion handler. The profiler consists of two subcomponents:
a program profiler (estimating the energy cost of a given
remotable object) and a device profiler (keeping track of
the network’s availability and throughput). Secondly, the
optimizer is in charge of determining whether to offload a
remotable object or not depending on the profiler’s output.
Finally, the communications layer performs the offloading
operation by implementing a suspend-wait-resume scheme
on the client and contacting a server deployed on another
mobile device through either Wi-Fi or Bluetooth.

Moving onto distant server-based solutions, Cuckoo
enables code offloading by extending the Android program-
ming paradigm that is already familiar to mobile developers
[14]. In Cuckoo, tasks that may be offloaded are encapsulated
in services. Later, service invocations are captured by the
framework and executed either locally or remotely according
to the current conditions.

MAUI is a .NET code offloading framework for maxi-
mizing energy savings [15]. It achieves code portability by
leveraging the properties of the .NET Common Language
Runtime. Developers are asked to manually annotate meth-
ods that may be offloaded. Afterwards, these methods are
extracted via reflection and a server-side solver uses input
from a client-side profiler to decide whether to offload or not.

CloneCloud is another code offloading framework built
around a customized Cupcake Android branch [16]. These
modifications are necessary for the framework to support
dynamic profiling andmigration. UnlikeMAUI, CloneCloud
is able to automatically select portions of code to be offloaded

without programmer intervention.This is achieved by having
a static analyzer that determines all legal partition points
within a certain set of constraints and estimating the timing
between the entry and exit points of said partitions with
and without offloading. Server-side execution is achieved
via application-level virtual machines and communication is
handled by a migrator thread.

ThinkAir is another code offloading framework that seeks
to addressMAUI’s scalability issues by supporting on demand
cloud resource allocation [17]. It also solves CloneCloud’s
application, input, and environmental conditions restrictions
by adopting an online method-level offloading mechanism.
ThinkAir handles scalability by creating a complete VM of a
smartphone system in the cloud and providing an interface
that allows clients to ask for either more powerful or a greater
number of VMs to handle the most resource-intensive tasks.
Methods susceptible to being offloaded are annotated by the
developer. This allows a code generator that runs at compile
time to build the necessary communications layer between
client and server.

COMET explores a new way of performing code offload-
ing by experimenting with distributed shared memory
(DSM) [18]. For this to work, the authors extended the
DalvikVM by adding several VM synchronization primitives
to theAndroidCyanogenModGingerbread release so it could
support DSM. COMET operates at the thread level, allowing
the same threads to run on two different environments. A
full-duplex byte stream is then established to allow both
threads to migrate from one environment to the other and
to share their state.

Flores et al. propose EMCO, a code offloading framework
with a heavy emphasis on strengthening offloading decisions
by exploiting crowdsourcing and evidence-based learning
methods in the cloud [19, 20]. A server-based neural network
algorithm analyzes offloading traces of clients and uses them
to deduce if-then-else rules for offloading which are later
pushed to mobile clients as fuzzy rules via GCM. Input
frommultiple clients can therefore be used to develop highly
accurate decision models.

Finally, Gordon et al. take one step back and propose
an alternative offloading architecture in their latest frame-
work, Tango. Instead of relying on an inherently imperfect
decision-making engine, the full app is replicated in a cloud
environment and run simultaneously at all times [5]. A
modified deterministic thread-schedulingmechanism allows
both environments to produce the exact same output under
all possible circumstances. Out of both replicas, the fastest
is considered the leader and the one driving the program
forward; should a context switch result in the slower replica
becoming faster, the leadership roles are exchanged through
what the authors refer to as flip-flop replication.

Table 1 shows a summary of the different approaches
mentioned above. The main problem common to all of
the previous platforms is that very little to no evidence is
supplied regarding how well they would operate under real-
life scenarios, where network instability is the norm and
server traffic spikes are to be expected. In general, we have
noticed that many of these frameworks incorporate features
found on desktop-level code offloading solutions, and, as
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Table 1: Comparison of current mobile code offloading frameworks.

Frameworks Purpose Offloading mechanism Partitioning Preparation Offloading Decision Granularity level

Hyrax Energy and
performance Code MapReduce

algorithm

Replication on
server with Java

VM
Not available Class

Jade Energy Code Static analysis
Replication on
server with Java

VM
Dynamic Class

Cuckoo Energy or
performance Code API

Replication on
server with Java

VM
Not available Method

MAUI Energy Code Annotations
Replication on

server
with .NET CLR

Dynamic, on server Method

CloneCloud Performance VM Dynamic
profiling

App/device
cloning Dynamic Thread

ThinkAir Scalability VM Annotations Code generator Not available Method

COMET Performance Code Dynamic
profiling

Distributed
shared memory Dynamic Thread

EMCO Performance Code Annotations Code generator Dynamic Method

Tango Energy and
Performance Code N/A Flip-flop

replication Always concurrent Entire app

such, they disregard some of the most prominent issues
arising in mobile environments. MobiCOP seeks to address
most of these concerns.

3. The MobiCOP Platform

3.1. Motivation. There exists a substantial amount of research
in the area of OS-level requirements necessary for the imple-
mentation of optimal mobile offloading solutions. Many
proof of concepts have been designed by forking the latest
Android Open-Source Project (AOSP) branch and adding
several features with this objective inmind, such as the ability
to collect low-level metrics on the execution of arbitrary
functions and DSM. However, until now, very little work has
been done in exploring the feasibility of constructing amobile
code offloading solution with unaltered currently available
mobile operating systems. MobiCOP was born from the
desire to explore this possibility. Ourmain research objectives
are twofold: first, we seek to evaluate the robustness of a code
offloading solution built with the standard Android API; sec-
ond,we seek to address the engineering shortcomings present
in currently available mobile code offloading solutions that
impede usage in practice.

This research shows that it is possible to build a fairly
robust fully featured code offloading framework for the
Android operating system without modifying the OS. Fur-
thermore, it offers several design considerations that should
be taken into account in the construction of future code
offloading solutions to improve overall quality, and it lists
several challenges that need to be overcome if we seek to
implement these solutions in practical settings.

3.2. Design Overview. MobiCOP is a fully functional code
offloading framework that offers implementation of all mod-
ules expected of such a system, including a remote execution
environment, a decision-making engine, and a communi-
cation layer. It is designed to minimize execution time and
power consumption on long-running background tasks.

In the Android operating system, extended background
tasks should ideally be handled by an Android service
component in order to decouple the task from the user
interface in an activity and to allow the OS to eventually
destroy activities to recycle memory without hampering the
background operation. Additionally, services are less likely
to be destroyed in case of resource shortages than activities;
therefore, operations encapsulated by a service are more
likely to complete. Once a service has been defined by the
developer, invoking it is fairly straightforward. The only
caveat of this process is that activities and services act as
isolated components; therefore, in order to pass parameters
from one to the other, developers are required to manually
pass input arguments one by one to enable marshaling by
the Android OS. Alternative means of passing data, for
example, through static variables, are not recommended and
considered bad practice, as they do not support preemptive
resource destruction from the OS.

MobiCOP fully embraces this philosophy and offers
both service-encapsulated core implementation to optimize
resource consumption and a similar interface for offloading
tasks. This offers us two major advantages: first, it allows us
to provide developers with an API evoking a certain sense of
familiarity with the standard Android SDK; second, it allows
us to overcome one of the biggest challenges in offloading
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frameworks: state transfer. Ever since MAUI, state transfer
has been recognized as the biggest challenge in the develop-
ment of code offloading frameworks. A common technique
for addressing this concern involves automatic reachable
heap calculation [16]: the entire heap that is reachable
from the offloaded task is calculated and sent to the cloud.
Unfortunately, this requires a significant amount of data to
be sent across the web, a characteristic that is advised against
in the context of unreliable and expensive mobile networks.
Some researchers have suggested different means for limiting
the state to be transferred, for example, through static analysis
of the relevant executable code [21] or via the implementation
of distributed shared memory (DSM) [18]. However, these
alternatives are far from optimal as they require significant
amounts of either processing or network traffic.

Our implementation takes a step back when compared
to traditional offloading frameworks and requires developers
to manually pass relevant input to the tasks that would
be offloaded. While disadvantageous at first glance, this
approach is the same thatAndroid developers are accustomed
to when implementing data sharing between Android com-
ponents, thus cohering very naturally. With this, the data to
be transferred between local and server environments can be
both immediately determined and also kept at a minimum.

The platform’s interface is also deeply integrated with our
decision-making engine. By passing data to the framework
as a hash map, all the input data is tagged by default. This
information can then be used to make accurate predictions
of a task’s execution time based on past evidence, assuming
the task is deterministic. This, coupled with a context and
network profiler in charge of evaluating the network’s status
and throughput, allows us to make educated decisions about
the best context for executing a given task for optimizing both
performance and battery usage.

One final feature supported by our platform is the ability
to support concurrent execution and offloading of tasks.
Although our context and network profiler is capable of
properly evaluating the status of the network at any given
time, it is impossible to ensure that the quality of the network
will remain the same across the entire lifecycle of an offloaded
operation. Once an operation is successfully transferred to
the server, it may be that its eventual output will be unable to
reach the client due to a sudden drop in network availability.
By default, our framework recognizes these scenarios via a
timeout and falls back to local implementation if a result
fails to reach the host application in time; nevertheless, under
such circumstances, delays will be inevitable. It can therefore
be of interest to developers to simultaneously run a task
locally and on a server, in order to ensure the best possible
performance will be attained. That way, the client will retain
the result from the most efficient context, despite network
quality issues, although battery consumption is expected to
slightly increase. Tango is one of the most prominent code
offloading frameworks to feature concurrent task executions
[5]. Onemore use casewhere this is relevant is when handling
the cold start of new app installs. Our decision-making
engine is based on past evidence in order to make decisions
on themost appropriate context to run a task. If said evidence
does not exist (either due to a fresh install or the end-user

deleting the application’s local data), it becomes impossible
to return an educated guess. Under these circumstances, our
frameworkwill always default to a concurrent execution, both
to guarantee a reasonable performance and to start acquiring
the data needed for future decisions. From here onwards, we
will refer to a workflow in which a task is run in a single
context based on the output of the decision-making engine
as optimistic and to one in which it is run simultaneously on
both of them as concurrent.

3.3. Architecture Overview. The essential part of the client’s
library revolves around a core Android service that oversees
the handling of incoming tasks and interconnects the plat-
form’s various components. Whenever the user dispatches a
task to this service, it queries the decision-making engine
to decide on the proper execution context and whether the
task should be executed concurrently or not. An overview
of MobiCOP’s workflow can be seen in Figure 1, and a full
rundown of the architecture is available in Figure 2.

MobiCOP’s communication layer was built with mobil-
ity in mind and designed to minimize traffic and power
consumption under unreliable network conditions. As such,
it makes use of asynchronous communication and resum-
able data transfers to minimize problems stemming from
payload transfers interrupted midway and premature socket
closure.MobiCOP defines two communication channels, one
dedicated exclusively to the transfer of control messages for
coordinating the state of an offloaded task and a second
one optimized for the transfer of large payloads. In order to
minimize resource consumption, it was decided to base the
transfer of controlmessages on theGoogle Firebase upstream
messaging technology. Upstream messaging is an XMPP
communication channel that allows clients to reuse the same
sockets Android uses for the handling of push notifications
and relay small payloads to arbitrary recipients through
Google’s infrastructure. Its primary benefits include socket
reuse for improved battery life and resource optimization
thanks to the asynchronous nature of XMPP.

On the other hand, to ensure the best possible per-
formance and reliability of the transferring of large pay-
loads, it was decided to build the second channel on top
of HTTP-based resumable data transfer technologies. The
main reason for this choice was to allow applications to
resume transfers from the point they were disconnected in
the case of network interruptions. We decided against the
construction of a custom protocol in order to ensure Mobi-
COP’s availability in public environments with networks
configured to restrict certain ports (e.g., schools, airports).
For uploads, our solution makes use of the TUS protocol
for resumable uploads. TUS is an open-source HTTP-based
communication protocol meant to provide a unified solution
for handling the problem of midway connection failures. It
provides a robust framework for dividing large payloads into
smaller packages, assembling them in the server once all
packages have been sent, and error handling. For downloads,
we made use of the Range metadata defined in HTTP, which
allows static file servers to resume downloads starting from
an arbitrary offset defined by the client. For both of these
solutions to work, all large payloads must first be recorded
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Figure 1: MobiCOP offloading sequence diagram.

onto disk as a file. This has two primary benefits: first, it
allows streaming from disk instead of memory, therefore
reducing an application’s memory footprint and risk of “out-
of-memory” errors; second, it allows deferring the processing
of results, a useful feature to have for noncritical tasks
running when the end-user is in the middle of a different
activity.

When it comes to differentiating between when to use
which channel, we take into consideration the 4KB limit
imposed by Google for messages transferred via upstream
messaging. If the combined size of a task’s input set plus its
associated metadata defined by MobiCOP does not exceed
4KB, all data is sent through the first channel alone; other-
wise, the server/client is instructed to wait for the associated
input/output data to be sent through the second channel
before proceeding.

MobiCOP’s server component defines four distinct mod-
ules: a public interface, middleware, an elastic cloud compo-
nent, and an x86-compatible Android server environment.
The public interface exposes the services that clients may
interact with: an XMPP endpoint hooked up to Google’s
infrastructure to receive upstream messages, a TUS server
for managing the resumable upload of large payloads, and a
static file server that conforms to the Range HTTP header
specification for handling resumable downloads of large
payloads. Offloading requests are passed to the middleware
in charge of managing the status of pending tasks and sanity

checking the Android execution environments.The latter are
currently based on “Genymotion on Demand,” a provider of
virtual x86 compatible Android environments built on top of
Amazon Web Services’ infrastructure.

Several alternatives were considered for running Android
in the cloud, including running our own custom server
with Android x86 and Ravello Systems’ Android emulation
technology [22], yet Genymotion managed to significantly
outperform the others in our various performance tests.
Genymotion on Demand also gives us the added benefit of
enabling integration with other AWS services, such as AWS
Auto Scaling. The latter is an integral part of our architecture
as it allows us to scale the number of Android virtual
machines to adapt to the number of offloading requests being
received at any given time. Moreover, spare instances are
removed once traffic slows down, which allows us to save on
monetary costs. Additional benefits of Auto Scaling include
improved fault tolerance, as Auto Scaling automatically
checks the status of currently running instances and reboots
them in case they become unresponsive, and improved
availability, since Auto Scaling creates additional instances in
geographical regions where network traffic is busier.

Developers are required to preinstall their application’s
APK into the Genymotion on Demand Android virtual
machines for the platform to be operational. This allows us
to replicate the exact same logic as that of the clients without
the need of transferring executable code or its dependencies.
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Figure 2: MobiCOP architecture overview.

Once a task is completed in the server, its result is
sent back to the client via Firebase push notification. If the
task’s output exceeds 4KB, the data is stored in a file and
relayed through the static file server. The moment the client
receives the data back, the task’s results are forwarded to the
application via an Android broadcast and later captured by
an Android broadcast receiver that defines how to handle the
results. One major consequence of our framework’s design
is that it forces developers to code in a thread-safe manner.
Accordingly, MobiCOP does not support midtask client-
server communication (only lightweight status notifications
from the server to the client in order to support simple fea-
tures such as progress bars) or intercontext synchronization
(e.g., lock sharing). This is intentional, as such features are
prone to concurrency errors and modern mobile APIs have
been abstracting them for years.

In summary, a standard MobiCOP offloading workflow
operates as follows: whenever MobiCOP’s decision-making
engine decides to offload a task, the size of its input data is
measured. If it is above 4KB in size, the file-syncing module
is activated and the input parameters are transferred to the
server via TUS (Figure 2, step (1)). Otherwise, this step is
skipped and we proceed to contacting the server via FCM
(Figure 2, steps (2) and (3)). Once the server receives a
request to offload code (Figure 2, step (4)), the middleware
application logs the entry (Figure 2, step (5)) and forwards

it to the AWS Auto Scaling module (Figure 2, step (6)).
This module will then relay the message to an operational
Android runtime built on top of Genymotion on Demand
(Figure 2, step (7)) and will also spawn additional instances
if the server load becomes too high or terminate some of
them in the opposite case. Once the task is completed, a
message is sent back via push notifications using Firebase
downstreammessaging (Figure 2, step (8)). Here, it is possible
for the message to be temporarily withheld by Google if
the client cannot be reached. This can happen if the client’s
connection is lost or if the user shuts down the device. In
that case, FCM will wait until the device is reachable again
before forwarding the results (Figure 2, step (9)). When the
client receives the message, the file-syncing module may
again require retrieving additional data from the static file
server if the output data did not fit inside the FCM package
(Figure 2, step (10)). Again, if this is not the case, this step is
skipped. Finally, once all results are available on the client, the
framework emits a broadcast to notify the application that the
operation is completed (Figure 2, step (11)).
3.4. Application Programming Interface. Tasks to be offloaded
are encapsulated in a runnable derived from a superclass
in the API (Figure 3). This class provides utility methods
for accessing the Android context and posting partial
results. It defines a single abstract method that needs to be
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/∗∗
∗ Encapsulates any execution to be run either locally or
∗ in the cloud.
∗/

public class O�oadingCodeRunnable 
extends CloudRunnable { 

/∗∗
∗ Code to be executed.
∗
∗@param params A set of parameters supplied by 
∗ the developer.
∗@param lastState The last recorded state managed
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗/
@Override

Params lastState) {
// Do stuff...

Params result = new Params(); 
// Populate result object
// (e.g: result.putString(“key”, “value”);
return result; 

}
}

result. May be null.
before obtaining the final
if the connection is interrupted
being offloaded. This may happen
execution is resumed locally after
This is used in case the code
to be sent by the cloud service.

∗@return A result encapsulated in a Params object.

public Params execute(Params params,

Figure 3: MobiCOP API sample: how to define code that may be
offloaded.

private void o�oadCode() { 
Params bundle = new Params(); 
bundle.putString(“key”, “value”);
CloudOperation operation = new CloudOperation( 

this, O�oadingCodeRunnable.class);
operation.setParams(bundle);
String operationId = 

CloudManager.executeCloudOperation(
this, operation);

// Operation id may be used to identify the offloaded
// operation when the results are received back in a
// broadcast receiver

}

Figure 4: MobiCOP API sample: executing an offloaded operation.

implemented by the developers. Here, they may include any
custom logic they have inmind. Input and output parameters
are encapsulated in a generic object facilitated by the API that
includes binary serialization logic to marshal the parameters
from the mobile client to the cloud transparently. This object
may be populated by a dictionary of arbitrary primitives and
their corresponding arrays, adopting a pattern very similar to
Android’s intents. In order to transfer data between client and
server, all parameters are serialized using Google’s protocol
buffers, a lightweight platform-neutral binary serialization
technology.

Once this class is defined, users simply need to declare an
input set and pass the pair (input, runnable) to the framework
(Figure 4).Thiswill in turn immediately yield an operation ID
to the developer whichmay be used to associate future results
to their respective tasks. If in optimistic mode, the library

will then decide whether to run the code locally or to offload
it, with the decision being transparent to the developer; if
in concurrent mode, the task will be simultaneously run on
both contexts unless network conditions impede offloading.
In the latter case, a synchronization mechanism ensures only
the first received result for a specific operation is relayed
back to the application. In case the client finishes before the
result from the server is received, the latter will be omitted.
Otherwise, the client’s result will be omitted. In this last case,
it is important to highlight that running operations will not
be forcefully aborted in order to prevent a potential failure to
clean up resources. Instead, a thread interrupted flag will be
triggered which developers are encouraged to check in order
to prematurely terminate an operation.

Finally, the results are received by a local broadcast
receiver. The decision to use this Android feature to collect
results was based on the fact that users may exit the applica-
tion before the task is finished. Should they do so, a broadcast
receiver allows the results to be processed even if the UI is not
visible or if the application has already been terminated by the
operating system. If declared in the Androidmanifest, it even
allows receiving and processing results after a reboot.

3.5. Decision-Making Engine. MobiCOP’s decision-making
engine is made up of two modules: a quality of service
(QoS) monitor and a code profiler. The QoS component is
in charge of profiling the network, that is, keeping track of
its availability, latency 𝐿, and transfer speed 𝑅. For Wi-Fi
connections, throughput speeds are sampled the moment
the device connects to a new network, then periodically at
regular intervals. Mobile networks on the other hand are
slightly more involved. We decided on seeking an alternative
approach in this case, in order to avoid generating unnec-
essary costs to the end-user. As such, the network speed is
estimated based on documented average transmission rates
of the subtype of the connection (LTE, GPRS, EDGE, etc.).

The code profiler is responsible for keeping track of past
task executions and predicting the running time of future
tasks. This module’s operation is based on the heuristic that
two tasks sharing the same logic and input parameters will
take the same time to be completed. Its implementation
was rendered possible thanks to the particularities of our
programming interface. For every task 𝑇𝑖, its input set 𝐼𝑖 ={𝑖1, 𝑖2, . . . , 𝑖𝑛} is transformed into the vector 𝑉𝑖 by applying
the function 𝐹 over every element of 𝐼𝑖. In our particular
case, the input set corresponds to the hash map developers
are required to pass to the framework. Different values of the
input set are distinguished by the key-value pairs in the hash
map. We then define 𝐹 as follows:

𝐹 (𝑖𝑥) =
{{{{{{{{{

𝑖𝑥, if 𝑖𝑥 is numeric

length (𝑖𝑥) , if 𝑖𝑥 is a string, array, or file
1 or 0, if 𝑖𝑥 is boolean.

(1)

Let �̂� equal the normalized vector of 𝑉. Let 𝑡 represent
a task’s execution time in seconds and 𝑙 represent the size of
a data set in bytes. Whenever a task is completed, the tuple
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𝑅𝑇 = (𝑡local, 𝑡cloud, 𝑙output) is stored in a KD-Tree by the client,
with �̂� as its search key. Once enough data has been recorded,
the decision-making engine can make accurate predictions
for newly arriving tasks. Let 𝑇𝑁 be a newly arriving task.
The decision-making engine executes a nearest neighbor
algorithm to find those records 𝑅𝑇𝑖 whose vector �̂�𝑖 most
resemble �̂�𝑁. Let 𝑊𝑖 be the inverse of the distance between�̂�𝑖 and �̂�𝑁; we can then make an estimate for 𝑅𝑇𝑁 as
𝑅𝑇𝑁

=
{{{{{{{

average (𝑅𝑇𝑖) ∀𝑅𝑇𝑖 | �̂�𝑖 = �̂�𝑁, if ∃𝑖 | �̂�𝑖 = �̂�𝑁
∑(𝑊𝑖 ⋅ 𝑅𝑇𝑖)∑𝑊

𝑖

, otherwise.

(2)

Our algorithm has so far shown good results in our tests,
but it does have limitations when dealing with nondeter-
ministic algorithms and vectors with high dimensionality.
Also, we have had to cap the size of the KD-Trees to
prevent too much overhead from being accumulated. Using
both the quality of service manager and the code profiler
subcomponents, the decision to offload is made if both of the
following are true:

(i) A good network connection is available (Wi-Fi: RSSI≥ −82 dBm; mobile networks: ASU ≥ 5).
(ii) The following inequality is true:

𝑡local > 𝛼 ⋅ (𝑡cloud + 𝑙input𝑅 +
𝑙output
𝑅 + 𝐿) , (3)

where the value 𝛼 is an arbitrarymultiplier currently set to 1.5
by default, as per the model recommended in [23].

4. Results and Discussion

With the goal of proving production-readiness, MobiCOP
has undergone testing in a wide variety of scenarios. These
include microbenchmarks for comparison purposes with
other solutions on both stable and unstable network connec-
tions, server stress testing to evaluate the robustness of our
backend, and macrobenchmarks in the form of integration
with actual commercial applications. Testing was done on
both low-end and high-end stock Android mobile devices.
For low-end, we used a LenovoA319 with a dual-core 1.3 GHz
Cortex-A7 CPU and 512MB of RAM; for high-end, we used a
Samsung Galaxy S5 with a quad-core 2.5 GHz Krait 400 CPU
and 2GB of RAM.The server component was deployed on an
AWS m4.xlarge instance running Genymotion on Demand
with Android 6.

In all of our experiments we measured two metrics:
performance and energy. For measuring battery consump-
tion, we used a Monsoon Power Monitor device. For all
benchmarks, we compared both metrics when performing a
local execution and when offloading the task. The potential
of mobile code offloading technologies depends largely on
the mobile network technology they are using, as it affects

both throughput and energy [24]. Therefore, we considered
offloading under both a Wi-Fi connection and a 3G mobile
network.

Finally, we evaluated ease of use and adoption by handing
a MobiCOP-based mobile cloud computing assignment to
an advanced computer science engineering university course
and asking the students for their opinion on the platform.

Overall, for all of our experiments, offloading via Mobi-
COP resulted in significant gains in both performance and
energy when compared to a local execution. Scalability
testing and ease of use evaluation were also positive.

4.1.Microbenchmarks. Themicrobenchmarks used for evalu-
ating MobiCOP were carefully selected to represent the most
common likely use cases for MobiCOP. The most common
scenario is computing a standard Java algorithm. However,
as MobiCOPmainly focuses on CPU or GPU-intensive long-
running tasks, we gave special attention to Android’s
technologies designed specifically for computation-
intensive applications. With this in mind, we have included
microbenchmarks for algorithms exploiting Android’s NDK
(which enables interacting with optimized C/C++ code) and
Renderscript (framework for concurrent CPU, GPU, and
DSP computation). It is important to highlight how pivotal
it is for offloading frameworks to support these technologies
as modern commercial applications making use of intensive
computation are highly likely to take advantage of at least
one of these. We also consider a microbenchmark for an
application requiring large amounts of state transfer between
client and server to evaluate behavior under high network
traffic conditions. For each of these four categories, we
consider the following specific benchmarks.

(i) Pure Java Computation:𝑁-Queen Problem (𝑁 = 14).The
task is to enumerate the placements of all 𝑁 valid queens
on an 𝑁 × 𝑁 chess board such that no queen is in range of
another.

(ii) NDK Computation: Chess Engine (8 Plies). The task is
to calculate the optimal move in a game of chess with the
computer taking into consideration up to 8 possible moves in
advance. The chess engine selected for this microbenchmark
was implemented inC++ and interfaced through theAndroid
NDK.

(iii) Renderscript Computation: Mandelbrot Fractal. The task
consists of generating a Mandelbrot fractal through an
algorithm implemented in Renderscript and visualizing it in
a 3000 × 3000 image.

(iv) Computation Involving Heavy Traffic: Video Transcoding.
The task consists of transcoding a WebM video into an MP4
equivalent using FFMPEG.The video used in this experiment
is 48 seconds long and 4.5MB in size, and it would need to be
transferred in its entirety both at the beginning and at the end
of the offloading task.

All of these benchmarks were based on open-source
implementation available online. Figure 5 shows the results
under stable network conditions.
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Figure 5: Microbenchmark results for stable network environments.

Overall, all metrics show substantial improvements when
offloading under either Wi-Fi or 3G mobile networks. The
only exception is the overall execution time and power
requirements for the Renderscript benchmark in high-end
devices. The primary reason for this is that the task itself
is too short when compared to the time it takes to transfer
the output file back to the client. In general, the longer the

offloaded task takes to be completed, the more pronounced
the MobiCOP’s benefits become.

It is also important to demonstrate that MobiCOP per-
forms adequately under unreliable connections as well. It is
difficult to set up a reproducible experiment for unreliable
networks in real-life environments; therefore, we decided
to emulate an unstable connection by routing our mobile
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Figure 6: Microbenchmark results for unstable network environments.

device’s network connection through a proxy equipped with
network throttling capabilities. For this experiment, we used
the Charles Proxy software and configured it to emulate a
slow 3G connection with a package transfer failure rate of 1%
per each 10KB transmitted. When transferring files several
megabytes large, this actually results in rather frequent dis-
connections. For this reason, this experiment is particularly
relevant to computation requiring large amounts of data to be
transferred between client and server. As such, we only show
the results for one benchmark involving little data exchange
(𝑁 queens) and one involving large amounts of data exchange
(video transcoding). The results are shown in Figure 6.

There is little change in all metrics in the situation where
the required state to transfer is low. Differences becomemuch
more noticeable when the payloads are large in size, as in
the video transcoding benchmark. While battery and perfor-
mance gains do indeed become slightly moremodest because
of the increased latency and transfer times, MobiCOP still
manages to outperform a local execution by a fair margin in
both low-end and high-end devices.

4.2. Scalability Testing. As previously mentioned, MobiCOP
was designed to address the scalability issues commonly
found in current code offloading solutions. In order to prove
scalability, we performed three stress test experiments in
which we sent varying amounts of offloading requests for
an 𝑁-queen problem (𝑁 = 15 for this experiment) across
a 30-minute time frame. To emulate the irregular rate at

which requests are received in a practical setting, we used a
Poisson process with rates of 3, 6, and 12 requests per minute.
Auto Scaling instance replication policies may be fine-tuned
according to the specific needs of the developer; however, in
our case, we set up our environment to double the number of
server instances whenever the overall CPU work load across
all instances would exceed 50% and to terminate one-quarter
of the instances whenever the CPUworkload would go below
25%.

Figure 7 shows the results obtained from these tests.
The charts on the left show the evolution of the number
of Android instances throughout the tests. The charts on
the right show the evolution of the average response time
for intervals where the number of Android instances was
constant. As a point of reference, the response time for an
isolated request is around 53 seconds.

From the evaluation, we can identify three scenarios.
The first (3 requests per minute) is a case in which the
demand is adjusted to the initial conditions of the cloud
platform. In fact, no additional server instances running
Android are needed, and the average response time is kept
stable throughout the execution of the test. The second
scenario (6 requests per second) represents a case in which
the demand is slightly too high for the initial conditions
of the cloud platform. Therefore, the response times are
initially subpar. As the platform starts to increase the number
of Android instances, the response times start to converge
toward the expected values from the first test. Finally, the
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Figure 7: MobiCOP stress test results.

third scenario (12 requests per minute) is a case in which the
demand totally collapses the cloud platform given its initial
conditions. As such, for a limited amount of time, server
performance becomes very lackluster. In order to be able to
satisfy this traffic, the platform aggressively scales the number
of Android instances until the servers recover their capacity
to process them efficiently. After that, the platform starts to
decrease the number of Android instances until the point
where the demand is in equilibrium with the capacity of the
platform and the response times stabilize at their expected
values. In this last scenario, it takes our server about 13
minutes to adapt itself to provide an optimal response time for
the offloading request. Nevertheless, we must highlight that
it is possible to further decrease this interval by configuring
Auto Scaling to increase the number of server instances when
under high workload conditions by a factor greater than two.

In addition to the evolution of response time, we used
a second metric, the throughput, to evaluate the scalability
of our solution. The throughput can be defined as the rate
at which requests are processed by the system. According to
Little’s law, we can calculate the throughput of the system as
follows:

𝑋 = 𝑁𝑅 , (4)

where 𝑁 is the average number of transactions being
processed, 𝑅 is the average response time, and 𝑋 is the
throughput of the system [25]. Table 2 shows the results
obtained in our experiments.

From the table, we can see that, for a relatively low
quantity of concurrent requests, the throughput increases
linearly. However, given the nature of the processes (high
CPU usage for almost a minute for an isolated request),
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Table 2: Throughput of the system for the𝑁-queen experiment.

Concurrent
requests

Android
instances

no.

Average
response
time (s)

Throughput
(requests per
minute)

3 2 55 3.27
6 2 65.8 5.47
12 2 152.3 4.73
24 2 283.2 5.08

we can see that the system quickly reaches a cap on its
throughput at 6 concurrent requests. Additional concurrent
requests rapidly degrade the throughput of the system if the
number ofAndroid instances remains constant.Nevertheless,
the ability of our system to autoscale on demand ensures a
high throughput is maintained by automatically instantiating
additional Android instances on the cloud when needed.

We can observe from the results thatMobiCOP can adapt
itself to different levels of demand, increasing or decreasing
the number of Android instances according to its needs. It
is important to note that the performance of the scalability
policies for a particular application could be improved by
making a more detailed analysis of MobiCOP’s intended use
cases.

4.3. Practical Use Cases. MobiCOP was designed with the
intent of integrating it with production-ready applications. It
is therefore important to demonstrate that it can be success-
fully integrated into industrial level software with complex
workflows and use cases.With this inmind, wewill now show
two macrobenchmark examples of professional applications
that have been able to reap benefits fromMobiCOP.

4.3.1. Galerie. Galerie is an image processing application
that makes use of machine learning techniques to learn
the patterns of a specific painter’s styles and apply them to
an arbitrary image in order to redraw them and obtain a
painting-like equivalent.

Galerie’s algorithm is based on three consecutive steps
(Figure 8). First, a color gradient is calculated for each
pixel in the input image. Then, gradients are grouped into
clusterswith the𝐾-means algorithm. Finally, a filter is applied
to imitate a painter’s brush strokes. Galerie was designed
to be operational in offline settings; therefore all of the

processing is done locally. For performance reasons, Galerie
takes full advantage of OpenGL to harness the device’s GPU,
in addition to the CPU, in order to increase the algorithm’s
processing speed. As such, the image transformation is very
CPU- and GPU-intensive, so it takes a couple of minutes to
be completed (even more on low-end devices), during which
a significant amount of battery is drained.

MobiCOP presented itself as an excellent opportunity to
grant Galerie the ability to increase performance and battery
life in settings where a network is available, without having
to sacrifice offline support (although in this case MobiCOP
would not grant any additional benefit).Moreover,MobiCOP
allows this to be achieved without having to rewrite the
algorithm’s complex logic in a server environment. Results
when running Galerie for transforming a 748 × 748 image
1.3MB in size, with and without MobiCOP, are shown in
Figure 9.

MobiCOP gave Galerie excellent performance and bat-
tery gains for both low-end and high-end devices. Although
the performance gains are less noticeable for higher-end
devices, particularly those with a 3G connection, the reduc-
tion in battery consumption remains significant due to the
device remaining idle during the operation.

Considering that Galeriemakes intensive use of GPU and
the fact that Android instances on AWS do not have physical
support of GPUs (they are emulated by CPU), we were also
interested in how this fact could impact our platform.We also
took separate measurements of the execution time of the 𝐾-
means (CPU-intensive) and the stroke filter (GPU-intensive)
processes when executing the algorithm locally (both devices
have a physical GPU) andwhen offloading the execution.The
results are shown in Figure 10.

The results show that, while the relative gains for the
GPU process are less than the gains for the CPU process, the
GPU process is still faster when it is offloaded. From these
results, we conclude that even though access to a physical
GPU is restricted for Android instances in AWS, tasks are
still executed faster on the server. Nevertheless, should AWS
eventually add GPU support for Android, we expect results
to become even more promising.

4.3.2. Contect. Contect is an early warning medical applica-
tion that seeks to detect possible neurological complications
(e.g., concussions, traumatic brain injuries) by analyzing a
patient’s speech [26, 27]. Specifically, it asks the patient to
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Figure 9: Galerie performance and battery results.
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Figure 10: Comparison of relative gains for CPU and GPU pro-
cesses.

take a sustained vowel test (to say “AHHH” for as long
as possible), records the audio, and then feeds the speech
sample to a deep learning neural network that processes
the sample and delivers a concussion probability. Sustained
vowel tests are a common examination requested by speech-
language pathologists. Example screenshots of the application
are available in Figure 11.

As deep learning algorithms are most suited for image
recognition applications, the speech samples are first trans-
formed into spectrograms before being fed to the network.
Contect’s neural network is incredibly complex as it tries to
detect patterns that are very hard for human beings to notice.
For this to work, a complex architecture consisting of ten
parallel 50-layer deep residual neural networks was built.The
outputs are then agglomerated into a series of consecutive
fully connected layers before delivering a final result. When
offloading with MobiCOP, the spectrogram is sent as input
across the network to the server, and the concussion proba-
bility is sent back to the client as the operation result.

Due to the complexity of the model, the resulting neural
network ended up being around 250MB in size, requiring
over 1 GB of memory to be loaded and executed on a mobile
device. This makes it unsuitable for low-end devices that
fail to meet these minimum specs, as running this model
would result in an out-of-memory error. Even in high-end
devices, a single speech sample processing would take over
two minutes to be completed, again draining a significant
amount of battery.

MobiCOP had two major benefits for Contect. First,
it allowed high-end devices to gain both performance and
battery efficiency when a network was available. Second,
it enabled Contect to become compatible with lower-end
devices that fail to satisfy its minimum required specifi-
cations, although only in settings with a network connec-
tion. Still, restricted operation in specific environments is
preferable to none at all, and all of the above was achieved
with minimum programming effort and without the need
of porting the model to a server-compatible neural network
framework. The results are shown in Figure 12.

Thanks to MobiCOP, Contect’s performance was boosted
by 4 times, its energy consumption was reduced by 6 times,
and its target audience was significantly widened by allowing
owners of lower-end devices to make use of the application.

4.4. Quasi-Experiments with Mobile Developers. An aspect
that is often disregarded in code offloading frameworks is
how difficult it is for third parties to adopt the platform.
This is a very important aspect to consider when seeking
to confirm any reported results. In order to evaluate the
ease of use of MobiCOP, we sought the assistance of the
students at the IIC3380 Mobile Platforms Workshop class at
PontificiaUniversidadCatólica deChile. Students at this class
are taught fundamentals and advanced concepts of Android
application development and mobile cloud integration. It is
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Figure 11: Contect screenshots.
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Figure 12: Contect performance and battery results.

an advanced course made up of both graduate students and
senior undergrads.

At the 2016 instance of this class, the 14 attending students
were split up in four different groups and tasked with
replicating both the 𝑁-queen problem benchmark and the
video transcoding benchmark. Additionally, each group was
assigned one of the most representative frameworks of the
offloading environment and asked to do the same tasks with
them as well. The selected frameworks for this assignment
were MAUI, COMET, Tango, and EMCO. Students were
expected to compare them with MobiCOP. Due to a lack of
documentation regarding these frameworks, students were
also encouraged to directly contact the respective authors
for assistance. In regard to MobiCOP, students were granted
access to a repository holding MobiCOP’s code and the 𝑁-
queen benchmark example. No further help nor documenta-
tion was given.

The assignment was handed out at the beginning of the
semester and due at the end. Three experienced teaching

assistants were available at all times during the workshops to
guide the students. At the end of the assignment, all groups
were successfully able to reproduce both benchmarks with
MobiCOP on their environments with very little difficulty. A
survey was then conducted to collect the students’ opinion
on the respective frameworks, which allowed us to do a
qualitative assessment of MobiCOP’s developer experience.
One of the groups reported the following:

MobiCOP’s installation was straightforward. [. . .]
The framework’s implementation closely resembles
how Android intents work, and thus it was very
easy to get used to it.

A single group found that both their assigned framework
and MobiCOP shared a similarly low implementation diffi-
culty:

MobiCOP abstracts the offloading and creates an
interface similar to any asynchronous task that
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depends on function callbacks. [. . .] [Both EMCO
and MobiCOP] are easy to include into any app.

Overall, however, the benefits offered by MobiCOP were
found to be superior:

Regarding the experiments and benchmarks car-
ried out, EMCO effectively presents several advan-
tages in comparison to local code execution, but
is dwarfed in performance when compared to the
proposed MobiCOP framework.

Nevertheless,MobiCOPwas not devoid of criticism. Lack
of documentation and severe hardships with configuring
the server were objected to. However, these comments were
taken to heart and both issues were solved by developing a
series of brief step-by-step tutorials and distributing an AMI
on AWS of a fully configured MobiCOP server that allows
reproduction in a matter of minutes (this was not available
at the time of the experiment and all server infrastructure
configurations had to be done by hand).

Beyond EMCO, however, our students found very little
success in replicating the other frameworks. Installation
instructions were either nonexistent, unclear, or extremely
restrictive (i.e., only taking into consideration specific
Android models), and not every author answered their
requests for assistance. At the end of the semester and
despite several attempts, our students were unsuccessful in
replicating MAUI, COMET, and Tango. While other authors
havemanaged to use them in their experiments, this indicates
that the average code offloading framework requires highly
specialized knowledge of themobile ecosystem to be success-
fully reproduced.

5. Conclusions

MobiCOP was designed from the ground up to specifically
tackle three common deficiencies often found in other
mobile code offloading frameworks: reliability, scalability,
and limited distribution or replicability. Instead of providing
a general method-level offloading framework that ignores
the various constraints of mobility, MobiCOP offers a pro-
gramming model based on standard Android practices and
concepts giving developers full control of the task migration
process. From this point of view, our approach is similar to
that of Cuckoo. Additionally, MobiCOP was designed to be
fully compatible with public IaaS providers, allowing total
replication without the need for physical access to a server.

Many of the other alternatives available in academia
show promise in theory when tested against a single device
and for a single set of operations, but little information is
offered as to how well they behave when handling multiple
offloading requests at once across an extended period of time.
Frameworks such as ThinkAir recognize the need to scale
rapidly, but few others incorporate this requirement in their
design.

The matter of distribution is also commonly omitted.
Many of the previous frameworks only work on customized
Android versions that impede adoption by the general public.
Even if one were to succeed in replicating them on a personal

device, they would impose some severe constraints that
would put into question their overall benefits. First, by being
based on a custom OS version, there is little guarantee
regarding security; additionally, security patches, OS updates,
and newAPIs published for standardAndroid versionswould
become unavailable. MobiCOP, on the other hand, offers
innovative implementation that is fully contained in a library
compatible with all Android versions, API level 17 and above.
Integration into any project is as simple as adding a single
Gradle dependency. Server replication is equally simple,
thanks to the AWS AMI repository.

Overall, MobiCOP’s results were very positive across the
entire spectrum of tests it was subjected to. Generally speak-
ing, the benefits of code offloading frameworks becomemore
apparent when targeting long-running tasks under stable and
high throughput network connectivity. This is still the case
for MobiCOP: for a task taking several minutes to complete,
it managed to display up to 17 times better performance
when compared to a low-end device and up to 25 times less
battery life depletion. Although performance differences are
less pronounced when comparing against high-end devices,
battery gains remain significant, and even outside of ideal
network conditions, results remain very promising. In our
video transcoding benchmark, MobiCOP still performed 12
times better than a local execution under 3G connectivity, and
emulated network interruptions only degraded the results
by less than 10%. This is a significant achievement when
compared to traditional code offloading solutions that rely on
constant full-duplex socket communication, where a network
error would immediately trigger a local execution fallback.
Instead, our asynchronous messaging system allows for
minimum network traffic, all without triggering a significant
overhead on the client’s limited resources.

Server-side Genymotion on Demand has allowed us to
harness the full power of the AWS suite of software tools
and further enhance MobiCOP’s capabilities. As of today,
only AWS EC2 and Auto Scaling have been integrated into
MobiCOP. This alone has granted our platform significant
robustness with server instance sanity checking, autonomic
computing capabilities, and the ability to deploy servers near
the geographical location with highest demand. It is expected
that integration with additional AWS services, such as RDS
or S3, would further increase MobiCOP’s capabilities.

Beyond that, the fact that our entire solution is fully
contained in a library for the client and an AMI for the server
has dramatically increased the target audience for our tech-
nology. Our solution does not require any OS customization
nor added third-party tool for the build system. MobiCOP
just works, and most Android devices (smartphones, tablets,
TV, embedded devices, etc.) are compatible with it. Students
have so far given us good reviews regarding the approacha-
bility of MobiCOP, but further work is still needed to further
streamline the developer experience, for example, by adding
a better error-reporting system (to guide the user in case of
misconfigurations) and by making a formal documentation
publically available.

Futurework on theMobiCOPplatform currently involves
three major areas. First, support needs to be added for
heterogeneous cloud resources [28]. One major limitation
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of MobiCOP is that it assumes that all available servers for
offloading possess similar hardware characteristics. As such,
the decision-making engine presumes that a given task will
take the same amount to be completed on the cloud regardless
of the server it ends up on. We are currently working on
improving the decision-making engine to take this variable
into account and on building a custom load balancer that
better matches incoming tasks with servers more adequate to
handle them.

Second, we are working on adding state-of-the-art
context-aware capabilities to the platform by including com-
patibility with proximate surrogates such as cloudlets and
edge servers. This can greatly enhance the overall perfor-
mance of MobiCOP by allowing proximate servers to deal
with offloading requests under poor or nonexistent network
conditions, minimize the need for triggering a local fallback
after an offloading decision, and significantly reduce latency
[29]. In the future, we hope MobiCOP will be able to
dynamically select at runtime which nodes it should offload
to given several possibilities to choose from.

Finally, we are working on implementing a more robust
security protocol on top of MobiCOP to protect the platform
from malicious offloading requests. Currently, no authenti-
cation mechanism has been implemented, so the server is
particularly vulnerable to denial-of-service (DOS) attacks.
Further work is needed to minimize this possibility.

With the advent of more and more innovative mobile
applications requiring intensive processing capabilities, more
andmore potential use cases thatmay benefit fromoffloading
are appearing. To give a few examples, we can highlight the
following:

(i) image processing (e.g., object recognition, image
filtering, face recognition);

(ii) multimedia processing (e.g., video transcoding,
speech recognition);

(iii) text processing (e.g., machine translation, natural
language processing, document classification);

(iv) artificial intelligence (e.g., video game AI);
(v) simulations (e.g., Monte Carlo simulations);
(vi) security (e.g., virus scans);
(vii) IoT (e.g., processing of sensor data).

We hope MobiCOP will help to further the offloading
trend so that more developers can gain access to this tech-
nology and integrate it into their applications to offer better
user experiences and battery efficiency.
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Cloud computing environment provides several on-demand services and resource sharing for clients. Business processes are
managed using the workflow technology over the cloud, which represents one of the challenges in using the resources in an efficient
manner due to the dependencies between the tasks. In this paper, a Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm is proposed to allocate tasks to
the resources efficiently. The Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm aims to reduce the makespan and the cost and balance the load of the
dependent tasks over the heterogonous resources in cloud computing environments. The experiment results show that the GA-
PSO algorithm decreases the total execution time of the workflow tasks, in comparison with GA, PSO, HSGA, WSGA, and MTCT
algorithms. Furthermore, it reduces the execution cost. In addition, it improves the load balancing of the workflow application over
the available resources. Finally, the obtained results also proved that the proposed algorithm converges to optimal solutions faster
and with higher quality compared to other algorithms.

1. Introduction

The needs for computing and huge storage resources are fast
growing. Therefore, cloud computing gets the attention due
to the high performance computing services and facilities
that are provided to the users as Software as a Service
(SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and Platform as a
Service (PaaS) [1–3]. Various applications can be modeled
as workflow applications of a set of tasks with dependencies
between them in the sense that before one task can execute,
dependant tasks have to complete their execution first.Work-
flow applications are being used in a range of domains, such
as astrophysics, bioinformatics, and disaster modeling and
prediction. Moreover, complicated problems like complex
scientific applications are emerging recently through com-
bining various methods and techniques in a single solution.
For such a need, this type of applications has been executed
on supercomputers, clusters, and grids [4]. Fortunately, with
the advent of clouds, such workflow applications are executed
in the cloud. The workflow applications are the mechanism

of a large-scale business process execution, consisting of a
set of events or tasks in which information is distributed
from one task to another based on some technical rules, to
achieve a general goal [5]. The workflow application tasks
are dependent on each other, where the output of some
tasks is the input to another. Therefore, the order of their
execution must be considered when assigning the tasks to
VM processors in a multiprocessor environment. Assigning
the dependent tasks to themost appropriate VMprocessors is
known to be an NP-complete problem as discussed by Verma
and Kaushal [6]. The scheduling processes of the workflow
applications are a multiobjective optimization problem (also
known as Pareto optimization), where users might wish to
minimize the money cost and the execution time for the
whole workflow applicationwith efficient load balancing over
the VMs in the cloud environment. The optimal decision
for the multiobjective workflow optimization is the trade-off
between the three objectives; therefore, the objectives must
be rated based on their importance to the users to select the
best Pareto solutions because, for instance, minimizing the
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overall cost may lead to maximizing the execution time and
the load over a specific VM [7, 8]. The workflow scheduling
problem is an inherited problem from the heterogeneous
computing environments, for which different research efforts
were made to address the scheduling problem [9–11]. How-
ever, heterogeneous computing environments are not easy to
set up, and their capability of giving more uniform perfor-
mance with less failure is quite limited in comparison to the
cloud environments [12, 13]. Moreover, the main objective
of the various previous efforts in addressing the workflow
scheduling problem in heterogeneous environments is to
only minimize the finish time. Therefore, with the wide
adoption of the cloud environments and their services as
a pay-per-use model, there is a need to consider both the
total monetary cost and the execution makespan. As a result,
several metaheuristic algorithms were proposed to solve the
scheduling problem of the workflow tasks and to get an
efficient solution for tasks distribution over the different VMs
in the cloud environment. For instance, Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [14], Ant Colony Optimization [15], Swarm Intelligence
[16], and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [17] are few examples
of the various proposed solutions of workflow scheduling
problem that addresses the total monetary cost and the
execution makespan.

The main objective of this paper is to propose an
algorithm that addresses the workflow scheduling prob-
lem. The proposed algorithm should also reduce the total
makespan execution time and balances the load over theVMs
with minimum total monetary cost. Therefore, this paper
proposes a Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm through combining
the strengths of both algorithms to address the workflow
scheduling problem.The efficiency of the proposed algorithm
is evaluated against other algorithms to prove its effectiveness
in solving the workflow scheduling problem in the cloud
environment.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
problem description and the state-of-the-art in workflow
scheduling are described along with the challenges when
applying the existing common scheduling algorithms on IaaS
platforms which are also highlighted in Section 2. This is
followed in Section 3 by the design of the workflow schedul-
ing algorithm and definitions of the proposed algorithm.
Section 4 provides details of the performance evaluation of
the multiobjective scheduling problem in cloud along with
the experimental results and their discussion, and the paper
is concluded and the future work is summarized in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Workflow scheduling problems are considered one of the
main challenges in cloud environments. Many heuristic
algorithms were proposed to solve the tasks scheduling
problem using different strategies. However, the problem
becomes obvious when the tasks are dependent on each other
(i.e., workflow application). The dependent tasks require a
specific execution order due to the relationship between
them. There are two types of workflow scheduling: the
best-effort workflow scheduling and the quality of services
(QoS) constraint workflow scheduling [5, 18]. However, the

best-effort workflow scheduling focuses on reducing the
execution time of the whole workflow tasks regardless of
other factors. Many types of research were based on the
best-effort workflow scheduling to reduce the execution time,
such as Braun et al. [16] who use the min-min algorithm
for workflow scheduling. Their proposed approach executes
the small tasks first and delays the larger tasks for a longer
time. On the other hand, Mao et al. [19] use the max–min
algorithm for task scheduling to execute the large tasks first
and the small tasks are delayed for a longer time. In an
attempt to resolve the aforementioned issues, Kumar and
Verma [20] combined themin-min andmax–min algorithms
along with the Genetic Algorithm to improve the scheduling
ofmultiple jobs overmultiple virtualmachines efficiently.The
authors employ the min-min and the max–min algorithms
to generate the GA individual and to provide better initial
population rather than randomly chosen initial population.
The achieved results were better than GA-based algorithms;
however, it requires a lot of computation steps that consume
time. This makes it unsuitable for cloud computing pay-
per-use models. Guo et al. [21] proposed a Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) based algorithm for solving the task-
scheduling problem with an objective of reducing the total
execution and transfer time. The optimization process is
based on a heuristic scheduling combined with the PSO, to
allocate the tasks to the different available resources. They
practically proved that the PSO could run faster and give a
better solution than GA. However, the PSO algorithm might
get trapped in the a local optimal solution [22].

Different types of research, based on the QoS constraint
for workflow scheduling, were considered to reduce the
execution time under different predefined constraints, such
as the following: user’s predefined budget constraints, user
predefined deadline constraints, or workflow scheduling
considering the reliability, time, cost, load balance, and fault
recovery constraints. In this regard, Pandey et al. [23] pre-
sented a heuristic algorithm based on Particle Swarm Opti-
mization to solve the workflow tasks scheduling over cloud
resources.The conducted experiment shows that the compu-
tation cost using the PSO algorithm is three times better than
the “Best Resource Selection” (BRS) algorithm under user
predefined time constraints.However, the obtained result was
not completely accurate due to the fast convergence towards
the solution, which may cause PSO to get stuck in the local
optimal solutions, and even the results cannot reflect the real
performance of PSO. Arabnejad and Barbosa [24] presented
a Heterogeneous Budget-Constrained Scheduling (HBCS)
algorithm. The algorithm computes two possible schedules
for the DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) of the workflow. One
schedule produces the minimum execution time with the
maximum cost, while the other produces the minimum cost.
The user, therefore, is able to decide which schedule to use
to execute his task before the required deadline and within
the cost range.TheHBCS algorithm reduces themakespan by
30% and the cost within the user’s specified budget constraint.
Furthermore, it reduces the time complexity compared to
other budget-constrained algorithms.

Researchers such as Verma and Kaushal [6] realize that
the priority of the tasks determined their execution order.
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Consequently, they presented a Bicriteria Priority Based Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) algorithm, to schedule the
workflow tasks over the available cloud resources. The BPSO
algorithm represents the trade-off between the execution
time and the execution cost under the user’s predefined
budget and deadline constraints. The proposed scheduling
algorithm significantly reduces the execution cost and the
makespan through selecting the best-known scheduling solu-
tion from the heuristic solutions under the predefined dead-
line and budget constraints compared to BHEFT (Budget-
constrained Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) [31] and
PSO algorithms [22, 26]. However, the BPSO algorithm does
not consider the various loads of the available resources.
Consequently, Xu et al. [25] developed a multiobjective
heuristic algorithm based on the min-min algorithm. The
proposed algorithm uses four real-world scientific workflows
to evaluate its performance. The conducted experiments
evaluate the performance of the makespan and the execution
cost with fault recovery procedure. The heuristic algorithm,
based on themin-min algorithm, is considered a better choice
only when both the cost and the makespan are considered.

The multiobjective optimization is a very promising
direction to tackle the problem of workflow scheduling. In
this regard, Ge and Wei [27] used a Genetic Algorithm
to optimize the tasks scheduling in the job queue. They
used a centralized scheduler (i.e., master node) to distribute
the waiting tasks to the different available resources (i.e.,
slave nodes) based on the resources status messages. Their
results show that the proposed schedule was better than
the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) and the Delay scheduling that
distributes the load over all resources in the cloud. However,
the proposed algorithm requires a lot of processing time to
reach the optimal solution. Later, Fard et al. [28] suggested
a heuristic static multiobjective scheduling algorithm for
scientific workflows in heterogeneous environments. The
proposed algorithm adopted the strategy of maximizing and
minimizing the distance between the constraints for each of
the four objectives (i.e., makespan, economic cost, energy
consumption, and reliability). The researchers analyzed and
categorized the different objectives based on their impact on
the optimization process.The results showed that most of the
generated solutions are within the predefined deadline and
budget constraints. However, the proposed algorithm is not
efficient with a small number of tasks and processors. Wu
et al. [29], therefore, suggested a Revised Discrete Particle
Swarm Optimization (RDPSO) algorithm to schedule the
workflow applications over the different available resources.
The experimentswere conducted over a set of workflow appli-
cations with different data communication and computation
costs.The result showed that the proposed RDPSO algorithm
reduces the cost and yields better makespan compared to the
standard PSO and BRS (Best Resource Selection) algorithm.
However, the proposed algorithm is not efficient with large
search space. Continuously, Chitra et al. [26] proposed a local
minima jump solution using PSO (i.e., JPSO) for workflow
scheduling in the cloud to schedule the tasks and load balance
the workflow applications, to reduce themakespan.The JPSO
algorithm overcomes getting trapped in the local minimal
solution problem through making a jump in the 𝑔best value

to avoid the poor convergence of the 𝑔best values. The results
show that the proposed algorithm is more efficient compared
to the GA algorithm by 3.8% with a small number of tasks.
However, the GA algorithm shows the better result with a
large number of tasks.

Many researchers attempted to solve the multiobjective
optimization problem of the workflow applications using
a different number of objectives. In this paper, a Hybrid
GA-PSO algorithm is proposed to schedule the workflow
tasks over the available resources. The proposed algorithm
aims to achieve three objectives: reducing the makespan,
reducing the cost, and balancing the load of the workflow
tasks on heterogeneous VMs in the selected cloud DC. In
summary, the GA-based algorithms provide better results
than other algorithms when the number of iterations is
large. However, increasing the number of iterations means
that the GA algorithm will consume more time to reach
the optimal solution. On the other hand, the PSO-based
algorithms provide better results than the other algorithms
and in less time. However, the results may not be accurate
due to the fast convergence of the PSO-based algorithms
to the solution, which may cause being stuck in the local
optimal solution. Therefore, the proposed Hybrid GA-PSO
algorithm is distinguished by the characteristics of the GA
and the PSO algorithms. The Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm
is expected to work faster with different sizes of workflow
applications compared to other algorithms with the same
objectives.Moreover, theHybrid GA-PSO algorithmmay not
get trapped in the local optimal solution, because of the use
of the GA mutation operator that enhances the accuracy of
the solutions. Table 1 summarizes the review of the literature
works along with their pros and cons.

3. The Proposed Algorithm

Many researchers used random workflows graph or real-
world workflows graph to represent the workflow applica-
tions using the Pegasus framework [7]. Pegasus framework
provides the DAG of different real workflow applications
and defines the number of the workflow tasks, the sizes of
transmission data between the tasks, and the execution time
of each task. These workflows will be used for measuring the
performance of the proposed Hybrid GA-PSO algorithms.
There are five real workflow applications that are used in
the scientific domains, namely, Montage [32], CyberShake
[33], Epigenomics [34], LIGO Inspiral Analysis Workflow
[35], and SIPHT [36], as portrayed in Figure 1. The Montage
application created by NASA/IPAC closes together multiple
input images to form custom mosaics of the sky [32]. The
CyberShake workflow is used by the Southern California
Earthquake Center to distinguish earthquake threatening
a region [33]. The Epigenomics workflow created by the
USC Epigenome Center and the Pegasus framework is used
to automate the different operations in genome sequence
processing [34]. LIGO’s Inspiral Analysis workflow is used
to create and analyze gravitational waveforms from data
gathered during the coalescing of compact binary systems
[35].The SIPHTworkflow, from the bioinformatics project at
Harvard, is used to automate the search for small untranslated
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Table 1: Literature review summary.

Author Name of Algorithm Objective Advantages Limitation

Braun et al. [16] min-min algorithm Time 12% better than GA Delayed large tasks for
long time

Kumar and Verma
[20]

Combination of min-min and
max–min strategies in Genetic

Algorithm
Time Faster than the GA Time consuming

Guo et al. [21] Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) algorithm

Execution and
transfer time

Faster than the M-PSO and
L-PSO algorithms in a large

scale

Stuck in local optimal
solution

Pandey et al. [23] Heuristic algorithm based on
particle swarm optimization Time and cost

Three times better cost
compared to BRS, good load
distribution over resources

Stuck in local optimal
solution

Arabnejad and
Barbosa [24]

Heterogeneous
Budget-Constrained Scheduling

(HBCS) algorithm

Execution time and
cost

Reduction of 30% in execution
time while

maintaining the same budget

Not considering the load
over resources

Verma and Kaushal
[6]

Bicriteria Priority Based Particle
Swarm

Optimization (BPSO) algorithm

Time and execution
cost

Decreasing the execution cost
compared to BHEFT and PSO

Not considering the load
over resources

Xu et al. [25] Heuristic algorithm based on the
min-min algorithm

The fault recovery, the
time, and the cost

Fault recovery has a significant
impact on

the two performance criteria

Better choice only when
both cost and makespan

are considered

Chitra et al. [26] The PSO algorithm Load balance and the
makespan Better than GA and PSO Time consuming

Ge and Wei [27] The Genetic Algorithm Load balance and
makespan Better than FIFO Time consuming to reach

to optimal solution

Fard et al. [28] The heuristic algorithm

Makespan, economic
cost, energy

consumption, and
reliability

Improve all four objectives
Not efficient with small
number of tasks and

processors

Wu et al. [29]
The Revised Discrete Particle
Swarm Optimization (RDPSO)

algorithm

Makespan,
communication costs,
and computation

costs

Better than the standard PSO
and BRS (Best Resource
Selection) algorithm

Not efficient with large
search space

The proposed
algorithm

Genetic and particle swarm
optimization algorithm

Makespan,
communication costs,
load balance, and
execution and
transfer time

Faster convergence to the
solution in comparison with

other approaches

Supports one data center
without considering the

dynamic workflow

RNAs (sRNAs) for bacterial replicons in the NCBI database
[36].

The main steps of the GA-PSO algorithm are shown in
Figure 2.TheGA-PSO algorithm starts with generating a ran-
dom population and defines a specific number of iterations
as a parameter to the algorithm. The population represents
several solutions to the workflow tasks problem and each
solution is a distribution of the whole workflow tasks over the
available VMs. The initialized population is passed through
the GA algorithm with the first half of the defined iterations;
that is, if the number of the iterations is (𝑛), then the GA
algorithm will be repeated (𝑛/2) times. The reason behind
using (𝑛/2) iteration is to reduce the complexity of the
proposed algorithm, as the performance of the GA algorithm
depends mainly on the method used to encode solutions into
chromosomes and particles and what the fitness function
is measuring, as well as the size of the population, that is,

the number of iterations, as proved by Alajmi and Wright
[37]. These parameter values can be adjusted after evaluating
the algorithm’s performance on a few trial runs. Through
experiments, the GA-PSO algorithm’s performance was the
best, when the defined number of iterations is divided equally
between the GA and PSO algorithms. This also agrees with
the concept of the divide and conquer that divides one
problem into two subproblems to produce a complexity equal
to 𝑇(𝑛) = 2𝑥𝑇(𝑛/2) + 𝐹(𝑛), where 𝐹(𝑛) is the divide and
conquer time. The solution for such equation depends on
𝐹(𝑛) and the complexity is 𝑂(𝐹(𝑛)) if |𝐹(𝑛)| ≥ 𝑛 (by master
theory). Moreover, it is also known that both the GA and
the PSO require many function evaluations because each
needs to evaluate the objective of every population member
in the current sample. Therefore, decreasing the population
size in a GA or PSO (i.e., decreasing the number of iterations)
is a common practice to avoid degrading the GA or PSO
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(a) Montage (b) CyberShake (c) Epigenomics

(d) SIPHT (e) LIGO

Figure 1: Known scientific workflows.

performance in terms of the accurate results and reduction
rate.

In the GA algorithm, the solutions are called chromo-
somes; the chromosomes are enhanced gradually at each
iteration through the GA operators (i.e., selection, crossover,
and mutation). The resulting chromosomes are passed to the
PSO algorithm at the second half of the defined iterations.
In the PSO algorithm, the chromosomes are called particles;
the particles are enhanced gradually at each iteration through
the PSO algorithm. The particle with the minimum fitness
value is selected to represent the solution of the workflow task
problem.

3.1. Initializing Population. The Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm
is initialized to a specific number of iterations. A solution
is initiated randomly at the first iteration. After the first
iteration, a sequence of new populations are created and
recursively enhanced using the previous solutions to form
a set of suggested solutions as illustrated in Figure 3. The
population in the GA algorithm is called chromosome. The
length of the chromosomes is equal to the number of the
workflow tasks, and the genes of each chromosome represent

the different VMs. The randomly generated chromosomes
represent the input to the proposed GA-PSO algorithm.
The GA algorithm represents the first part of the proposed
GA-PSO algorithm which will be used to generate different
solutions to the workflow scheduling problem.

3.2. Applying the GA Algorithm. At the first phase, the GA
is applied to the whole generated population for (𝑛/2) of the
determined iterations, to generate the optimal solution from
existing solutions, which is required to solve the scheduling
problem. The PSO is applied to the whole generated popu-
lation for the following (𝑛/2) of the determined iterations,
which is generated by the GA algorithm. The PSO algorithm
keeps in memory the best and the worst solutions, which
can be useful for the fast solution convergence when GA
generates bad solutions. The solutions in GA that define the
scheduling solution of our problem are represented by several
chromosomes with length equal to the number of the whole
workflow tasks. Each chromosome consists of several genes
representing the hosts’ VMs. In each iteration, the GA passes
the chromosomes between three different operators: the
selection, crossover, andmutation operator.The first operator
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Input: the chromosomes
Output: fitnesschromosome
Set the tournamentSize = 𝑛

For 𝑖 = 0 to tournamentSize
id = Math.random( )∗ chromosome.size( ) // select chromosome randomly
tournament[𝑖] = get chromosome (id)

End For
fitness← tournament.getFitnest( ) //return the fitness value in tournament group.

Algorithm 1: The tournament selection method.

Initialize population

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

Apply GA over the population

Max. total
iteration/2??

Update velocity

Update position

Apply PSO over the GA generated population

Max total
iteration??

Return the best solution with min. fitness value

Yes

Yes

No

No

Calculate P＜？ＭＮ and g＜？ＭＮ position

Figure 2: The flowchart of the GA-PSO algorithm [30].

of the GA algorithm is the selection operator that is used to
select different solutions from the existing chromosomes and
used to build the next generation of the chromosomes for the
next iteration.

3.2.1. Selection Operator. In the GA algorithm, not all gen-
erated chromosomes are evolved through the GA operators
in each iteration. Therefore, the chromosomes are passed
through the tournament selection to select the best chromo-
some from a group of chromosomes. The function selects
a random (id) after running several tournaments between
few chromosomes. The selected ids represent the index of
the selected chromosome from a set of chromosomes. The
best chromosome in the group is selected for crossover
operator based on its fitness value as shown in Figure 4 and
Algorithm 1.

3.2.2.The Crossover Operator. The crossover operator aims to
generate new chromosomes through changing the position of
the genes inside every two chromosomes. In the crossover,
a random number is selected in the range of the number
of the chromosome genes, to represent the division point
of each chromosome into two parts. The crossover returns
an offspring chromosome of two parts that contains both
chromosomes genes, that is, VMs. The first group of VMs
takes the first chromosome until the index, which is deter-
mined by the random number. The second chromosome has
the second group of the VMs starting from the index, which
is determined by the random number, until the end of the
chromosome. The implementation of the crossover method
is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

3.2.3. The Mutation Operator. The mutation operator aims
to make unusual modifications in the new chromosomes
that are generated from the previous crossover operator
with better fitness value than the existing chromosomes. The
mutation operator operates over the returned chromosome
from the selection method, and the occurrence of the muta-
tion is based on the mutation rate variable. The mutation
process starts with a number that is randomly generated to
be less than or equal to the mutation rate. Two genes, that
is, VMs, are selected randomly from the same chromosome
and checked to be different. If they are the same, their places
are swapped to generate new chromosome, which represents
a different distribution of the tasks over the available VMs.
The generated chromosome is then passed to the next stage of
the algorithm. The implementation of the mutation method
is illustrated in Algorithm 3.
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６－1 ６－5 ６－2 ６－2 ６－4 ６－1 ６－5 ６－2
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Figure 3: An example of a randomly initiated population.
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Return chromosome fitness value
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i∈N
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６－）０３jk
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Figure 4: The schema of the fittest value.

Input: two chromosomes
Output: offspring chromosome
𝑟 = (Math.random( ) ∗ chromosome.length)

For 𝑖 = 0, 𝑗 = 0 to 𝑟
offspring chromosome[𝑗] = chromosome1[𝑖]

End For
For 𝑖 = 𝑟 to chromosome.length

offspring chromosome[𝑗] = chromosome2[𝑟]
End For

Algorithm 2: The crossover method.

3.3. Applying the PSO Algorithm. The solutions that are
returned from the GA algorithm are fed into the PSO
algorithm with the rest of the determined iterations, to find
the optimal solution from the GA generated solutions. In
the PSO algorithm, the solutions are called particles, the
individuals of each particle represent the VMs of the DC, and
the index of each VM represents a workflow task. The PSO
algorithm consists of three stages as follows.

3.3.1. Evolve (gbest) and (pbest) of the Particles. In each
iteration, a new generation of the particles is produced based
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Input: offspring chromosome //returned from crossover operator
Output: Newchromosome
SetmutationRate = 0.5

If (Math.random( ) ≤mutationRate)
𝑡1= Rand [0, 1]∗ offspring chromosome.length // select a random number 𝑡1
𝑡2= Rand [0, 1]∗ offspring chromosome.length // select a random number 𝑡2

If offspring chromosome [𝑡1] !=offspring chromosome[𝑡2]
Swap (offspring chromosome [𝑡1], offspring chromosome[𝑡2])

End If
End If

Algorithm 3: The mutation method.

Input: particles
Output: (gbest) and (pbest) vlues
Set pbest = null; gbest= null; 𝑘=0; //𝑘 is the index of the particles.
While not Reach max particles.size do

If pbest[𝑘] == null ‖ pbest[𝑘].getFitness() > particles[𝑘].getFitness()
pbest[𝑘] =particles[𝑘];

End If
If gbest == null ‖ pbest [𝑘].getFitness() < gbest.getFitness()

gbest = particle(pbest[𝑘]);
𝑘 = 𝑘 + 1;

End If
Repeat // until the last particle

Algorithm 4: Evolve (gbest)and (pbest) values.

on their velocity and position in the previous iteration. The
changes in the velocity and position of the particles are based
on the values of (𝑔best) and (𝑝best) which are evolved in each
iteration. The implementation of evolving (𝑔best) and (𝑝best)
values of the particles is illustrated in Algorithm 4.

The progress of the particles in the PSO algorithm is
based on the values of (gbest) and (pbest) that keep changing
with each iteration. At the first iteration, pbest[𝑘] is equal
to the solutions that are generated from the GA algorithm,
where 𝑘 is to distinguish each solution from the other. The
(gbest) is equal to the solution with the smallest fitness value.
Furthermore, at each iteration, the comparison between
the previously generated particles and the newly generated
particles is taking place based on the fitness value.Theparticle
with the best fitness value is stored in (pbest). The (gbest)
store the best particle from the whole generation of the
particles at each iteration by comparing their fitness value
and the one with the best value in (Pbest). At each iteration,
the comparison process ensures that all particles are moving
towards the best solution, to reach the optimal solution.

3.3.2. Update the Velocity and Position Matrix. After gen-
erating the initial particles velocity and position values
randomly and calculating both (pbest) and (gbest), the velocity
of each particle, in each iteration, is updated accordingly.The
implementation of the update process of the velocity matrix
is illustrated in Algorithm 5.

The process of updating the velocity of the particles
aims to generate a new generation from the different VMs
locations that have better fitness value than the previous one.
Each individual in the particles is compared with its (pbest)
value, which was generated at the previous iteration. The
velocity value for each individual is decreased when both
individuals in (pbest) and the particle are equal; otherwise,
the velocity value is increased. Similarly, a comparison of
each individual in the particles and their (gbest) values, from
the previous iteration, is taking place. The velocity value
for each individual is decreased when both individuals in
(gbest) and the particle are equal; otherwise, the velocity
value is increased. Accordingly, the position of the VMs of
each particle is changed based on the updated values of the
velocity.The implementation of the update position matrix is
illustrated in Algorithm 6.

Two VMs that have the maximum velocity values are
swapped within each particle of all particles within the
produced population. The termination criteria of the GA-
PSO algorithm are represented by reaching the maximum
number of iterations. When the termination criteria are
satisfied, the solution that has the smallest fitness valuewithin
the population, which was generated at the last iteration,
is presented as the scheduling solution of the workflow
application. Otherwise, the (gbest) and (pbest) values evolve
repeatedly until the termination condition is achieved. The
complete GA-PSO algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 7.
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Input: velocity values
Output: updated velocity values
Set 𝑘 = 0; 𝑐1 = 1; 𝑐2 = 1.1; 𝑟1, 𝑟2 = rand[0, 1]; //𝑘 is the index of the particles individuals

While not reach max particles.length do
If Particle[𝑘] == pbest[𝑘]

velocity[𝑘] −= 𝑐1 ∗ 𝑟1; //𝑟1, 𝑟2 are random numbers
Else
velocity[𝑘] += 𝑐1 ∗ 𝑟1; //𝑐1, 𝑐2 are acceleration coefficient

End If
If Particle[𝑘] == gbest[𝑘]
velocity[𝑘] −= 𝑐2 ∗ 𝑟2;
Else
velocity[𝑘]+= 𝑐2 ∗ 𝑟2;

End If
𝑘 = 𝑘 +1;

Repeat //until the last particle

Algorithm 5: Update the velocity matrix.

Input: updated velocity values
Output: updated particles position
Set 𝑗 = 0; // 𝑗 is the index of the particle individuals
While not reach max particles.size ( ) do

Maxvelocity1 ← get max1(Particle𝑗, velocity values)
Maxvelocity2 ← get max2(Particle𝑗, velocity values)
Swap(Particle𝑗[Maxvelocity1],Particle𝑗[Maxvelocity2])
𝑗 = 𝑗 + 1;

Repeat //until the last particle

Algorithm 6: Update the position matrix.

Input: workflow𝑊{𝑁, 𝐸} and set of resources {VM1,VM2,VM3, . . . ,VM𝑗}
Output: gbest // the best solution to allocate𝑊 over VM𝑗

For 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑝
population← randomize() // initialize population, 𝑃 is the population size

End For
While not Reach 𝑛/2 do // 𝑛 is number of iterations

While not Reach max 𝑃 do
chromosom𝑗 ← tournament(population) //selection operator
chromosome𝑖 ← tournament(population)
offspring chromosome𝑗 ← crossover(chromosome𝑗, chromosome𝑖)
Newchromosome𝑗 ← mutation(offspring chromosome𝑗)
Repeat

Repeat
Set Newchromosome𝑗 as particle𝑗 // 𝑗 is the index of the particles
Initialize particles position and velocity randomly
Calculate the (gbest) and (pbest) values

While not Reach 𝑛 do
velocity matrix← update(particle𝑗 velocity)
position matrix← update(particle𝑗 position)
Repeat

Algorithm 7: The proposed algorithm.
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The algorithm is bounded by the GA operations (i.e.,
mutation, crossover, and selection). However, calculating the
complexity of the GA or PSO algorithms is unlikely to be use-
ful and worse probably deceptive. Moreover, because of the
complexity (i.e., NP-complete) of the workflow scheduling
problem, it is very challenging to develop an optimized work-
flow scheduling algorithm for workflow tasks distribution to
the available resources within a reasonable overhead, that is,
CPU time. However, since the main goal of the proposed
scheduling algorithm is to optimize the overall cost (i.e., may
not be optimal), it is, therefore, a practical trade-off between
the overhead of the task-scheduling algorithm and the opti-
mization on the running cost of the data center. Therefore,
as will be demonstrated in our simulation experiments, we
will evaluate the time complexity bymeasuring and averaging
the runtime with a different number of tasks, as discussed in
Section 4.2.

4. Performance Evaluation

For the purpose of evaluating the proposed algorithm, the
proposed GA-PSO algorithm was implemented using the
WorkflowSim [38]. The WorkflowSim extends the existing
CloudSim simulator [39] by providing a higher layer of
workflow management, through providing a suitable envi-
ronment for applying different scheduling algorithms. Fur-
thermore, to evaluate the performance of the proposed GA-
PSO algorithm, the obtained results of the proposed GA-PSO
algorithmhave been comparedwith existingwork scheduling
algorithms, such as GA proposed in [27] and PSO proposed
in [21]. In addition, the performance of the proposed GA-
PSO algorithm was also compared with other related works,
as discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1. Environment Setup. To evaluate the impact of the pro-
posed algorithm on the workflow scheduling problem in
comparison with other algorithms, we ran extensive exper-
iments on real workflow applications using the simulation
parameters in Table 2.

These parameters were used to identify the characteristics
of the VMs and the workflow applications in the exper-
iments. A real workflow application—Montage workflows
application—was created with different numbers of tasks
to evaluate three objectives: (1) reducing the makespan of
the application, (2) optimizing the processing cost, and (3)
balancing the load on the different resources with respect
to the different heterogeneous resources characteristics. The
parameters defined in Table 3 were used throughout the GA-
PSO evaluation experiments.

The algorithm starts with 100 random solutions, called
population. The single point crossover method was chosen
in the GA phase (Section 3.2). The mutation operator rate
was defined as 0.05 in the mutation stage. In the PSO
algorithm phase (Section 3.3), the acceleration coefficients
(𝐶1) and (𝐶2), as well as the randomnumberwhich is used in
the update velocity and position equation, were also defined,
as in Table 3. Furthermore, the degree of importance of each
objective in the fitness function was defined as “𝛼1, 𝛼2 = 0.4
and 𝛼3 = 0.2” for the makespan, execution cost, and the load

Table 2: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Number of tasks in application 25–1000
The number of VMs 16
MIPS 250–1500
RAM 256–1024 (MB)
BW 250–1500 (mbps)
Processor speed 10,000
Number of processors 4
VM policy TIME SHARED

Table 3: GA-PSO algorithm parameters.

Parameter Value
Population size 100
Mutation rate 0.05
Crossover Single point
Number of iterations 100
Number of executions 500
C1 1
C2 1.1
r1, r2 [0, 1]

𝛼1, 𝛼2 0.4
𝛼3 0.2

balance rate, respectively. TheMontage workflow application
is used in the evaluation with a different number of tasks
(25–1000), to enlarge the size of the workflow and evaluate
the algorithm under these different cases. The number of
iterations for the GA-PSO algorithm was defined to 100 iter-
ations to reach the optimal solution. The experiments were
repeated 500 times, and the average results were compared
with other algorithms. Four experiments were conducted
based on the characteristic of the VMs, as in Table 2. The
size of the workflow will be changed to examine the ability of
the proposed algorithm in reducing the makespan, execution
cost, and load balance for the small and large size workflow
applications. For this purpose, four test scenarios using
Montage workflow application with a different number of
tasks and different number of edges and data sizes were used.
The characteristics of the Montage workflow application that
were used in the experiments are summarized in Table 4.

4.2. Performance Analysis. All the four scenarios were exe-
cuted to evaluate the reduction in the makespan, the execu-
tion cost, and the load balance using the proposed GA-PSO
algorithm in comparison with the GA and PSO algorithms.
The results of the executed experiments for the four scenarios
are reported in Table 5.

For each scenario, the number of tasks in the Mon-
tage workflow was increased. Scenario One, for instance,
represents a small search space that makes the process
of reaching the optimal solution fast and straightforward
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Table 4: The characteristics of the Montage workflows.

Scenarios Number of
tasks

Number of
edges

Average data size
(MB)

Scenario One 25 95 3.43
Scenario Two 50 206 3.36
Scenario Three 100 433 3.23
Scenario Four 1000 4485 3.21

Table 5: The result of the executed experiments.

Algorithm Makespan
(sec)

Execution cost
($)

Load balance
(rate)

Scenario One
GA-PSO 95.09 16.85 9.76
GA 197.65 52.68 52.58
PSO 101.21 18.16 21.33

Scenario Two
GA-PSO 116.01 49.89 13.81
GA 250.89 86.34 61.93
PSO 155.31 62.86 18.23

Scenario Three
GA-PSO 233.78 127.74 33.03
GA 345.72 137.09 49.2
PSO 253.44 133.55 41.82

Scenario Four
GA-PSO 1585.6 1021.42 73.83
GA 2402.28 1529.23 134.67
PSO 1802.31 1200.41 90.15

(i.e., the simplest case). On the other hand, Scenario Four
represents a large number of tasks in theMontageworkflow to
expand the search space (i.e., the worst case).The large search
space makes the process of finding the optimal solution a
challenging task for the optimization algorithm. The results
in Table 5 show minor differences in the makespan, the
execution cost, and the load balance between the GA and
PSO algorithms with Scenario One. However, there is a slight
improvement for the GA-PSO algorithm compared with GA
and PSO algorithms. On the other hand, the results show
significant differences for the GA-PSO algorithm compared
with the GA algorithm with Scenario Two and Three. These
significant differences could be due to the unnecessary
diversity caused by an inappropriate mutation rate. There is
also a slight difference in the result between the GA-PSO and
the PSO algorithmwith Scenarios Two andThree aswell.This
slight difference is due to the fact that the GA-PSO algorithm
depends mainly on the PSO algorithm in converging the
solutions towards the optimal solution. In Scenario Four,
the large number of tasks expands the search space to
represent theworst case scenario.TheGA-PSO algorithm still
achieves a better result compared to the GA algorithm. This
result is due to the fast solution convergence that avoids the
unnecessary diversity of the solutions. In addition, GA-PSO

Table 6: Average results in makespan, execution cost, and load
balance for the different algorithms.

Methods Avg.
makespan

Avg.
execution cost

Avg.
load balance

Hybrid GA-PSO 507.62 303.975 32.6075
GA 799.135 451.335 74.595
PSO 578.0675 353.745 42.8825
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Figure 5: Comparison of the average makespan over different
number tasks.

algorithm showed a significant enhancement compared to
the PSO algorithm, because the PSO algorithm normally gets
trapped in the local optimal solution. The above experiment
was repeated several times, and the average results in terms
of makespan, execution cost, and the load balance for the
proposed GA-PSO, GA, and PSO algorithms with the four
scenarios were calculated and consolidated in Table 6. The
results in Table 6 also demonstrate the proposed algorithm
ability in resolving the workflow task-scheduling problem in
comparison with the GA and the PSO algorithms.

When comparing the improvement in the makespan
using the proposed GA-PSO algorithm with the GA and
PSO algorithm, one can notice that the GA-PSO algorithm
achieves a significant enhancement of 16% better than theGA
algorithmand 4%better than the PSOalgorithmas illustrated
in Figure 5. This is because the proposed GA-PSO algorithm
always chooses the most appropriate VMs to execute the
tasks without focusing only on fast VMs, which actually
may overload one VM over the other and slow down the
overall execution of the workflow application (i.e., increase
the execution time).

In terms of execution cost, Figure 6 shows that the
proposed GA-PSO algorithm is 13% better than the GA
algorithm and 4% better than the PSO algorithm.

The improved result of the proposed GA-PSO algorithm
is because the proposed algorithm chooses VMs to achieve a
minimumexecution cost to execute the selected tasks. Finally,
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Table 7: The running time of the executed algorithms in seconds.

Method/number of Tasks 25 tasks 50 tasks 100 tasks 1000 tasks 2000 tasks 3000 tasks
GA 0.869465 0.888796 1.093582 21.321738 23.4338 28.28996
PSO 0.761534 0.871797 1.037802 18.515041 18.65318 23.99583
Hybrid GA-PSO 0.764333 0.873796 1.025266 17.576722 18.00189 22.44825
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Figure 6: Comparison of the average execution cost over different
number tasks.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the average load balancing rate over
different number of tasks.

the proposed GA-PSO algorithm balances the load over the
resources compared with GA and PSO algorithms as shown
in Figure 7.

The average result of the load balancing obtained by the
proposed GA-PSO algorithm is better than the GA algorithm
by 28%, and the load balance was reduced by 4% compared
to the PSO algorithm. This result is because the proposed
GA-PSO algorithm converges to the solutions in a better

way using the GA algorithm with avoiding the unnecessary
diversity that may degrade the quality of the algorithm.

Finally, the CPU time is defined as the average running
time of the proposed GA-PSO algorithm in comparison with
the GA and the PSO algorithms running on hardware of the
characteristics defined in Table 2. The result of the average
running time for each algorithm using a different number of
tasks is consolidated in Table 7. It can be noticed that the GA
algorithm consumes more CPU time compared to the other
algorithms. When the workflow size increases, the CPU time
of the GA and PSO is also increased. For instance, with 3000
tasks, theGA took about 28.3 seconds and the PSO consumed
23.9 seconds while the proposed algorithm only took 22.4
seconds to reach the final solution.

The increase in the CPU time is actually because of
the (gbest) and (pbest) update process. The update process
calculates the fitness value for every particle with calculating
the makespan and the cost at the same time. This is true
because the proposedGA-PSO algorithmbuilds the solutions
task by task, and hence the CPU time increases as the
workflow size increases.

4.3. Comparison of Related Approaches. For the comparison
purposes, three algorithms were evaluated for workflow
tasks scheduling, namely, HSGA algorithm proposed in [40],
WSGA algorithm proposed in [41], and MTCT algorithm
proposed in [25] with the proposed GA-PSO algorithm.
The comparison was carried out over two objectives: the
makespan and the execution cost. The reason behind the
selected objectives is thatWSGA andMTCT algorithms opti-
mize only the makespan and the execution cost, while HSGA
optimizes only the load balancing and the makespan. The
algorithms were implemented according to their description
in the literature. The results show that the proposed GA-
PSO algorithm converges to the optimal solution faster than
the other algorithms and with higher quality in terms of
load balancing as discussed in Section 4.2. All performance
analyses were carried out over a workflow with different
numbers of tasks, 25, 50, and 100 along with specific param-
eters, as defined in Table 8. The size of tasks, price, and
the speed of resources are generated randomly to simulate a
heterogeneous environment.

The workflow application was evaluated with a different
number of tasks, to illustrate the impact of the proposed
GA-PSO on the makespan and the load balancing rate in
comparison with the HSGA algorithm. Table 9 and Figure 8
illustrate the average results of the experiment.

The result illustrated in Figure 8 shows that the proposed
GA-PSOalgorithm is able to solve theworkflowproblemwith
better makespan and load balancing than the HSGA by 11%
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Table 8: GA-PSO versus HSGA simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Number of tasks in application 20–100
Task lengths 12–72 (×105MI)
Number of resources 30
Resource speeds 500–1000 (MIPS)
Bandwidth between resources 10–100 (mbps)

Table 9: GA-PSO versus HSGA experiment results.

Methods Avg. makespan Avg. load balance
GA-PSO 28191.96 2.23
HSGA 35000 2.63
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Figure 8: GA-PSO versus HSGA analysis of results.

and 9%, respectively. The improvement of the proposed GA-
PSO algorithm is due to the fast convergence to the solution,
as an advantage of employing the PSO algorithm, which
avoids the unnecessary diversity that may occur in the HSGA
algorithm and leads to reaching the best solution. Similarly,
we compared the proposed GA-PSO algorithm with WSGA
algorithm based on the simulation parameters in Table 10.

Thedifferent values of theworkflow size and the resources
configurations illustrate the impact of the proposed GA-
PSO and the WSGA algorithms on the makespan and the
execution cost. The average results of the experiment are
shown in Table 11 and Figure 9.

The proposed GA-PSO algorithm obtained a solution for
the workflow problem by 5% better value for the makespan
and 9% better value for the execution cost in comparison
with WSGA. It is worth mentioning that both the proposed
GA-PSO and the WSGA algorithms are based on GA tech-
nique. However, the proposed GA-PSO algorithm uses the
PSO algorithm to avoid the unnecessary diversity in the

Table 10: GA-PSO versus WSGA simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Population size 20
Selection method Roulette wheel
Crossover method Single point crossover
Mutation rate 0.1
The number of resources 3–14
Number of tasks in application 50–100
Number of iterations 200

Table 11: GA-PSO versus WSGA experiment results.

Methods Avg. makespan Avg. execution cost
Hybrid GA-PSO 84.875 5.195
WSGA 93 7.695
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Figure 9: GA-PSO versus HSGA analysis of results.

solution and enhances the obtained solutions, which might
be scattered due to GA technique. Finally, the proposed GA-
PSO algorithmwas also comparedwith theMTCTalgorithm,
based on the simulation parameters in Table 12.

For the evaluation purposes, four different types of
workflow applications were used to show the impact on
the makespan and the execution cost of the proposed GA-
PSO and the MTCT algorithm. The details of the workflow
applications are illustrated in Table 13.

The makespan and the execution cost results, of the
proposed GA-PSO and the MTCT algorithms, with the four
types of workflow applications, are summarized in Table 14
and Figure 10.

The obtained results of the GA-PSO and the MTCT
algorithms show that the GA-PSO algorithms enhance the
makespan by 11% with 15% less in execution cost, in com-
parison with the MTCT algorithm, using the Montage work-
flow, whereas the proposed GA-PSO algorithm achieved an
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Table 12: GA-PSO versus MTCT simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
The number of resources 20
Resource speeds 500–1000 (MIPS)
Bandwidth between resources 20 (mbps)

Table 13: Workflows details.

Workflow The number of tasks in different workflow sizes
Small Medium Large XLarge

Montage 25 50 100 1000
CyberShake 30 50 100 1000
Epigenomics 24 46 100 1000
LIGO 30 50 100 977

Table 14: GA-PSO versus MTCT experiment results.

Methods The makespan
(sec)

The execution cost
($)

Montage
Hybrid GA-PSO 1.12 1.04
MTCT 1.4 1.4075

CyberShake
Hybrid GA-PSO 0.9875 1.12
MTCT 1.365 1.3725

Epigenomics
Hybrid GA-PSO 1.23 1.112
MTCT 1.3525 1.36

LIGO
Hybrid GA-PSO 1.1075 1.132
MTCT 1.4975 1.4225
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Figure 10: GA-PSO versus MTCT analysis of results.

improvement by 17% in terms ofmakespan and 11% less in the
execution cost, compared with the MTCT algorithm, using

the CyberShake workflow. Furthermore, the proposed GA-
PSO algorithm schedules the Epigenomics workflow with
5% better makespan and 9% less execution cost than the
MTCT algorithm. Finally, the results of themakespan and the
execution cost of the LIGO workflow were better by 15% and
11% compared with the MTCT algorithm, respectively.

The results and the enhancements that were obtained by
the proposed GA-PSO algorithm are because the proposed
algorithm always selects the best solution for distributing
the workflow tasks over the most suitable VMs regardless
of the number of the workflow tasks. The proposed GA-
PSO algorithm combines the suitable diversity and the fast
convergence to optimal solutions, to find the optimal solution
faster than any other algorithm.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a GA-PSO algorithm was proposed and
implemented using theWorkflowSim simulator, for workflow
task scheduling in cloud environments. The performance
of the proposed algorithm was also compared with some
known algorithms such as GA, PSO, HSGA, WSGA, and
MTCT. The purpose of the proposed algorithm is to ensure
a fair distribution of the workload among the available VMs,
considering the order of the execution of the workflow tasks
to reduce the makespan and the processing cost of the
workflowapplications in cloud computing environments.The
GA-PSO algorithm selects the VMs to execute the workflow
tasks in the minimum time based on the execution speed
of the VMs and the size of the workflow tasks. The design
of the GA-PSO algorithm tends to allow executing the tasks
over the VMs with a balanced load distribution over the
fast and slow VMs, without overloading some VMs over the
others. This technique reduces the makespan through a fair
utilization of the slow VMs instead of overloading the fast
VMs and slowing down the overall execution of the tasks.
The GA-PSO algorithm yields an optimal solution of the
workflow task scheduling in terms of makespan compared
with GA, PSO, HSGA, and WSGA algorithms by 16%, 4%,
11%, and 5%, respectively. In addition, the enhancements in
the makespan using the Montage, CyberShake, Epigenomics,
and LIGO workflow were averaged as 11%, 17%, 5%, and 15%,
respectively, in comparison to MTCT algorithm. Moreover,
the results prove that the GA-PSO algorithm minimizes
the total execution cost of the workflow tasks compared
to GA, PSO, and WSGA algorithms by 13%, 4%, and 9%,
respectively. The GA-PSO algorithm also enhances the exe-
cution cost in comparison to MTCT algorithm using the
Montage, CyberShake, Epigenomics, and LIGO workflow
which are averaged at 15%, 11%, 9%, and 11%, respectively.
The significance of the results, from the GA-PSO algorithm,
are affected by the appropriate selection of the VM with a
balance between cost and time through the fitness function
of the GA-PSO algorithm. This goal was achieved by using
the same weights for both the makespan and the execution
cost in the fitness function.The proposed GA-PSO algorithm
improves the load balancing of the workflow applications
over the available resources, in contrast with GA, PSO, and
HSGA algorithms, by allocating the tasks based on the VMs
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ability and the task sizes. The enhancements of the load
balance in comparison with GA, PSO, and HSGA algorithms
are averaged at 28%, 4%, and 9%, respectively. The design of
the GA-PSO algorithm uses the standard deviation to select
the best solution that keeps the variance of the distributed
load, over the VMs, as low as possible taking into account
the size of the tasks and the speed of each VM during the
distribution of the tasks.

In the future, the work can be extended to more than one
data center in a heterogeneous environment. Furthermore,
the distribution of the workflow application can be extended
into two levels: when workflow tasks reach the service broker
and when the workflow tasks are distributed to the available
VMs of each DC based on the size of the tasks and the speed
of each VM. The justification can be verified over real-time
cloud environment. In addition, the work can be improved
through using dynamic workflow that allows more flexibility
for the users to change the characteristics of the workflow
tasks during the runtime.
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Video sharing on social clouds is popular among the users around the world. High-Definition (HD) videos have big file size so the
storing in cloud storage and streaming of videos with high quality from cloud to the client are a big problem for service providers.
Social clouds compress the videos to save storage and streamover slownetworks to provide quality of service (QoS). Compression of
video decreases the quality compared to original video and parameters are changed during the online play as well as after download.
Degradation of video quality due to compression decreases the quality of experience (QoE) level of end users. To assess the QoE
of video compression, we conducted subjective (QoE) experiments by uploading, sharing, and playing videos from social clouds.
Three popular social clouds, Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter, were selected to upload and play videos online for users. The QoE
was recorded by using questionnaire given to users to provide their experience about the video quality they perceive. Results show
that Facebook and Twitter compressed HD videos more as compared to other clouds. However, Facebook gives a better quality
of compressed videos compared to Twitter. Therefore, users assigned low ratings for Twitter for online video quality compared to
Tumblr that provided high-quality online play of videos with less compression.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, video posting and sharing are growing over the
social clouds and users share their memories and events of
life with friends around the world. Smartphones are now
commonly used to record video with HD quality and have
Internet access for sharing on the social clouds such as
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Google Plus [1]. Users upload
and share HD videos on social clouds but social clouds
compress video files for fast loading of the web page, save
storage because of a large amount of video data, and provide
QoS delivery of video streaming over low-bandwidth net-
works [2–4]. The purpose of video compression is efficiently
reducing visual data by avoiding the loss of visual quality
due to compression [5]. To achieve video compression rate
with minimum loss of visual data, several algorithms and
video coding standards such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-
4, H.263, and H.264/AVC are developed [5, 6].

Social clouds store and compress video data by using dif-
ferent video coding standards, so their compression ratios are
different from each other and impact on video quality is also
different. Page loading with HD-quality video is also a major
problem because page requires more network bandwidth to
transfer data from cloud to user and computing resources for
video processing [7]. The video posted on the social cloud
contains distortion and noise as compared to the original
one. Compressed videos are available online for perceiving
and downloading in low quality on the social clouds which
decreases the QoE of the user about the social clouds, but
these videos will not be recovered in original format in which
the video was recorded. Social clouds provide new features
of videos hosting and play to attract users to increase the
popularity of their organization and generate more revenue
[8]. So every social cloud provides customer feedback service
to collect user experience about their services but mostly
users do not interact with the social service provider and
migrate to another social cloud for better QoS.
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Social clouds focus on the quality of service by improving
hardware infrastructure instead of QoE parameters, which
will not express the demandof enduser.Quality of experience
is defined as “a blueprint of all human subjective and objective
quality needs and experiences arising from the interaction
of a person with technology and with business entities in a
particular context” [9]. Subjective QoE methods are used
for the assessment of user feedback about video quality,
video streaming, and network services [10]. QoE can be
captured by using two methods: one is subjective and the
other is objective. Objective QoE is subdivided into two
methods: (i) technical QoS data and (ii) cognitive systems
and Human physiological tests [11, 12]. Providing the QoS for
video hosting is a challenge for social cloud service providers
becauseHDvideos takemore time to load into awebpage and
the high data size of the video also consumes more storage
amount at cloud side and requires more network bandwidth
to transfer from cloud to client.Themain contribution of this
paper is to study and explore the influence of different social
clouds’ video hosting and compression over the user QoE.

We used subjective QoE method to access user satisfi-
cation level for different social cloud service providers and
solution also provides the acceptable level of online streaming
of compressed videos as compared to the original video.
During the research work, we repeat experiments with four
videos that have different quality, 2K (1440 P), 720 P HD,
360 P, and 240 P, which were taken from YouTube and posted
on Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter for the user to perceive
online video to assign ratings and examine the characteristics
and effect on the QoE of video quality.

Our paper is organized into 5 sections: in Section 2
we provide the literature review and Section 3 is based on
lab experiments. Section 4 provides results and discussion;
finally, in Section 5, we conclude our work.

2. Literature Review

QoE assessment of video streamingwas investigated in client-
server architecture and impact of network parameters on the
video quality and codecs were considered. Video hosting and
streaming on social clouds were never investigated by anyone
in research work by using video compression parameter. We
include literature of analysis of different factors on video
streaming such as the distance between cloud and user and
subjective QoE of live video streaming over social clouds.

Impact of distance between the clouds and end users on
the QoE was investigated by Laghari et al. [13]. During the
QoE assessment experiments, three different-quality videos
having different bitrate, resolution, and codecs were posted
on the four clouds’ nearby location and long distance.
Network delay response of each cloud was captured by using
the ping command. Users perceived video from each cloud
and provided their QoE assessment by using questionnaire
and the result shows that user assigns high ratings for nearby
location clouds for video streaming and low ratings for long
distance clouds. Long distance causes delay of network traffic,
which affects the QoE of users when they access videos from
clouds.

Many researchers have done work on the live video
streaming in cloud computing such as Cheng [14] who
proposed framework for adoption of user requirement with
minimum utilization of cloud resources without affecting the
quality of video streaming. The cloud-based media process-
ing framework processes large number of video streams of the
live broadcast in clouds. Wang et al. [15] presented a solution
by using software-defined networks that support alternative
path for continuous, scalable live video streaming service in
a cloud environment to fill user requirement.

In summary, researchers have done work on the cloud-
based video streaming and analyzed the QoE of end users
by using different parameters but no such work provided
the assessment of user’s QoE for video compression in social
clouds. To overcome this problem of video compression in
social clouds, we conducted subjective QoE of end users by
posting and streaming video from social clouds.

3. QoE Assessment Design and Experiment

In order to collect QoE of the users for video streaming and
quality on social clouds, we performed various experiments
and asked users to watch and perceive the videos on the
social clouds and ranked the videos for smooth play and
quality of the video. Four videos with different resolution and
quality, 2K (1440 P), 720 p, 360 P, and 260 P, were selected
from YouTube. Videos were downloaded from YouTube
and uploaded (posted) on the leading social cloud storages
Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter. During the posting of videos,
every cloud reduces the quality of video (data rate, total
bitrate, and size and changes the audio bitrate) which varies
according to cloud’s own secret compression preferences.

QoE assessment experiment was conducted with 134
users; among them, 81 were female and 53 weremale subjects,
aged between 20 and 30 years. The majority of students
belonged to Computer Science and Technology Department
and the rest of other departments; few of them were post-
graduate students and others were undergraduate students.
A questionnaire was given to users and they were asked to
provide their profile and assign rating for video quality which
they perceive during the online play of video from the social
clouds.

For video display purpose, we follow the recommenda-
tions of ITU-R [16] and ITU-T Rec. [17]. The display setting
for watching videos was 21-inch LCD display, which has a
resolution of 1280 × 800. Videos were played in sequence. For
subjects, first original videos which were downloaded from
YouTube were played and then cloud-hosted videos were
played online in real-time streaming from every social cloud
but subjects were unaware of the technical details of videos
like data rate, total bitrate, size, and changes of the audio
bitrate. Before playing the online video, during the experi-
ment, and after completion of watching online streaming of
videos, network speed was measured by using the following
popular site: http://www.speedtest.net. The download speed
of the network is 5.76MB and upload recorded 3.78MB
during the experiment.
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3.1. Selection of Videos. The video clips named “Samsung
UHD Demo” (2K = 1440 P), “Fearless-Daffy-Duck” (720 P),
and “Motivate yourself ” (360 P) and Short wildlife video
(240 P) were used for experiments during QoE assessment
of users for social clouds, which were downloaded from
YouTube [18–21], and snapshots are given in Figures 1–4 with
quality parameters. The purpose of selecting 2K (1440 P) to
lowest-resolution, 240 P, video is to conduct QoE assessment
experiment of the user on high quality and low quality to
find which is the best acceptable video quality for hosting
on the social clouds. “Samsung UHD Demo” (2K = 1440 P)
and Fearless-Daffy-Duck 720 P HD videos are selected for
QoE assessment experiment because users always want to
share HD multimedia video on the social clouds and low-
quality videos, 360 P and 240 P, were also used in experiments
for social cloud’s compression analysis and user ratings. So
the HD and low-quality videos are selected to find QoE
assessment of users and also degradation of the quality of
video after uploading on the social clouds. The technical
details of videos such as format, frame rate, frame resolution
(width and height), audio bitrate, data rate, total bitrate, and
size are given in Table 1.

4. Results and Discussion

VLC player (version 2.2.1 Terry Pratchett (weatherwax))
[22] is used for opening and playing videos which were
downloaded from social clouds. We conducted QoE test
of video quality degradation due to compression hosted
on social clouds in real-time environment. The purpose of
using four different videos having different sizes, resolutions,
and formats (media codecs) is to get more data about the
user experience of different parameters which provide more
detailed information of user perception and satisfaction.

All videos’ parameters were analyzed and report logs were
generated by using MediaInfo software tool (version 0.7.97)
developed by MediaArea.net SARL [23]. The MediaInfo tool
decodes all information of videos which were compressed
during the upload to Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter. Table 2
provides information of compression status of “Samsung
UHD Demo” (2K = 1440 P) video of each cloud compared
to original video file. The videos have difference in data rate,
total bitrate, audio bitrate, and storage size.

Impact of lossy compression is different on user’s QoE
as compared to the original video. Facebook, Tumblr, and
Twitter compressed videos by decreasing data rate and total
bitrate but Tumblr and Twitter did not compress the audio
bitrate to reduce the storage size on the cloud. For example,
Facebook compressed to 86% data rate, 84.8% total bitrate,
and 62% audio bitrate to reduce file size to be as low as
3.14MB; the original one was 20.5MB. Tumblr slightly less
compressed 75.65% of total bitrate compared with Facebook
and 77.42% of data rate but did not compress the audio
bitrate. It reduces storage file size down to 4.99MB as the
original one was 20.5MB but does not have a high impact
on the diminishing of video quality. The same way Twitter
compressed 79.66% data rate and 77.77% total bitrate and
increased 2%audio bitrate to reduce the file size to be as low as

4.53MB.Twitter provided goodquality for downloaded video
as given in detail in Table 2 but playing the video online has
low quality as shown in Figure 7 where text in image marked
in the red rectangle is distorted as compared to Figures 5 and
6. Effects of video quality degradation during posting and
during the online streaming from the social clouds are shown
in Figures 5–7 and technical parameters comparison of the
original video with posted videos on the social clouds is given
in Table 2.

“Fearless-Daffy-Duck” (720 P) video was uploaded on
the social clouds and parameters of the video were changed
by applying compression by all social clouds. Facebook and
Twitter compressed videos by decreasing data rate, total
bitrate, and audio bitrate but Tumblr was the only social cloud
which compressed the audio bitrate to reduce the storage
size on the cloud; the rest of the parameters were the same
as the original file. For example, Facebook compressed to
42% data rate, 46% total bitrate, and 75% audio bitrate to
reduce file size to be as low as 5.9MB; the original one was
10.9MB. Tumblr slightly compressed 1% of total bitrate and
44% of audio bitrate to reduce storage file size but does
not have a high impact on the video quality. The same way
Twitter compressed 9% data rate, 12% total bitrate and 44%
audio bitrate to reduce file size 9.6MB. Twitter provided HD
quality of downloaded videos as given in detail in Table 3
but playing the video online has low quality as shown in
Figure 10 where text in image marked in the red rectangle
is distorted as compared to Figures 8 and 9. Effects of video
quality degradation during posting and during the online
streaming from the social clouds are shown in Figures 8–10
and technical parameters comparison of the original video
with posted videos on the social clouds is given in Table 3.

Low-quality, 360 p, video “Motivate yourself ” was posted
on social clouds and Facebook compressed 15% data rate,
30% total bitrate, and 80% audio bitrate to reduce file size to
be as low as 1.65MB; the original one was 2.33MB. Tumblr
increased 1% of total bitrate and the storage file size is
increased compared to original file but does not have high
impact on the diminishing of video quality. The same way
Twitter compressed 47% data rate, 42% total bitrate, and 29%
audio bitrate to reduce file size to be 1.29MB. Effects of video
quality degradation during posting and during the online
streaming from the social clouds are shown in Figures 11–13
and technical parameters comparison of the original video
with posted videos on the social clouds is given in Table 4.

Short wildlife video (240 P)was posted on social clouds to
explore the compression parameters for lowest quality video
and user ratings. Facebook compressed 37.6% data rate, 53%
total bitrate, and 84.3% audio bitrate to reduce file size to
be as low as 717 Kb; the original one was 1.45MB. Tumblr
did not reduce the data rate and audio bitrate of the video
but increased 1% of total bitrate and the storage file size is
increased up to 1.46MB compared to original file, 1.45MB,
but does not have high impact on the video quality.The same
way Twitter compressed 42% data rate, 53% total bitrate, and
75% audio bitrate to reduce file size to 700KB. Effects of video
quality degradation during posting and during the online
streaming from the social clouds are shown in Figures 14–16
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Figure 1: Snapshot of original video (Samsung Demo).

Figure 2: Snapshot of original video (Daffy).

and technical parameters comparison of the original video
with posted videos on the social clouds is given in Table 5.

4.1. Mean Opinion Score. We conducted the experiments and
presented results of video compression parameters of four
videos, which were posted on social clouds and downloaded
for user video quality perception on each video in the
experiments. If the users perceive that the quality of the
video is better, then they assign rating as excellent, and if
they are merely satisfied then they ranked video as fair. If
they are completely dissatisfied, the quality of the video is
annoying and is ranked as bad. Network parameters were
not considered during playing online video from social
clouds because network speed was enough to play videos
without buffering/delay situation.During the experiment, the
situation of buffering/delay due to low network speed or peak
network trafficwas never experienced. Results of experiments
are given in Table 6.

The result shows that videos posted on social clouds have
different QoE ratings of the same original videos. Facebook
and Tumblr have high QoE ratings because both compress
less video-related parameters like data rate and total bitrate
but compress audio bitrate more to reduce file size when
uploaded on the user’s timeline, so quality is better compared
to Twitter. Samsung UHD Demo 1440 P HD video was

Figure 3: Snapshot of original video (Motivation).

Figure 4: Snapshot of original video (Wildlife).

played online for users to watch and assign ratings. The
user assigns high ratings to original video because of high
quality with high data rate and bitrate but when the video
was uploaded on social clouds then it was compressed by
social clouds automatically and video quality is damaged due
to compression of data rate and bitrate. The user assigned
low ratings for Twitter video because it is highly compressed
as compared to others such as Facebook and Tumblr videos
which are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 18 shows high ratings for original 720 P video of
Facebook and Tumblr but low ratings for Twitter due to high
compression of video.The technical information of video 720
is shown in Table 3. Facebook compressed 46% of original
video file size as compared to Tumblr and Twitter, but quality
of online played video is better than Twitter, where Twitter
compressed less video file compared to Facebook but online
playing quality is poor [24]. The users assigned low ratings
which were considered as poor and bad category according
to ITU recommendations [16].

360 P video has low QoE ratings for the original video
because 360 P is low-quality video as compared to 1440 P
and 720 P. Facebook compressed 30% and Twitter 45% of the
file by decreasing data rate, total bitrate, and audio bitrate
but Tumblr increased the file size by increasing total bitrate
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Table 1: Original videos’ parameters.

Technical parameters Samsung UHD Demo
(2K = 1440 P)

Fearless-Daffy-Duck
(720 P HD) Motivate yourself (360 P) Short wildlife

video (240 P)

Frame width 2560 1280 360 320

Frame height 1440 720 360 180

Data rate 5667 kbps 1493 kbps 311 kbps 269 kbps

Total bitrate 5774 kbps 1687 kbps 409 kbps 405 kbps

Frame rate 30 frames/sec 25 frames/sec 29.9 frames/sec 29.9 frames/sec

Audio bitrate 126 kbps 192 kbps 96 kbps 128 kbps

Storage size 20.5MB 10.9MB 2.33MB 1.45MB

Playing length 29 sec 54 sec 47 sec 30 sec

Format (media type) MP4 (base media) MP4 (Moving Picture
Experts Group version 4)

MP4 (base media/version
2) MP4 (base media)

Table 2: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Samsung UHD Demo (2K = 1440 P)).

Samsung UHD Demo
(2K = 1440 P) Original video Facebook video Tumblr video Twitter video

Frame width 2560 1280 1280 1280

Height 1440 720 720 720

Data rate 5667 kbps 835 kbps 1280 kbps 1153 kbps

Total bitrate 5774 kbps 879 kbps 1407 kbps 1284 kbps

Frame rate 30 frames/sec 30 frames/sec 30 frames/sec 30 frames/sec

Audio bitrate 126 kbps 48 kbps 126 kbps 128 kbps

Storage size 20.5MB 3.14MB 4.99MB 4.53MB

Playing length 29 sec 29 sec 29 sec 29 sec

Format (media type) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base
media/version 2)

Table 3: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Fearless-Daffy-Duck 720 P).

Fearless-Daffy-Duck
video properties Original video Facebook video Tumblr video Twitter video

Frame width 1280 1280 1280 1280

Height 720 720 720 720

Data rate 1493 kbps 873 kbps 1493 kbps 1361 kbps

Total bitrate 1687 kbps 920 kbps 1623 kbps 1493 kbps

Frame rate 25 frames/sec 25 frames/sec 25 frames/sec 25 frames/sec

Audio bitrate 192 kbps 48 kbps 128 kbps 128 kbps

Storage size 10.9MB 5.98MB 10.5MB 9.65MB

Playing length 54 sec 54 sec 54 sec 54 sec

Format (media type) MP4 (Moving Picture
Experts Group version 4) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base

media/version 2)
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Table 4: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Motivate yourself 360 P).

“Motivate yourself”
video properties Original video Facebook video Tumblr video Twitter video

Frame width 360 360 360 240
Height 360 360 360 240
Data rate 311 kbps 266 kbps 311 kbps 167 kbps
Total bitrate 409 kbps 289 kbps 414 kbps 240 kbps
Frame rate 29.9 frames/sec 29.97 frames/sec 29.97 frames/sec 29.97 frames/sec
Audio bitrate 96 kbps 20 kbps 96 kbps 68.4 kbps
Storage size 2.33MB 1.65MB 2.35MB 1.29MB
Playing length 47 sec 47 sec 47 sec 47 sec

Format (media type) MP4 (base
media/version 2) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base

media/version 2)

Figure 5: Snapshot of Facebook video.

Figure 6: Snapshot of Tumblr video.

which did not impose a high impact on the quality of video
as compared to original video as technical information shows
in Table 4. Figure 19 illustrates that Facebook and Twitter
have less QoE ratings as compared to Tumblr because Tumblr
did not compress the original file when it is uploaded on the
cloud.

Wildlife 240 P video is the video with lowest quality in
all videos used in QoE assessment experiments. Due to the
low quality of original video, users assign lowest ratings as
compared to other videos. Further social clouds compressed
the original video and damaged the quality of video so user

Figure 7: Snapshot of Twitter video.

Figure 8: Snapshot of Facebook video.

ratings were also low. Tumblr is the only social cloud that
did not compress the video but increased bitrate by 1% and
audio bitrate so user assigns marginally high ratings compare
to teh other social clouds. User ratings are given in Table 6
and results are also given in Figure 20.

Figure 21 shows the comparison of MOS of all origi-
nal videos as well as videos compressed by social clouds.
Technical information of experiment is a proof that Tumblr
compressed less total bitrate and audio bitrate of HD files
but did not compress any parameter for low-quality files.
Facebook compressed audio bitrate more as compared to the
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Table 5: Original versus cloud compressed videos’ parameters (Short wildlife video 240 P).

Short wildlife video
(240 P) Original video Facebook video Tumblr video Twitter video

Frame width 320 320 320 320
Height 180 180 180 180
Data rate 269 kbps 168 kbps 269 kbps 157 kbps
Total bitrate 405 kbps 191 kbps 407 kbps 192 kbps
Frame rate 29.9 frames/sec 29.97 frames/sec 29.97 frames/sec 29.97 frames/sec
Audio bitrate 128 kbps 20.1 kbps 128 kbps 32.2 kbps
Storage size 1.45MB 717KB 1.46MB 700KB
Playing length 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec

Format (media type) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base media) MP4 (base
media/version 2)

Table 6: User MOS.

Samsung UHD Demo
(2K = 1440 P)

Fearless-Daffy-Duck
(720 P) Motivate yourself (360 P) Short wildlife video (240 P) MOS standard scale

Cloud MOS Cloud MOS Cloud MOS Cloud MOS Excellent 5
Original
video 4.9 Original

video 4.6 Original
video 4.1 Original

video 3.1 Good 4

Facebook 4.6 Facebook 4.1 Facebook 3.4 Facebook 1.9 Fair 3
Twitter 2.1 Twitter 2.8 Twitter 2.1 Twitter 1.2 Poor 2
Tumblr 4.4 Tumblr 4.3 Tumblr 3.6 Tumblr 2.3 Bad 1

Figure 9: Snapshot of Tumblr video.

Figure 10: Snapshot of Twitter video.

Figure 11: Facebook snapshot.

Figure 12: Tumblr snapshot.
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Figure 13: Twitter snapshot.

Figure 14: Facebook snapshot.

Figure 15: Tumblr snapshot.

Figure 16: Twitter snapshot.
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Figure 17: MOS graph of 1440 P video.
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Figure 21: MOS comparison of 2K, 720 P, 360 P, and 260 P videos.

other social clouds and Twitter compressed data rate and
total bitrate of low-quality files to reduce file size. Facebook
and Tumblr provide high-quality online video streaming
as compared to Twitter for HD video files. Users assign
high ratings to a 1440 P video which proves that they like
to watch and upload high-quality videos but social clouds
compressmoreHDvideos as compared to low-quality videos:
Facebook compressed to 86% data rate and 84.8 bitrate due
to big file size to adjust storage in the cloud data center.
The quality of video and size of the file are increased;
then compression rate of social clouds increased but due to
compression, the quality of video decreased and then user
MOS is also decreased.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted several experiments on social
cloud video compression and uploaded videos on different
popular social clouds to measure user satisfaction level about
video quality. The results included in this paper have shown
that user satisfaction level is excellent when original videos
with high quality were perceived by the user, but ratings
were decreased for video quality when videos were posted
on Twitter cloud and videos were distorted due to high
compression level. Facebook provides good visual quality for
HD videos after compression and plays videos on different
quality scales but Tumblr and Twitter do not provide different
quality scale playing options for HD-quality videos. This
research work provides an assessment of users perception
that they suffered from the video quality distortion due
to compression of social clouds and final visual quality is
decreased below fair for Twitter, which is given in scale of
MOS.
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A top-𝑘 query processing is widely used in many applications and mobile environments. An index is used for efficient query
processing and layer-based indexing methods are representative to perform the top-𝑘 query processing efficiently. However, the
existing methods have a problem of high index building time for multidimensional and large data; thus, it is difficult to use them.
In this paper, we proposed a new concept of constructing layer-based index, which is called unbalanced layer (UB-Layer). The
existing methods construct a layer as a balanced layer with outermost data and wrap the rest of the input data. However, UB-
Layer constructs a layer as an unbalanced layer that does not wrap the rest of the data. To construct UB-Layer, we fist divide the
dimension of the input data into divided-dimensional data and compute the convex hull in each divided-dimensional data. And
then, we combine divided-convex hull to buildUB-Layer.We also proposeUB-SelectAttribute algorithm for dividing the dimension
with major attributes. We demonstrate the superiority of the proposed methods by the performance experiments.

1. Introduction

Recently, Searching user interested data among a large
amount of data has become very important as the size of
databases grows. In particular, searching the data that users
want over high-dimensional and large data is more difficult
in mobile environments, because it is the only part of the
massive amount of data that users are interested in. However,
especially in the mobile environment, efficient retrieval from
vast amounts of data is limited.

Furthermore, as the attributes of the data are varied,
problems arise in index construction and query processing
for the high-dimensional and large database. For example,
when users are searching for a used car, they should consider
the various attributes such as manufacturer, model, rating,
year, price, region, mileage, fuel, transmission, and color, and
it will take a long time.

Top-𝑘 query processing retrieves 𝑘 data that is most
interested in from a given data considering various attributes.
Top-𝑘 query processing is handled in various applications

such as searching hotels or cameras on the websites [1–3],
healthcare [4], and cloud environments [5–7]. Top-𝑘 query
processing retrieves 𝑘 results that users want by considering
various attributes in a large amount of data, and it is very
inefficient to search all data at each query. Therefore, it is
important to build an index in order to perform top-𝑘 query
processing efficiently. There have been a number of studies
that construct an index by making layers over the entire
database.These methods find top-𝑘 answers by accessing just
the first few layers.

The convex hull [8] is a representative method of index
constructionmethod for top-𝑘 query processing.Themethod
reads total data and constructs indices into the layer and
the convex hull is the outer layer surrounding all data layer
lists geometrically. Since the convex hull algorithm constructs
layer lists based on the control points from all direction,
the method has the advantage of processing omnidirectional
queries. Even though the method is advantageous in query
processing, convex hull includes a small amount of data in
one layer so that the construction time is inefficient.
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Figure 1: The experimental results of constructing the convex hull.

Figure 1 shows the experimental result of constructing
the convex hull as dimension and size of data are varied.
As shown in Figure 1(a), as the dimension increases, the
computing time increases sharply, and if data has more
than 9 attributes, in the case of 10K data, the experiment is
impossible. Figure 1(b) shows the computing time as data size
varied, and when the size of data increases, the construction
time of convex hull increases sharply. And if the data size
is more than 1000K, the experiment is also impossible.
Figure 1(c) shows the number of layers in the convex hull
as the dimension is varied. If the dimension increases, the
number of layers decreases sharply. That is, the number of
data contained in a one layer increases as the number of layers
increases.

As the number of attributes and the size of the data
increase, the time for constructing the convex hull increases
sharply and the number of layers decreases. Therefore, it
is almost impossible to build the convex hull from a high-
dimensional and large database.

In this paper, we propose a UB-Layer (unbalanced layer)
which is a new concept of unbalanced layer considering

all direction of query processing, and we also propose a
method of building UB-Layer. The proposed method is a
study to construct an index to efficiently perform top-𝑘 query
processing, and query processing is not covered in this paper.
TheUB-Layer is an unbalanced layer because it is constructed
around the outermost points but also contains some inner
points. In order to build the UB-Layer, we first find out
the main attributes of input data, and then we divide the
input data with the main attributes. Next, we construct the
divided-convex hull based on the divided data, and, finally,
we combine the divided-convex hull to build a final layer. UB-
Layer is a more efficient method for top-𝑘 query processing
because it builds layers much faster and has more layers than
convex hull.

More precisely, we make the following contributions in
this paper:
(1) We propose a new concept of unbalanced layer

method for the high-dimensional and large database, called
the UB-Layer (unbalanced layer). UB-Layer first makes a
divided dataset by dividing the dimension of input data and
constructs a divided-convex hull in each divided dataset.The
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proposed method could build a list of layers in the high-
dimensional and large dataset and reduces the index building
time compared to the convex hull.
(2) We propose a method, which is called UB-

SelectAttribute, to divide a dimension by selecting major
attributes for improving the precision of the UB-Layer.
UB-SelectAttributes divide the dimension using the major
attributes of input data.
(3) We show the performance advantages of UB-Layer

through various experiments.We compare the index building
time, the number of layers, and precision of UB-Layer with
the existing method convex hull.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the background and Section 3 describes the existing
work related to this paper. Section 4 explains the proposed
method, UB-Layer. Section 5 presents the results of perfor-
mance evaluation. Section 6 summarizes and concludes the
paper.

2. Background

In this section, we describe the background related to
this paper. We first describe a top-𝑘 query processing in
Section 2.1 and describe a convex hull method for mobile
computing.

2.1. Top-𝑘Query Processing. Top-𝑘 query processing retrieves
𝑘 results from input data. The following example shows an
example of top-𝑘 query processing to search for a hotel.

Example 1. Suppose a customer Tom who wants to book a
hotel for a summer vacation searches for a hotel on a website.
A hotel has various attributes such as rates, hotel ratings,
customer ratings, distance from subway stations, distance
from major attractions, and type of accommodation. The
customer Tom considers rates and distance from the subway
station for his reservation, and he wants to search a hotel with
small attribute values. In this example, we will consider only
two attributes for easy explanation. He also wants to set the
weights for each attribute as (0.6: rates, 0.4: distance) as search
conditions.The scoring function𝑓 for this is𝑓(𝑡)=0.6∗ rates
+ 0.4 ∗ distance.

SELECT ∗
FROM Hotels
ORDER BY 𝑓(𝑡)
STOP AT 3

Table 1 shows the search result according to the query of
the customer Tom. According to the scoring function, the top
1 result is hotel C, the top 2 result is hotel E, and the top 3 result
is hotel B among the five hotels.

2.2. Convex Hull Method for Mobile Computing. Convex hull
is a method to construct a list of layers with the set of outer-
most points. There are several studies construct convex hull
for mobile computing and wireless network environments.
Mobile computing requires wireless network access [9], and
it is much more difficult than wired communication because

Table 1: An example of top-𝑘 query processing.

Hotels Rates (10$) Distance (km) 𝑓(𝑡)

A 5 15 9
B 12 2 8
C 7 5 6.2
D 20 3 13.2
E 8 5 6.8

mobile computing should consider the signal, path, noise,
delays, errors, power, and so on. One of the basic issues
of mobile computing and wireless network is the energy
constraint [10]. Thus, the high efficiency service is needed
for mobile computing. Convex hull is used to retrieve the
user interested data and retrieve sensors to connect in mobile
computing.

3. Related Work

In this section,we explain convex hullmethod anddiscuss the
existing work. The representative methods using the convex
hull for constructing a list of layers are ONION [11], HL-
Index [12, 13], and aCH-Index [14]. ONION constructs an
index by making layers with the vertices of the convex hull
over the objects in the multidimensional space. That is, it
creates the first layer with the convex hull vertices over all
objects and then creates the second layer with the convex hull
vertices over the remaining objects, and so on. Finally, the set
of layers becomes the layer list. HL-index constructs a layer
list with the convex hull as Onion does and then constructs
sorted lists in the ascending or descending order based on
each attribute value of the objects in each layer. HL-index
keeps those lists in order to fasten query processing. The
aCH-Index first finds the skyline points over entire objects
and then partitions the skyline layer intomultiple subregions.
Then, aCH-Index combines the convex hull by computing
over in each subregion. Convex hull method can perform
top-𝑘 query processing from every direction. However, the
method has the problem of the high time complexity in index
generation.

Besides, there are several methods such as the method
that uses 𝑅-tree to construct convex hull [15], CONHEM
(Convex-hull Edge Method) which is the method that sets
minimum region to calculate the allowance [16], and VAICH
(Visual Attention Imitation Convex Hull) which is based
on the human prospective of constructing convex hull [17].
VAICH constructs the convex hull by eliminating data from
the centroid to the limit. Also, other research using GPU
to fasten the calculation for constructing convex hull. Tang
et al. [18] proposed the method that uses both GPU and
CPU simultaneously in order to construct convex hull.When
it comes to get the input, the method eliminates initial
point by GPU based filter and constructs the convex hull
by using CPU based algorithm. Reference [19] proposed the
parallel algorithm called CudaHull. CudaHull constructs 3-
dimensional convex hull using GPU from CUDA program-
ming. gHull [20] maximizes the parallelization based on
the relationship between the 3-dimensional Voronoi diagram
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Figure 2: The concept of the UB-Layer.

and 3-dimensional convex hull and uses GPU to constructs
3-dimensional convex hull. Singh et al. [21] proposed the
convex hull approach in conjunction with Gaussian mixture
model in order to improve the detection accuracy with-
out capitalizing much of computation time. CHVS [22] is
a fast convex hull vertices selection algorithm for online
classification and the proposed method converts convex hull
into a linear equation problem with a low computational
complexity.

There are also several methods to construct convex hull
for mobile environments. Jiang et al. [23] proposed a depth-
adjustment deployment algorithmbased on two-dimensional
convex hull for network energy efficiently. Kundu et al. [24]
proposed an on-demand power saving routing algorithm for
mobile ad hoc networks, which identifies node using 𝑘-means
and convex hull algorithm. Xu et al. [25] proposed a path
selection algorithm using convex hull to reduce the data
delivery latency on the mobile elements in wireless sensor
networks. However, existing methods did not study how to
construct convex hull efficiently and have used convex hull to
select nodes or data. In addition, they have not considered
a high-dimensional data. Thus, in this paper, we present
the efficient algorithm to construct convex hull for high-
dimensional data.

4. UB-Layer (Unbalanced Layer)

In this section, we propose a new layer-based index building
method for high-dimensional and large database, which is
called UB-Layer (unbalanced layer). As we mentioned in
Introduction, the constructing time of convex hull increases
exponentially when the dimension of the data increases. And
also the number of layers decreases; thus the convex hull is
actually impossible to use for the Top-𝑘 processing. The UB-
Layer improves the convex hull by dividing the dimension of
input data and it reduces the computing time and increases
the number of layers. Figure 2 shows the concept ofUB-Layer.
First, Figure 2(a) is the result of index constructed by the
existing layer-based indexing method. It consists of balanced

layers which the outside layer covers with the other layers.
Figure 2(b) shows unbalanced layer which this research
suggests; it consists of layers which the outside layer does not
cover with the other layers. We define this type of layers with
unbalanced layer in this research.

UB-Layer is made by 3 steps: (1) dimension division step;
(2) constructing divided-convex hull step; (3) combining
step. First, we divide the dimension of input data to create
data that contains divided dimension in divided dimension
level. Second, we create divided-convex hull based on the data
with divided dimension. Finally, we create final UB-Layer to
merge each divided-convex hull in merging level.

4.1. Dimension Division Step. In this section, we explain the
first step, dimension division step to construct UB-Layer.
Divided dimension level divides the dimension of input data.

4.1.1. UB-Basic Algorithm. In this section, we propose
UB-Basic algorithm for dividing the dimension of the
input data. UB-Basic algorithm is a naı̈ve method which
divides the dimension of the input data into two divided-
dimensional datasets. Here, let 𝐷1:𝑛 be a given dataset with 𝑛
attributes. UB-Basic algorithm divides𝐷1:𝑛 into two divided-
dimensional datasets𝐷1:𝑘 and𝐷𝑘+1:𝑛 (𝑘 = 𝑛/2). For example,
in the case of 6-dimensional data, it is divided into two 3-
dimensional datasets and 5-dimensional data is divided into
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional datasets. Table 2 shows the
process of dividing the 4-dimensional input data into two 2-
dimensional datasets div1 anddiv2 usingUB-Basic algorithm,
and Figure 3 shows the result of div1 and div2. In Table 2,
the original dataset has four attributes X1 to X4, and UB-
Basic algorithm divides the input data into two divided-
dimensional datasets where one has two attributes X1 and X2
and other has X3 and X4.

Algorithm 1 shows theUB-Basic algorithm for dimension
division. The input of the algorithm is 𝑆, which is a set of 𝑑-
dimensional data objects, and 𝑑, which means the number
of dimensions, that is, the number of attributes. And the
result of the UB-Basic algorithm is div, which is a set of data
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Figure 3: The result of UB-Basic algorithm with 4-dimensional dataset.

Table 2: The process of dimension division step using UB-Basic
algorithm.

ID value
⟨𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4⟩

id value
⟨𝑋1, 𝑋2⟩, ⟨𝑋3, 𝑋4⟩

p1 ⟨45, 25, 83, 44⟩

⇒

p1 ⟨45, 25⟩, ⟨83, 44⟩
p2 ⟨50, 88, 69, 57⟩ p2 ⟨50, 88⟩, ⟨69, 57⟩
p3 ⟨30, 7, 46, 60⟩ p3 ⟨30, 7⟩, ⟨46, 60⟩
p4 ⟨19, 3, 28, 58⟩ p4 ⟨19, 3⟩, ⟨28, 58⟩
p5 ⟨84, 16, 50, 86⟩ p5 ⟨84, 16⟩, ⟨50, 86⟩
p6 ⟨55, 30, 53, 77⟩ p6 ⟨55, 30⟩, ⟨53, 77⟩
p7 ⟨39, 40, 20, 79⟩ p7 ⟨39, 40⟩, ⟨20, 79⟩

Input:
(1) 𝑆: a set of 𝑑-dimensional objects
(2) 𝑑: the number attributes
Output: div: a set of divided-dimensional data
Algorithm:
(1) IF 𝑑 < 4 THEN
(2) Construct a convex hull of 𝑆.
(3) Break
(4) Initialized a divided-dimensional dataset div

1 and div2.
(5) WHILE 𝑆 ̸= {} DO
(6) divide the dimension in half for the whole objects

in 𝑆.
(7) save the divided objects in the div

1 and div2.
(8) RETURN div.

Algorithm 1: The UB-Basic algorithm.

with divided dimension. In lines (1) to (3), algorithm checks
the number of attributes 𝑑 first. If 𝑑 is less than 4, the UB-
Basic algorithm is not performed. Because if the dimension
is less than 4, it is impossible to divide the dimension, so
algorithm constructs the convex hull in the next line and
terminates the algorithm. If dimension 𝑑 is greater than or
equal to 4, algorithm initializes div1 and div2 to store the
divided-dimensional data in line (4). Next, if 𝑆 is not an

Table 3: An example of the UB-SelectAttribute algorithm.

ID value
⟨𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, 𝑋4, 𝑋5, 𝑋6⟩

id value
⟨𝑋1, 𝑋3⟩, ⟨𝑋2, 𝑋4, 𝑋5, 𝑋6⟩

p1 ⟨44, 30, 83, 44, 23, 45⟩

⇒

p1 ⟨44, 83⟩, ⟨30, 44, 23, 45⟩
p2 ⟨86, 66, 69, 57, 65, 50⟩ p2 ⟨86, 69⟩, ⟨66, 57, 65, 50⟩
p3 ⟨30, 7, 46, 60, 26, 79⟩ p3 ⟨30, 46⟩, ⟨7, 60, 26, 79⟩
p4 ⟨19, 3, 28, 58, 49, 20⟩ p4 ⟨19, 28⟩, ⟨3, 58, 49, 20⟩
p5 ⟨72, 16, 50, 86, 7, 88⟩ p5 ⟨72, 50⟩, ⟨16, 86, 7, 88⟩
p6 ⟨55, 30, 53, 77, 30, 82⟩ p6 ⟨55, 30⟩, ⟨53, 77, 30, 82⟩
p7 ⟨39, 40, 20, 79, 36, 46⟩ p7 ⟨39, 40⟩, ⟨20, 79, 36, 46⟩

empty set, algorithm divides the dimension in half in line (6)
and saves the data of the two divided-dimensional datasets in
the next line in div1 and div2, respectively. Finally, the dataset
div of the divided dimension is returned and the algorithm
terminates.

4.1.2. UB-SelectAttribute Algorithm. In this section, we also
propose UB-SelectAttribute algorithm which improves a
division method of the UB-Basic algorithm. The UB-
SelectAttribute algorithm determines the main attributes
among the various attributes of the input data and divides
the dimensions based on the main attributes. Table 3 shows
an example of a UB-SelectAttribute algorithm.The input six-
dimensional data has six attributes, X1 to X6. And if X1 and
X3 are determined asmain attributes, the proposed algorithm
divides six-dimensional data into two-dimensional data with
main attributes X1 and X3 and four-dimensional data with
remained attributes. Representative studies to identify key
attributes include Mean Decrease Impurity (MDI), which
measures the influence of variables through an average of
data impurity degradation during classification. In addition,
it is possible to determine the main attribute by analyzing the
main property through the histogram method.

Algorithm 2 shows the UB-SelectAttribute algorithm for
dimension division based on main attributes. The input of
the algorithm is 𝑆, which is a set of 𝑑-dimensional data
objects, and 𝑑, which means the number of dimensions, and
att, which is a set of main attributes. And the result of the
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Input:
(1) 𝑆: a set of 𝑑-dimensional objects
(2) 𝑑: the number attributes
(3) att: a set of the major attributes
Output: div: a set of divided-dimensional data
Algorithm:
(1) IF 𝑑 < 4 THEN
(2) Construct a convex hull of 𝑆.
(3) Break
(4) IF the number of att < 2 THEN
(5) Construct a convex hull of 𝑆.
(6) Break
(7) IF (𝑑 – the number of att) < 2 THEN
(8) Construct a convex hull of 𝑆.
(9) Break
(10) Initialized a divided-dimensional dataset div1 and div2.
(11) WHILE 𝑆 ̸= {} DO
(12) divide the dimension into the major attributes and

the remain attributes for the whole objects in 𝑆.
(13) save the divided objects in the div1 and div2.
(14) RETURN div.

Algorithm 2: The UB-SelectAttribute algorithm.

UB-SelectAttribute algorithm is div, which is a set of data
with divided dimension. In lines (1) to (4), the algorithm
checks the number of attributes 𝑑 first the same as UB-Basic
algorithm. If the dimension is less than 4, it is impossible
to divide the dimension, so algorithm constructs the convex
hull in the next line and terminates the algorithm. Next,
UB-SelectAttribute algorithm checks the number of main
attributes in line (4) and also checks the number of attributes
except for the main attributes, and if the numbers are less
than 2, the algorithm is not performed. This is because
when constructing a convex hull, at least two attributes are
needed. UB-SelectAttribute algorithm divides the input data
into two divided-dimensional datasets based on the main
attributes. In the two cases mentioned above, which are in
lines (4) and (7), it is impossible to construct the convex
hull in the divided dimension data. In line (9), initialize
the resulting datasets div1 and div2 to store the divided-
dimensional data. Next, if 𝑆 is not an empty set, the algorithm
divides the dimension in half in line (12) and saves the data
of the two divided dimensions in the next line in div1 and
div2, respectively. Finally, the dataset div of the partitioned
dimension is returned and the algorithm terminates.

4.2. Constructing Divided-Convex Hull Step. In this section,
we explain the second step of UB-Layer, the constructing
divided-convex hull step. In the second step, we construct
a divided-convex hull for the divided-dimensional data div,
which is the result of the first step. Since each divided-
dimensional data consists of at least two ormore dimensional
data, the convex hull could be constructed. Algorithm 3
shows the ConstructingDivided-Convexhull algorithm for
generating divided-convex hull. First, the input of the algo-
rithm is div, which is the divided-dimensional data. And the

Input: div: a set of divided-dimensional data
Output: Divided-CH: the list of local convex hull layer
Algorithm:
(1) FOR 𝑖 = 0 TO 2DO
(2) WHILE div

𝑖 ̸= {} DO
(3) Compute the local convex hull Divided-CH[𝑖] over

div𝑖.
(4) RETURN Divided-CH.

Algorithm 3: ConstructingDvidied-Convexhull algorithm.

output of the algorithm is a list of divided-convex hull. The
ConstructingDivided-Convexhull algorithm constructs local
convex hull as Divided-CH over each divided-dimensional
data div𝑖 in lines (1)–(3). Finally, the algorithm returns with
a divided-convex hull list.

4.3. Combining Step. In this section, we explain the last step
of UB-Layer, the combining step. We finally combine the
divided-convex hulls to build UB-Layer. In the combining
step, we build the UB-Layer with no overlapping tuples
in each layer. The following example # explains a building
process of the UB-Layer.

Example 2. Figure 4 shows an example of building the UB-
Layer with the 4-dimensional dataset. Figure 4(a) shows the
input 4-dimensional data, and Figure 4(b) shows the result
of the dimension division step for input data. It is divided
into 2-dimensional data. Figure 4(c) shows the result of
constructing divided-convex hull in each of the divided-
dimensional datasets div1 and div2. In div1, the divided-
convex hull consists of three layers, and the divided-convex
hull in div has two layers. Figures 4(d)–4(f) show the process
of constructing the final layer lists by combining the divided-
convex hulls. For the combining step, we first construct the
first layer of UB-Layer by removing duplicated data of the
first layer of divided-convex hull in each divided-dimensional
data, andUB-Layer[1] includes datasets p1, p2, p4, p5, and p7.
Next, in Figures 4(e) and 4(f), we construct the second and
third layer of UB-Layer, respectively, and build a final UB-
Layer.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we first explain the data and environment in
Section 4.1 and then present the results of experiments in
Section 4.2.

5.1. Experimental Data and Environment. In this experiment,
we compare the computing time of index generation, the total
number of layers, and accuracy of UB-Layer and convex hull
[8]. The measure of the index generation time is wall clock
time. We compare the number of data included in the layer
to calculate accuracy. The equation of accuracy is shown as
(1). NumOfData(CH) is the number of data included in the
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 4: An example of building the UB-Layer.

first layer in convex hull. UB-Layer compares the number of
data in the first layer and its similar data.

Accuracy

=
NumOfData (CH) −NumofData (UB-Layer)

NumOfData (CH)

× 100.

(1)

UB-Layer compares all 3-dimensional division methods.
Each UB-Basic uses UB-Basic algorithm, UB-SA uses UB-
SelectAttribute algorithm to construct UB-Layer. Through
the experiments with synthetic data, we use input data from
data generator from PL-Index [12]. Data size 𝑁 goes to 10K
and data dimension was converted from 2-dimensional to 8-
dimensional. For the experiment, we construct UB-Layer and
convex hull by C++. First, the algorithm generates the first
layer and compares its accuracy rate with index generation
time in order to compare the number of data to calculate
accuracy rate. We conducted all the experiments on an Intel

i5-760 quad core processor running at 2.80GHz Linux PC
with 16GB of main memory.

Table 4 summarizes experiments and variables in order
to measure the index generation time and precision. The
variables for the experiment are data size 𝑁 and dimension
𝑑.

5.2. Result of Experiments. In this section, we show the
experiments results of the index construction time and
accuracy of the convex hull, UB-Layer, and UB-Basic which
is the basic dimension division algorithm of UB-Layer and
UB-SelectAttribute (UB-SA) that divides input data based on
the main attributes.

Experiment 1 (the comparison of index construction time
as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K)). Figure 5 shows the
construction time as a wall clock time of UB-Layer and
convex hull when dimension 𝑑 is varied from 4 to 8. As
the dimension increases, the index construction time of
convex hull shows an exponential increase. However, the
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Table 4: UB-Layer experiment environment.

Experiment Variable
Dataset UNIFORM

Experiment 1 (the comparison of index construction time as dimension 𝑑 is varied
(𝑁 = 10K))

𝑁 10K
𝑑 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Experiment 2 (the comparison of the number of total layers as dimension 𝑑 is
varied (𝑁 = 10K))

𝑁 10K
𝑑 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Experiment 3 (the comparison of index construction time of UB-Layer methods as
dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 4 ∼ 12))

𝑁 10K
𝑑 4, 5, . . . , 12

Experiment 4 (the comparison of the number of total layers of UB-Layer methods
as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 4 ∼ 12))

𝑁 10K
𝑑 4, 5, . . . , 12

Experiment 5 (the comparison of index construction time of total methods as
dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 6 ∼ 8))

𝑁 10K
𝑑 6, 7, 8

Experiment 6 (the comparison of the number of total layers of total methods as
dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 6 ∼ 8))

𝑁 10K
𝑑 6, 7, 8

Experiment 7 (the comparison of accuracy of UB-Layer methods as dimension 𝑑 is
varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 6 ∼ 8))

𝑁 10K
𝑑 6, 7, 8
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Figure 5: The comparison of index construction time as 𝑑 is varied.

index construction time of UB-Layer increases in log scale.
The index construction time of UB-Layer is improved by 0.74
to 99.35 times compared to the convex hull.The construction
speed is slower than the convex hull when dimension is
4, because of the dimension dividing and merging cost.
However, as dimension increases more than 5, the difference
becomes larger as Figure 5(b) shows.

Experiment 2 (the comparison of the number of total layers
as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K)). Figure 6 shows
the number of total layers of UB-Layer and convex hull as
dimension 𝑑 is varied from 4 to 8. Convex hull constructs 11
layers for 10K input data on average; that is, one layer includes
about 909 data. The number of total layers of UB-Layer is

improved by 4.2 to 11 times compared to the convex hull; that
is, one layer of UB-Layer includes about 5 to 11 times less data.
Therefore, UB-Layer is more efficient in query processing
because the number of data in one layer of UB-Layer is less
than convex hull.

Experiment 3 (the comparison of index construction time of
UB-Layer as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 4∼12)).
Figure 7 shows the comparison of the index construction
time between proposedmethods as dimension𝑑 is varied.We
have presented UB-Basic and UB-SA for dividing dimension
of the input data in Section 4. In Figure 7, UB-SA⟨4, 𝑥⟩
means that the number of the main attribute is 4, and
UB-SA⟨5, 𝑥⟩ means that the main attribute is 5. The index
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Figure 6: The comparison of the number of total layers as 𝑑 is varied.
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Figure 7: The comparison of index construction time of UB-Layer methods as 𝑑 is varied.

construction time of UB-SA shows constant increase when
the total number of attributes increases. Nevertheless, UB-SA
builds indices faster than UB-Basic algorithm.

Experiment 4 (the comparison of the number of total layers of
UB-Layer methods as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 =
4∼12)). Figure 8 shows the comparison of the number of total
layers of two UB-Layer construction methods as dimension
𝑑 is varied from 4 to 12. In the case of UB-Basic and UB-
SA algorithm, the number of the layers decreases when the
amount of data attribute increases. Since the algorithm reads
each layer to retrieve result value in top-𝑘 query processing,

the algorithms performmore efficient query processing as the
number of the total layer increases.

Experiment 5 (the comparison of index construction time of
total methods as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 6∼8)).
Figure 9 shows the comparison of index construction time of
proposedUB-Layer constructionmethods and convex hull as
dimension 𝑑 is varied from 6 to 8.The experiment was based
on 6 to 8 dimensions because the convex hull experiment
with more than 9 dimensions is impossible. We prove that
the proposedmethods generate indices about 70 to 396 times
faster than the convex hull algorithm.
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Figure 9: The comparison of index construction time of total methods as 𝑑 is varied.

Experiment 6 (the comparison of the number of total layers of
total methods as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 6∼8)).
Figure 10 shows the comparison of the number of total layers
of two UB-Layer construction methods and convex hull as
dimension 𝑑 is varied from 6 to 8. Likewise, we perform the
experiment by 6 to 8 dimensions because the convex hull
experiment with more than 9 dimensions is impossible. The
proposed methods build more layers by 3.6 to 27 times than
the convex hull algorithm. Top-𝑘 query processing performs
by reading the layers one by one.Therefore, UB-Layer is more
efficient to query processing, because a large number of total

layers means that the number of data to be read in the query
processing is small.

Experiment 7 (the comparison of accuracy of UB-Layer
methods as dimension 𝑑 is varied (𝑁 = 10K, 𝑑 = 6∼8)).
Figure 11 shows the comparison of the accuracy of two UB-
Layer construction methods as dimension 𝑑 is varied from 6
to 8. The accuracy becomes 100% if all input data from first
layer in constructed convex hull is included. The proposed
methods show 50% of accuracy on average. However, the
accuracy of proposed methods becomes higher when it
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Figure 11:The comparison of accuracy of UB-Layer methods as 𝑑 is
varied.

comes to increase its dimension. Therefore, the proposed
methods provide accurate results in high-dimensional data.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the UB-Layer that signif-
icantly reduces the index building time and increases the
number of layers of the convex hull. The proposed method
first divides the dimension of input data and constructed
divided-convex hull in each divided-dimensional data. And
then, it combines the divided-convex hull to build a final UB-
Layer.

We have performed experiments on synthetic datasets
with varying the data size and the dimension. Experimental

results show the proposed method builds an index fast over
high-dimensional data, whereas the convex hull could not
have constructed. And UB-Layer is also more efficient for
top-𝑘 query processing because it has more layers than
convex hull.

However, the proposed method has some limitations.
First, the optimized query processing algorithm should be
studied, because UB-Layer is a method to construct an
index. Second, the index construction time is greatly reduced,
but some of the correct answer data is missing when it is
compared to the convex hull.

As for the future work, we will study algorithms to
solve these limitations of our method. We will first improve
the index building time of the proposed method by divid-
ing dimension hierarchically. Second, we will improve the
precision of the UB-Layer. Third, we will analyze the time
complexity of our method and compare to existing methods.
Moreover, we will study about efficient top-𝑘 query process-
ing method with UB-Layer.
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The control packets in the data center networks (DCNs) have to contest with the data packets although they are usuallymuch shorter
in size and much more important in network management. Moreover, the uneven distribution of the packets may create potential
traffic hotspots in the DCN which could degrade network performance drastically. To bridge these gaps, a layout-independent
constructing algorithm and a scheduling method are put forward towards layout-independent wireless facility in data centers. First
of all, a conflict aware spanning tree algorithm is developed to construct the wireless facility network (WFN). Secondly, a scheduling
method which contains three steps, route calculation, traffic estimation, and flow scheduling, is presented. In the route calculation
step, a route set between each node pair is calculated in advance for later usage.The scheduler estimates the traffic loads on the links
on a regular basis in the traffic estimation step. Then, arrived data and control flows are scheduled according to multiple policies
based on given route sets and scheduling objectives in the flow scheduling step. Finally, a series of experiments have been conducted
on NS3 based on two typical data center layouts. Experimental results in both scenarios have validated our proposal’ effectiveness.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of modern cloud-based network
services, more and more data centers are built around the
world since the data centers (DCs) are the best infrastructure
to support these applications. Cisco’s Global Cloud index
report forecasts that DC traffic will triple to reach 15.3
zettabytes annually by 2020 [1–3]. In contrast, traditional
tree based data center network (DCN) structure faces a lot
of challenges to carry out so huge network traffic, such as
structure design, network management, and load balancing.
Therefore, many novel or revolutionized network structures,
such as FatTree [4] and Jellyfish [5], have been presented to
replace or enhance the traditional tree basedDCNs.However,
it is hard to implement these architectures in practice since
they have introduced too much overheads like cabling or
multiports servers.

To reduce the cabling overhead, there are also a few
wireless proposals which augment existing DCNswithmulti-
gigabit wireless links to provide extra bandwidth for the DCs.
These novel DCNswhich consist of bothwired links as well as

wireless ones are named as hybrid DCNs (HDCNs). Recent
researches have revealed that HDCNs could remarkably
reduce the number of cables and switches and thus can
reduce not only equipment costs but also server installation
and reconfiguration costs. In comparison with existing wired
structures, HDCNs are more energy efficient. Moreover,
wireless links can be deployed in an incremental fashion and
can be used to update outdated and tightly coupled DCs.

However, existing HDCNs are proposed for the general
purpose without paying special attention to control packets
transmission although these packets are usually more impor-
tant and time-sensitive. Moreover, some of the proposals
assume a regular DC layout and their performance relies
on this assumption. Actually, almost every data center has
its own unique layout based on its scale and deployed
applications. How to efficiently construct and schedule a
layout-independent wireless facilities in the DCNs has drawn
little attention. This is also the focus of this paper.

Here, we want to construct a DC layout-independent
wireless facility network (WFN) which can efficiently adapt
to different DC layouts. The WFN can carry control flows
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and be utilized to alleviate traffic hotspots as well as handle
link failure. To be specific, three main design requirements
for our WFN are as follows: first of all, the construction
process of the WFN should be independent of underlying
DC layouts. Secondly, the wireless facilities should carry
the control flows in priority since these flows are usually
smaller but more important than the data flows in network
management. Finally, the scheduling method should not
rely on complicated data collection since it may introduce
too much measurement cost and cause long scheduling
delay.

To meet these challenges, a WFN construction method
named conflict aware spanning tree algorithm is presented
firstly which can connect the racks through wireless links
based on abstracting DC layouts and taking the mutual-
conflict among wireless links into consideration. Then, a
WFN scheduling algorithm is put forward, which includes
three steps, that is, route calculation, traffic estimation, and
flow scheduling. In the route calculation step, a route set is
computed for each node pair based on the topology of the
WFN. Then, the scheduler estimates the traffic loads on the
links on a regular basis in the traffic estimation step. Finally,
the arrival flows are scheduled based on scheduling policies
in the last step. A series of simulation experiments are con-
ducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposedmethods.
Compared with existing solutions, our main contributions
are threefold:

(i) The proposed layout-independent solution can adapt
to various DC layouts. As for some particular DC
layout, our construction method can transfer its
abstract layout to a graph and place the wireless links
while considering their mutual interference.

(ii) The performance of the control flows can be greatly
promoted through efficiently utilizing the deployed
wireless links. Actually, separating control and data
flows can also benefit data flows since they have more
available wired bandwidth.

(iii) The constructed WFN can maintain the connectivity
of the DCN when wired link failure happens. This
is very important to ensure the availability of the
services deployed in the DCs.

The WFN can also provide the managers or maintainers of
the DCs with options to upgrade or update their DCs to
incorporate newly emerged computing paradigms.Moreover,
timely control flow delivery can benefit data center man-
agers a lot since they can rapidly find and handle potential
anomalies.

This rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes related work. Section 3 gives background about
60GHz wireless links and formulates the problem. Section 4
presents the design of our construction and scheduling
methods. A series of simulation experiments are conducted
in Section 5. Finally, we conclude ourmain work in Section 6.

2. Related Work

To enhance traditional DCNs, a few proposals have been
proposed based on introducing wireless links or optical links
to the data centers.

2.1. Wireless Solutions. Current hybrid electrical/wireless
switch architectures using 60GHz wireless technologies can
be mainly divided into two categories:

(i) Using wireless switching network as a control plane
for wired DCNs to promote the availability of the
control packets transmission.

(ii) Augmenting wired DCNs with wireless links to alle-
viate traffic hotspots.

In the former category, a wireless facilities network
named ANGORA for data centers using low-cost, 60GHz
beamforming radios is proposed in [6]. ANGORA provides
robust paths decoupled from the wired network and flex-
ibility to adapt to workloads and network dynamics. In
ANGORA, a wired data plane is in charge of switching
data packets while the wireless facilitates network based on
wireless links delivers control traffic only. ANGORA adopts
pretuned antenna directions (i.e., fixed topology) to remove
the need of link coordination. Moreover, they implemented
Kautz graphs using wireless links while taking wireless link
interference and network failures into consideration.

In the latter category, there are a few proposals. In
[7], Halperin et al. have explored using 60GHz wireless
technology to relieve hotspots in oversubscribed DCNs. By
experimenting with prototype equipment, they have shown
that the DC environment is well suited to a deployment of
60GHz links contrary to concerns about interference and
link reliability. Using directional antennas, many wireless
links can run concurrently at multi-Gbps rates on top of
rack (ToR) switches. The wired DC network can be used
to sidestep several common wireless problems. By analyzing
production traces of DC traffic for four real applications, they
have shown that adding a small amount of network capacity
in the form of wireless Flyways to the wired DC network can
improve performance.

Cui et al. have presented a novel DCN architecture,
Diamond, which nests the wired DCN with radios equipped
on all servers [8]. To harvest the gain allowed by the
rich reconfigurable wireless resources, they proposed the
low-cost deployment of scalable 3D Ring Reflection Spaces
(RRSs) which are interconnected with streamlined wired
herringbone to enable large number of concurrent wireless
transmissions through high-performance multireflection of
radio signals over metal.

By taking advantage of clean LOS channels on top of
server racks, Katayama et al. have implemented a robust wire-
less packet-switching network forwiredDCNusingmmWave
LOS channels [9, 10]. They have presented the architecture
considerations for the wireless crossbar switching. Moreover,
packet routing and relayingmechanism at each wireless node
is presented.
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Shin et al. have discussed the feasibility of completely
wireless data centers [11]. They have introduced an architec-
ture of the Cayley data center and have presented how this
architecture affects the positioning of the 60GHz transceivers
in a wireless data center which in turn defines the network
topology. Moreover, they introduced a novel geographical
routing protocol for this unique topology and adopt a MAC
layer protocol to address the hidden terminal problem.
Aktas et al. have put forward WiCOD, which relies on a
wireless control plane serving an all-optical data plane [12].
Li and Santini have investigated energy-aware scheduling
of coflows and antenna directions in a server-centric DCN
which includes both wire and wireless links [13]. Roh et al.
have presented a novel approach to flow and virtual machine
placement problems in hybrid data center networks [14]. In
[14], a threshold-based, wireless link-aware flow placement
algorithm with low complexity is put forward. Luo et al.
have presented VLCcube, an interrack wireless solution that
extends the design of wireless DCN through organizing all
racks into a wireless Torus structure via the emerging visible
light links [15].

A detailed analysis of applying wireless links to DCs can
be referred to [16].

2.2. Optical Solutions. Besides, there are a few proposals
which introduce optical links and switches in to the DCNs
to construct an optical/electricity switch structure. In [17],
Wang et al. have presented a hybrid packet and circuit-
switched DCN architecture which augments the traditional
hierarchy of packet switches with a rack-to-rack optical
circuit-switched network. Based on this architecture, they
have built a prototype system called c-Through [17]. Far-
rington et al. have put forward a hybrid electrical/optical
switch architecture for modular data centers named Helios,
which can deliver significant reductions in the number of
switching elements, cabling, cost, and power consumption
relative to recently proposed data center network architec-
tures [18]. They have also identified hardware requirements
for improving the performance of hybrid electrical-packet-
switched/optical-circuit-switched data center networks [19].
Then, a hybrid optical circuit-switched/electrical packet-
switched network for datacenters called Mordia is presented
[20].

In reference [21], Bazzaz et al. have investigated several
challenges arising in incorporating switched optical circuits
into the modern data center. Then, an Observe-Analyze-
Act framework is presented to meet the requirements for
data center optical circuit controllers. In [22], Singla et al.
have put forward Proteus, an all-optical architecture targeting
unprecedented topology flexibility, lower complexity, and
higher energy efficiency. Bowers et al. have provided analysis
of the economic benefits of hybrid packet Optical-Circuit-
Switched (OCS) networks for DCN and described a practical
management and control plane architecture [23]. In [24],
Hamedazimi et al. have presented FireFly, an interrack
network solution using free-space optics (FSO). Hamza et al.
have presented OWCells, a class of optical wireless cellular
data center network architectures in which fixed line of sight
(LOS) optical wireless communication (OWC) links are used

to connect racks of servers arranged in regular polygonal
topologies [25].

From the above analysis, we can see that existing propos-
als mainly concentrate on the structure of the HDCN. Little
attention has been paid on how to efficiently schedule the
wireless facilities in the DCNs.

3. Problem Formulation

In this section, we firstly introduce 60GHz wireless tech-
nology and DC layouts. Then, the WFN construction and
scheduling problem is formulated.

3.1. 60GHzWireless Technology. License-free 60GHz radios
can achieve multi-gigabit Radio Frequency (RF) links using
the allocated sufficient spectrum. Moreover, the very narrow
beam associatedwith 60GHz radios enablesmultiple 60GHz
radios to be easily and accurately installed by a nonexpert
installer on the same rooftop or mast, even if they are
all operating at the same transmit and receive frequencies.
However, 60GHz signals can be absorbed by the Oxygen.
This limits the distances that 60GHz links can cover, but it
also offers interference and security advantages when com-
pared to other wireless technologies. In a word, these unique
characteristics make 60GHz wireless technology suitable for
short-to-medium distance, high-bandwidth applications.

In the DCNs, 60GHz radios are usually installed on the
top of the racks and are connected to the ToR switches. The
number of radios that can be setup on the top of a rack
depends on the size of the rack. For example, today’s standard
rack is 4 ft × 2 ft and a 60GHz radio is 1 ft × 1 ft [26], so at
most 8 radios can sit atop each rack. Because 60GHz links
are highly directional, each rack can only communicate with
a small, constant number of peers in parallel. This limited
“node degree” makes it hard for a rack to reach any other
rack with bounded delay [6]. For instance, ANGORA placed
8 radios on each rack while Halperin et al. placed 1 radio on
each rack [6, 7].

To efficiently utilize the available space while reducing the
interference among the 60GHz wireless links, three typical
60GHz wireless links (as shown in Figure 1) can be built in
the DC:

(i) Direct wireless link: two 60GHz radios deployed at
neighbor racks can directly establish a LOS 60GHz
wireless link.

(ii) Raised wireless link: a raised radio can establish a
wireless link with another raised radio with the same
height.

(iii) 3D beamforming link: two radios can build a wireless
link through the reflector (or a mirror) deployed on
the ceiling.

Here, all these three link types can be adopted. As long as
there is no barrier between two racks and their distance is less
than some particular distance, there may be a wireless link
between them.Then, a fewwireless links can be built between
the racks.The number of the wireless links can be determined
by the given cost constraint.
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Figure 2: Partial top view of data center of a large search provider.
Each row has ten 24 × 48 inch racks.The aisles are 10 and 8 feet wide,
as shown.

3.2. DC Layout. A DC’s layout can significantly influence its
cabling, cooling, and management. Moreover, it will severely
impact the deployment of the wireless radios and the avail-
ability of the wireless links. Figure 2 shows a medium-size
search provider’s regular DC layout [7]. Moreover, Figure 3
illustrates the layout of a campusDC [27]. In this campusDC,
the racks have different sizes. Moreover, a pillar exists in the
DC which may block the 60GHz links between rack 9 and
rack 11. For the WFN and its scheduling algorithm, we need
to adapt to different layouts.

3.3. Problem Formulation. Given some particular DC layout
and a number of 60GHz wireless radios, our objective is
constructing and scheduling a WFN for the given DC. Our
main design considerations include the following:

(i) For the WFN, it can set up different types of wireless
links according to the layout of the given DC. This
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Figure 3: The layout of a campus data center.

means that the possible wireless links can be estab-
lished according to these three link setup methods
introduced in Section 3.1. This will increase the
number of possible links.

(ii) For theWFN, it should be adapted to different layouts.
This means that it has to derive a list of possible wire-
less links and their interference relationship based on
a given DC’s layout before constructing the WFN.

(iii) To enable timely network management, the control
traffic in the DC should be transmitted with higher
priority than data flows.

(iv) To ensure the service continuity, we should utilize the
idle bandwidth of the WFN to carry these isolated
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racks’ traffic. Moreover, the idle wireless bandwidth
can also be utilized to alleviate traffic hotspots.

To be specific, we should firstly construct a WFN based
on a given DC’s layout. Then, based on its topology, a set of
feasible routes for each pair of nodes should be calculated.
Note that these sets can be obtained in advance since the
topology is relatively static inDCN.After obtaining these sets,
we can schedule the given set of flows {𝑓1, 𝑓2, . . . , 𝑓𝑛}.

4. WFN Construction and Scheduling

In this section, we firstly present the WFN construction
algorithm and then discuss its scheduling method.

4.1. WFN Construction. The WFN construction process
includes three steps:

(1) DC layout abstraction: obtain possible wireless links
based on a given DC’s layout and the transmis-
sion characteristics of the adopted 60GHz wireless
devices.

(2) Conflict links determination: determine the interfer-
ence relation among possible wireless links.

(3) Wireless links arrangement: arrange the wireless links
to construct a facility network while reducing their
mutual-conflict.

4.1.1. Feasible Wireless Links Determination. The racks in the
DC can be modeled as 𝑟1, 𝑟2, . . . , 𝑟𝑁, where 𝑁 is the number
of racks. Their locations are (𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥2, 𝑦2), . . . , (𝑥𝑁, 𝑦𝑁),
respectively.Note that each rack’s location in theDC is usually
static and can be known in advance. A few radios can be
installed on top of each rack and their positions on the rack
are static with adjustable height, which is selected randomly
from a height set initially. Then, if two radios are within each
other’s transmission range, there will be a feasible wireless
link between them. The Euclid distance 𝐷𝑖𝑗 of two radios
installed on top of the 𝑖th and the 𝑗th rack is calculated based
on 𝑖’s and 𝑗’s locations.

For two radios installed on top of rack 𝑖 and 𝑗, respectively,
there is a possible link between them if and only if

(i) rack constraint: these two radios are not installed on
the same rack; that is, 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗;

(ii) distance constraint:𝐷𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑑;
(iii) obstruction free: there are no obstacles between these

two racks that can block wireless radio transmission.

Assume there are 𝑛𝑖 radios on the 𝑖th rack, we have in
total 𝑛 = ∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 radios and 𝐶

2
𝑛 possible unidirectional links.

Actually, the total number of feasible wireless links is limited
due to the above three constraints.

4.1.2. Conflict Links Determination. Besides the constraints
discussed in above section, the mutual-conflict among wire-
less links should also be considered. For each link in the
feasible wireless links, we have to find its corresponding

conflict link set firstly. In other words, a link cannot coexist
or cotransmit with the links in its conflict link set. Here, three
types of conflict links exist for each link.

(i) Sharedwireless radio: two links will conflict with each
other if they share the same wireless radio.

(ii) Link blockage: link’s radios may to some extent block
another link since 60GHz transmissions can be easily
blocked by small obstacles.

(iii) Radio interference: a link’s beam may interfere with
racks and the radios (links) installed on the racks in
its direction.

To eliminate link blockage and reduce radio interference,
Zhou et al. have presented 3D beamforming, which places
reflectors on the ceiling and electromagnetic absorbers
around the radios [26]. This method can greatly reduce the
number of conflict links for each link. Besides, we can also
raise the height of the radios to avoid the interference among
links. But we still have to cope with the scenarios where for
some racks it is hard to place the reflectors on the ceiling or
raise the radios.

For simplicity of the problem abstraction, we assume that
a radio 𝑟’s coordinate is (𝑥𝑟, 𝑦𝑟, 𝑧𝑟), where 𝑥𝑟 and 𝑦𝑟 are
𝑟’s location on the rack while 𝑧𝑟 is its height which can be
selected from a few fixed values. Two radios with different
height values will not interfere with each other. At the same
height, two links may conflict with each other when a link’s
radio is located between another link’s two radios or a radio’s
arrived beam iswithin someparticular angle of another radio.
The conflict angle can be measured or estimated [26, 27] and
can be calculated by the locations of the radios. In summary,
a link 𝑙’s conflict link set contains the following links:

(i) Links which share at least one radio with 𝑙.
(ii) Links built on those radios which locate between 𝑙’s

two radios, that is, blocking links.
(iii) Links built on radios within the conflict angle of 𝑙’s

two radios, that is, interference links.

According to this principal, we can determine each link’s
conflict link set.Then,we can eliminate some conflict wireless
links through adjusting its radios’ positions. For instance,
changing its radio height can move it from one “congested”
conflict plane to another one and leaving its position on the
rack intact. After adjustment, those nonconflict links will be
removed from a link’s conflict link set.

4.1.3. Wireless Links Arrangement. After determining each
link’s conflict link set, we then need to arrange the wireless
links based on specific objectives. Our basic motivation is
that the WFN we want to construct can connect each rack
with low-cost. Therefore, the WFN is at least a tree which
connects all the racks by wireless links. However, we cannot
directly apply the minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm
developed in [28] since there exists conflict among links.

To achieve this goal, we devise a conflict aware spanning
tree algorithm to arrange the wireless links in the DC as
shown in Algorithm 1. The wireless network can be modeled
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Input: feasible wireless links set F, racks set R
Output: A: The spanning tree; B: The racks in A

(1) A = 0, B = 0 △ B is the racks covered by A;
(2) Tabu list T = 0;
(3) while A does not form a spanning tree do
(4) if no links available for selection then
(5) break;
(6) end
(7) Randomly select a link 𝑙(𝑢, V) from F, where

𝑟(𝑢) ∈ B and 𝑟(V) ∈ R − B △ 𝑟(𝑢) and 𝑟(V)
are the racks which setup wireless radio 𝑢 and V
respectively, i.e. 𝑙(𝑢, V) is a wireless link crossing B
and R − B;

(8) F = F − {𝑙(𝑢, V)} △ Remove 𝑙(𝑢, V) from F;
(9) Determine 𝑙(𝑢, V)’s conflict link set L based on the

principals listed in Section 4.1.2;
(10) if (R − B) ̸= 0 and there is no crossing link between

B ∪ {𝑢, V} and at least one of the connected
components of the graph
𝐺((R − B) ∪ {𝑢, V}, F − L) then

(11) T = T ∪ {𝑙(𝑢, V)};
(12) continue;
(13) else
(14) A = A ∪ {𝑙(𝑢, V)};
(15) B = B ∪ {𝑟(V)};
(16) F = F − L;
(17) end
(18) end
(19) if R − B ̸= 0 △There exist isolated areas in the

network then
(20) Try to establish new wireless radios or adjusting their

positions on the isolated racks to increase the amount
of feasible links;

(21) Deploy multiple reflectors for these racks’ radios to
increase the amount of feasible links;

(22) return to Step (3);
(23) end
(24) return A and B

Algorithm 1: Conflict aware spanning tree algorithm.

as an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is the set
of racks and E is the set of feasible links between pairs of
racks. Assume that set A keeps a subset of the MST for each
iteration.

Steps (1)-(2) initialize the spanning tree and the tabu list.
Whenever there are available wireless links and there are
isolated racks, Algorithm 1 chooses a wireless link from the
link set in steps (7)–(16). Note that in order to ensure the
connectivity of theWFN, wemay need to adjust some radios’
positions or install new reflectors to increase the number of
feasible wireless links in steps (20) and (21).

Note that our basic spanning tree tries to connect all
the racks. Therefore, at least |𝑅| − 1 wireless links will be
added to the spanning tree, which will incur 𝑂(|𝑅|) time
complexity. To facilitate algorithm design, we need to store
all possible 𝐶2𝑛 wireless links at first. Therefore, Algorithm 1’s
space complexity is about 𝑂(𝑛2).

Besides, we can also add more wireless links to the MST
and provide multiple paths between each pair of radios. This
will greatly enhance the service capacity of the WFN while
introducing more cost.

4.2. WFN Scheduling. As mentioned before, there are a few
requirements for WFN scheduling, like hotspot alleviating
and failure tolerance. Here, WFN’s topology is relatively sta-
ble after construction and multiple paths may exist between
each two wireless nodes. Therefore, we can calculate the
routes between each node pair in advance. Then, the WFN
scheduler can estimate the load on each link based on
ongoing flows on the routes. Finally, the newly arrived flows
will be assigned to the routes based on the traffic estimation
results. To be specific, the scheduling process is divided into
three steps, that is, routes calculation, traffic estimation, and
flow scheduling.
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Input: Topology graph G(V,E), 𝑖, 𝑗, route length limit 𝑘
Output: a set of routes for (𝑖, 𝑗)

(1) Tabu list T = 0, Route set S = 0, Node set N = {𝑖};
(2) for each node 𝑏 in set N do
(3) if the length of the path from 𝑖 to 𝑏 is larger than 𝑘

then
(4) Break;
(5) end
(6) for each neighbor a of node 𝑏 do
(7) if a is equal to 𝑗 then
(8) Add the path from 𝑖 to 𝑎 in the tree to S;
(9) Add the nodes in the path to T except 𝑖;
(10) else
(11) if a is already included in T then
(12) Cut 𝑎 and the subtree rooted at 𝑎 from

the tree;
(13) end
(14) end
(15) Add 𝑎 to N if 𝑎 ∉ N;
(16) end
(17) Remove 𝑏 from N;
(18) end
(19) Return S

Algorithm 2: Route calculation.

4.2.1. Routes Calculation. There are a few algorithms which
can calculate the shortest routes among nodes, like Dijkstra
or Ford algorithms [28]. However, as there are a few paths
among each node pair in WFN, we need to combine the
breadth-first searching algorithm and tabu search [29] to
determine a few noninteraction routes for each node pair.

We can treat the WFN as a graph G(V,E), where V and
E are the sets of links and edges, respectively. To decide the
routes between any two nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗, then, we start from
node 𝑖 and apply the breadth-first search until node 𝑗 is found
in the tree or the depth of the searching tree reaches 𝑘, which
is the maximum length of a route. A tabu list is kept during
the searching process to cut those tree branches encountered
before or overlapping with existing routes. The algorithm of
this searching process for a pair of nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 is shown in
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2’s time complexity is roughly 𝑂(𝑁3 × 𝛽),
where 𝛽 is the average number of neighbors for each wireless
node. 𝛽 is a small constant and it is strictly less than the
number of wireless radios placed on top of each rack. The
space complexity of Algorithm 2 is 𝑂(𝑁2) since we have to
store the routes between each node pair.

4.2.2. Traffic Estimation. After determining routes for each
node pair, each flow will be assigned to one or more than
one routes. Then, the load on each link on the route can be
calculated based on the assignment results. For instance, if a
flow 𝑓𝑖 is assigned to a route 𝑟𝑖, each link on the route will
increase by the assigned bandwidth of 𝑓𝑖. Based on the start
and end times of each flow, the scheduler can estimate all the
links’ traffic load.

4.2.3. Flow Scheduling. According to various scheduling
objectives, we can implement different scheduling policies. To
be specific, the following four methods can be adopted here:

(i) Wired-only: only the wired networks are utilized for
carrying the data and control flows. In other words,
the WFN is not adopted.

(ii) Wireless-for-control: the wireless links are only uti-
lized for carrying control flows while the data flows
are carried on the wired network.

(iii) Partial-for-data-with-priority: the wireless links are
utilized for carrying control flows and it can carry
a few offloaded data flows if there is idle bandwidth
available. Here, if a data flow is partially offloaded
to the WFN, we move 10% of its total packets to
the WFN and the remaining 90% packets will still
be transmitted through the wired network. Moreover,
the control flow’s priority is higher than the offloaded
data flows.Theoffloaded data flowswill be transferred
back to the wired network if the control flows need to
use its occupied wireless capacity.

(iv) Failure-tolerant: the wireless links are used to carry
control flows and they carry the flows for those ToRs
whose links to the aggregation switches are failure.

5. Simulation and Results

To evaluate the performance of the WFN construction and
its scheduling methods proposed in this paper, a series of
simulation experiments are conducted based on extending
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the Flyways simulator developed onNS3 [7, 30]. To fulfill our
simulation requirements, we have extended the simulator by
WFN construction, routes calculation, and flow scheduling.

5.1. Experimental Settings

Parameter Settings.We adopted two typicalDC layouts shown
in Figures 2 and 3 to conduct the experiments. The FatTree
topology is adopted in the wired network [31] for both
layouts.Thebandwidths of the aggregationwired andwireless
links are set to be 10Gbps and 3Gbps, respectively. 10 groups
of flows are generated in the experiments and each flow group
is composed of 3 data flows and 2 control flows. Moreover,
these 5 flows have the same destination host and their source
hosts are randomly selected from the hosts in the DC. Each
data flow’s size is set to be a number randomly selected
between 80 and 100Mbps. In contrast, the size of the control
flow is relatively small and is randomly selected between 8
and 10Mbps. In total, we have 30 data flows and 20 control
flows. The time intervals between the flows are set to be
𝑡 + Δ𝑡, where 𝑡 is 0.1 s and Δ𝑡 is a random number selected
between 0.02 s and 0.12 s. Note that we do not specify the
applications that generate these flows and just aim to simulate
the traffic characteristics in the DCs. The adopted data flows
can incorporate typical MapReduce-like DC flows while the
control flows here may be the control flows generated by
network management, the control flows in Software Defined
Networking (SDN), and so on. To evaluate the fault tolerant
scenario, two wire links are randomly removed from the
network. For the simplicity of the description, the layouts
shown in Figures 2 and 3 will be referred to be Layout-A and
Layout-B, respectively, in the following analysis.

Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate different scheduling policies’
performance, we evaluate the following two metrics of each
flow:

(i) Completion time of the flow (CTF): CTF is defined as
𝑡2 − 𝑡1, where 𝑡2 is the time when all the packets in
the flow are received at the flow’s destination and 𝑡1 is
time when the first packet of the flow is generated.

(ii) Average one-way delay: it is defined as the average
value of a flow’s all packets’ one-way delays. A packet’s
one-way delay is defined as its receiving time at the
destination minus its sending time at the source.

5.2. Evaluation Results for Layout-A

5.2.1. DCN Topology. Note that different number of wireless
radios can be installed on each rack. Here, we assume that
no more than 8 radios can be installed on each rack and
the wireless links are randomly established among the racks.
Based on this setting, the wireless links among the racks
shown in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4, each
red rectangle represents a rack, the blue dots on the racks are
the wireless radios, and the dotted line between two radios
represents a wireless link. These wireless links can provide at
least one path between every two racks.
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Figure 4:The deployed wireless links for the DC layout in Figure 2.
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Figure 5: The CTF of all the data flows for Layout-A.

5.2.2. WFN Scheduling

CTF. To have a comprehensive overview of the network flows’
CTF, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the
CTF of the data flows and control flows are shown in Figures
5 and 6, respectively. Moreover, Figure 7 shows the average
CTF of the data and control flows.

From Figures 5 and 7, we can see that, for the data
flows, Partial-for-data-with-priority performs better than
other four policies since it can efficiently utilize the WFN
through dedicated load distribution between wire and wire-
less networks. To be specific, it uses wireless links while
ensuring that offloaded traffic will not exceed the capacity of
the WFN.The performance of wired-only policy is the worst
among the five methods since it cannot use wireless links.
Flyways achieves the second best since it can support indirect
traffic offloadwhich can greatly shorten data flows’ CTF.With
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Figure 6: The CTF of all the control flows for Layout-A.
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Figure 7: Average CTF of the data and control flows for Layout-A.

failure-tolerant policy, the data flows experience long CTF
due to congestion due to link failure.

Combining Figures 5 and 7, we can draw the following
observation conclusions: (1) wired-only scenario has the
worst performance among the five considered scenarios.This
is due to the fact that the latter four scenarios can provide
more bandwidths for the control flows. (2) Wireless-for-
control and Partial-for-data-with-priority achieve the best
performance for control flows since they can ensure that con-
trol flows have the highest priority inwireless link scheduling.
Compared with Flyways, they can reduce the average CTF by
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Figure 8: Average one-way delay of the data and control flows for
Layout-A.

about 7%. (3) In the Failure-tolerant scenario, the WFN can
be utilized to carry data flows for the isolated racks although
its performance is poor compared with normal scenarios.

Average One-Way Delay. The average one-way delays of the
data and control flows are shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8,
we can see that separating the control flows can dramatically
reduce the average one-way delay of the control flows. For
the control flows, this is due to the fact that the wireless
links can provide them with high bandwidths. The offload of
the control flows may reduce the burden on the wire links
and thus promote the performance of the data flows. This
can greatly benefit efficiently network management since the
control packets can be delivered to their destination much
faster than before. Compared with Flyways, Wireless-for-
control and Partial-for-data-with-priority could reduce the
average one-way delay by roughly 8% since Flyways does not
pay special attention to control flows’ performance.

5.3. Evaluation Results for Layout-B. The constructed WFN
for the layout illustrated in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 9. In
Figure 9, each red rectangle represents a rack, the blue dots on
the racks are the wireless radios, and the dotted line between
two radios represents a wireless link. We can see that our
WFNconstructionmethod can alsowork in this irregularDC
layout.

CTF. The CTF of all the network flows is shown in Figure 10.
From Figure 10, we can draw the following observation
conclusions: firstly, adding extra wireless links can greatly
promote the performance of the network flows, especially
those control flows since they are given high priority for
transmission. Secondly, the average CTF of the data flows
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Figure 9:The deployed wireless links for the DC layout in Figure 3.
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Figure 10: Average CTF of all the network flows for Layout-B.

is much larger than that of control flows since data flows
are usually much larger than data flows. Thirdly, link failure
can influence the whole network’s performance other than
those servers that are directly connected to failed links since
link failure can potentially influence the route selection of
the whole network and cause performance churn to the
data center. Failure-tolerant scenario has the second worst
performance since it has to transmit the isolated racks’ traffic
through wireless links.

One-Way Delay. All the network flows’ average one-way
delays are shown in Figure 11. From Figure 11, we can draw
similar conclusion with Figure 8, that is, introducing extra
wireless links can greatly reduce the one-way delay of the
control flows and thus promote the performance of the whole
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Figure 11: Average one-way delay of all the network flows for
Layout-B.

network. Among the available five policies, Partial-for-data-
with-priority always performs better than other policies.

6. Conclusion

Recent evidences have shown that it is feasible to introduce
wireless links into the data center networks (DCNs) to relieve
the hotspot wired links and to promote the performance of
the applications. Therefore, a few recent proposals have been
put forward to carry the control flows or offload data flows in
the DC through utilizing wireless links.

In this paper, we have presented a wireless links or
facilities construction and scheduling method to efficiently
utilize the wireless resources in the DC. A conflict aware
spanning tree algorithm is developed to construct thewireless
facility network (WFN) which takes the mutual-conflict of
the wireless links into consideration.The scheduling method
mainly contains three steps, that is, routes calculation, traffic
estimation, and flow scheduling. Routes calculation is in
charge of computing the routes between each node pair in
advance since the topology of the DCN is stable. Then, the
traffic on each link is estimated by a scheduler based on
the historical assignment results. In the last step, the newly
arrived flows are assigned to the routes obtained in the first
step based on four different kinds of scheduling policies.

We have implemented our scheduling method on NS3
through extending an existing simulator. Experimental
results have validated the effectiveness of the proposed
construction and scheduling algorithms.
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Recently, the importance of mobile cloud computing has increased. Mobile devices can collect personal data from various sensors
within a shorter period of time and sensor-based data consists of valuable information from users. Advanced computation power
and data analysis technology based on cloud computing provide an opportunity to classify massive sensor data into given labels.
Random forest algorithm is known as black box model which is hardly able to interpret the hidden process inside. In this paper,
we propose a method that analyzes the variable impact in random forest algorithm to clarify which variable affects classification
accuracy the most. We apply Shapley Value with random forest to analyze the variable impact. Under the assumption that every
variable cooperates as players in the cooperative game situation, Shapley Value fairly distributes the payoff of variables. Our
proposed method calculates the relative contributions of the variables within its classification process. In this paper, we analyze
the influence of variables and list the priority of variables that affect classification accuracy result. Our proposed method proves
its suitability for data interpretation in black box model like a random forest so that the algorithm is applicable in mobile cloud
computing environment.

1. Introduction

Mobile cloud computing becomes a significant issue for
data mining. Since multimodal sensor data is gathered from
mobile devices, data mining in a mobile cloud environment
is an important research area. Multidimensional data from
mobile devices such as health information and GPS increases
exponentially so that it becomes difficult to handle manually.

There are some researches on the progress that measures
variable impact in classification and regression from the big
data with multidimensional attributes by using data mining
algorithms. As data becomes more complex, the importance
of research in interpreting the meaning of data classification
and regression results is increasing. The main problem of the
multidimensional data analysis is the curse of dimensionality.
Since high-dimensional data streams in real time, which is
so-called “small n large p” problem, dimension reduction
is a critical issue for efficient data analysis. The following

examples illustrate the increasing need for research to identify
important variables that have affected classification as well as
increasing classification accuracy.

Example 1. Assume the situation that the doctor who diag-
nosed patient P used a data mining algorithm to determine
whether the patient had cancer or not. The algorithm that
completes its training process based on the patient data
that was judged as cancer-positive in previous data judged
patient P as cancer-positive. Before the doctor makes a
definitive diagnosis to patient P, the doctor wants to know
the specific reason that learning algorithm gave the cancer-
positive diagnosis to patient P.

Example 2. We assume two people B as the banker and C
as the customer. C wants to borrow money from the bank.
When C visited the bank and asked B for his loan approval, B
would like to know about the transaction history of C. Before
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making a confirmation, B wants to predict whether C has
the ability to repay the loan or not. Since transaction data is
composed of multidimensional attributes, it is impossible for
B to investigate all data. Therefore, a data mining algorithm
can support the decision based on the database by querying
historical data of C. When the algorithm makes a suggestion
to allow loan towards C, B may want to inspect the decision
that algorithm made and which variables gave major impact
to the result.

As examples suggested above, the needs for variable
impact measurements research is increasing. However, even
if the prediction accuracy of the learning algorithm is high,
there is a danger that the reliability of the doctor’s diagnosis
may deteriorate if the physician cannot directly confirm the
cause of the algorithm result. Also, in the second case, it is
very important for the banking industry to determine what
data from the customer has affected the classification results
before deciding whether to approve the customer’s loan or
not.

Recently in bioinformatics field, as personal medical data
becomes more complicated and accumulated in real time,
the related work was proposed [1–3]. There is an increasing
demand for research algorithms that can accurately predict
patient’s disease name in the multidimensional property [4].
Therefore, it is important to measure which variable among
the various attributes contained in the individual’s medical
data has affected the prediction results of the algorithm.
Random forest algorithm performs reliable classification in
this area. Statnikov et al. [5] applied binary andmulticategory
classification towards cancer diagnosis. The paper investi-
gates that random forests are outperformed by SVM. Dı́az-
Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrés [6] prove that random forest
algorithm is well suited for a large number of datasets and
solve the classification problem on gene selection issue. Wu
et al. [7] compare five machine learning algorithms, linear
discriminant analysis, kNN classifier, bagging and boosting
classification trees, SVM, and random forest.

However, random forest algorithm has a critical problem.
Since it is a black box model, we cannot see which variable
is affected in classification result. It is important to interpret
the result of the classification with variable importance
measurement. Hapfelmeier et al. [8] investigate the variable
importance measurement when the data contains missing
values. The research proposed allocating variables randomly
instead of permuting value to overcome the drawback of
previous approaches which do not consider the missing
data. Also, Gregorutti et al. [9] proposed new algorithm
to eliminate variables recursively to predict with a smaller
number of data. The algorithm is efficient when the high-
dimensional regression or classification is required.

In this paper, we propose a new method that accurately
grasps the influence of relative classification among variables
in measuring the influence of classification of variables using
random forest algorithm in an attempt to solve the problems.
To solve this problem, this paper proposes a method to
incorporate the economics theory called Shapley Value into
the MDA index.

1.1. Random Forest. The random forest algorithm, which is a
kind of ensemble learning technique, generates several deci-
sion trees by bootstrapping the learning data and arbitrarily
learns them. We then combine the learning results of all
the trees to obtain the average in the case of regression and
the prediction accuracy in the case of classification by the
majority. By learning random decision trees and then aver-
aging them, random forests solve the over sum problem by
reducing the variance compared to the single decision trees.
In particular, random forests are more suitable for the field
of bioinformatics through the study that they have a good
performance when sorting data with multidimensional data
attributes but small number of data for each “small 𝑛 large 𝑝.”
However, the random forest algorithm corresponding to the
black box model has a high prediction accuracy, but it has
a disadvantage in that it cannot intuitively interpret data in
which the classification is performed directly in the internal
process.

The principle of random forest operation is as follows.
First, various subsets are arbitrarily generated from existing
learning data for random forest learning.Themost important
characteristic of the random forest is the bagging. Bagging
was proposed by Breiman [2] in 1996 as a shorthand for
bootstrap aggregation. The decision tree was originally good
in classification, but, due to overloading, random forests use
bootstrap to perturb data. According to Breiman, bagging
predictors are a method of generating multiple versions of
a predictor and using an aggregated predictor. The bagging
can improve the accuracy rate of the algorithm because the
perturbation in learning set could cause a change in predictor
construction. Research on the stability of variable impact
measurements based on random forest algorithm received
high attention in these days [10]. In a recent study, the variable
impact measurement is divided into two categories: Mean
Decrease Impurity (MDI) and Mean Decrease Accuracy
(MDA).

1.2. Variable Impact Measurement Index. Linear regression
analysis and decision trees are the most frequently used
algorithms for verifying the influence of classification results
[11]. However, as the data age becomes more complex as the
age of big data grows, linear regression algorithms do not
show effective classification results. It is easy to intuitively
interpret the learning result, and a decision tree with good
performance has emerged as an alternative to multidimen-
sional property classification of data. However, the decision
trees are overly compliant with the training data, and there
is a problem of overarching consensus that the accuracy of
the test data prediction is relatively low. A random forest
method has been proposed to solve the problem of prediction
accuracy of decision tree.

There are two main indicators to measure the influence
of classification of a variable through the random forest.
One is the Mean Decrease Impurity (MDI) index, which
measures the classification impact of variables by totaling
the amount of decrease in impurity as the classification
is performed, and the other is the sum of the amount of
decrease in accuracy depending on the presence or absence
of specific variables (Mean Decrease Accuracy). However,
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since both indicators adapt biasedly to the order of variables
in the tree structure, there is a disadvantage in that the
influence of classification is provided at a larger value than
the actual value. According to [12], there is a disadvantage that
two indicators cannot accurately determine the classification
influence because they cannot distinguish false correlation
due to data characteristics. The paper [12] has therefore
proposed a technique tomeasure the influence of conditional
variable classification to solve this problem. However, this
technique has the limitation that it cannot accurately grasp
the influence of relative classification between variables and
inconsistently provides priority of classification influence.

This paper has the following contributions:

(1) We propose a measuring technique of variable
impacts based on Shapley Value method on random
forest regression. The proposed method attempts to
solve the problem that highly correlated variables gain
relatively high contribution no matter what their real
contribution in prediction is.

(2) We proposed a method that demonstrates the impact
of variable coalitions. Considering that not only indi-
vidual variables are important but also the variable
impact of variable sets is, our proposedmethod is able
to inspect the interaction between variables. It will
increase the overall accuracy of a variable when a high
priority of classification influence is improvedwhen it
is used as a partitioning variable in the tree.

(3) Finally, we propose a coherent ranking of variable
impacts based on the marginal contribution of each
variable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe related work about variable impact measurement
in random forest regression algorithm. In Section 3, we
explain the economics theoretical method Shapley value with
its basic structure. In Section 4, we propose a Shapley Value-
based variable impact measurement method. In Section 5,
we show the experiments with previous methods and our
proposed method. In Section 6, we summarize our research
and conclude the paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we discuss the previous research for measur-
ing variable impact index. In Section 2.1, we introduce the
previous research about variable impactmeasuring technique
in a random forest. In Section 2.2, we describe several data
mining algorithms that applied Shapley Value.

2.1. Variable Impact Measurement Index. We explain the
related research of variable impact measurement index in a
random forest. The representative methods of the variable
impact measurement index are Mean Decrease Impurity
(MDI) and Mean Decrease Accuracy (MDA) proposed by
Breiman [2]. Also, to improve its performance, Strobl et
al. [12] proposed conditional variable impact measuring
technique for random forests.

2.1.1. Mean Decrease Impurity. Breiman [2] proposed the
variable impact measurement index called MDI based on
impurity. Data impurity index was used to decide where we
want to make a split and variables that are often made to
make a split. Therefore, the MDI assumes that the amount of
impurity reductionwhen the individual variable is selected as
the partition node is the contribution in the random forests.
Therefore, the sum of the impurity reductions in all the trees
is calculated as the importance of the variable. For impurity
reduction, classification trees use Gini coefficient index or
information gain and regression trees use mean value of
variables.

The equation of variable importance (VI) for variable𝑥𝑗 is
as follows. To calculate variable importance forMDImethod,
it adds up the decrease of Gini index of each of the variables
from 1 to 𝑛tree, which means the number of trees, and gets the
average of all.

The Formula of Mean Decrease Impurity [12]

VI (𝑥𝑗) = 1𝑛tree [1 −
𝑛tree∑
𝑘=1

Gini (𝑗)𝑘] . (1)

MDI has the advantage of being easy to compute, but it
has the disadvantage that it can be biased only for categorical
variables that containmultidimensional attributes. For exam-
ple, if there are continuous variables and categorical variables
that contain several classes, this means that the variables are
more likely to be biased because they can be judged to be
more superficially partitioned when categorical variables are
selected under the same conditions.When attempting to split
a tree into a specific variable, the most effective partitioning
is the moment when the impurity is lowest. If the degree
of impurity is reduced to a maximum by a single partition,
this partition is considered to be an efficient partition, which
means a high contribution to tree partitioning.

On the contrary, when attempting to divide into a specific
variable, if the amount of decrease in impurity before and
after the division is 0, it ismeaningless to perform the division
because the data is not classified through the variable.
Therefore, in this case, the importance of the variable is
judged to be zero.

2.1.2. Mean Decrease Accuracy. MDA is also called permu-
tation importance. This is because when a decision tree
is created based on a set of learning datasets divided
through subsampling, the intuition behind permutation has
an importance that is not a useful feature for predicting
an outcome. OOB (Out-Of-Bag) is one of the subsampling
techniques to calculate prediction error of each of the training
samples utilizing bootstrap aggregation. MDA is the method
that calculates variable importance by permutation and the
method uses OOB to divide its sample data. In other words,
OOB estimates more accurate prediction value by computing
OOB accuracy before and after the permutation of variable𝑥𝑗 and compute the difference.

Since 𝑡 ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛tree}, the variable importance of𝑥𝑗 in tree 𝑡 is the averaged value of the difference between
predicted class before permuting 𝑥𝑗, which is 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖), and
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Table 1: Regression coefficient simulation design [12].

𝑋𝑗 𝑋1 𝑋2 𝑋3 𝑋4 𝑋5 𝑋6 𝑋7 𝑋8 𝑋9 𝑋10 𝑋11 𝑋12𝛽𝑗 5 5 2 0 −5 −5 −2 0 0 0 0 0

after permuting variable 𝑥𝑗, which is 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑗𝑖 ), in certain
observation i.

The Formula of Mean Decrease Accuracy [12]

VI (𝑥𝑗) = 1𝑛tree
⋅ 𝑛tree∑
𝑡=1

∑𝑖∈OOB 𝐼 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖)) − ∑𝑖∈OOB 𝐼 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑥𝑗𝑖 ))|OOB| .
(2)

2.1.3. Conditional Variable Importance. Strobl et al. [12]
identified the bias selection problem in MDI and MDA.
Both methods are sensitive when it comes to selecting split
variables so that the selected variables are biased. In the case
of predictive variables with a false correlation, the influence of
variables is overestimated. This suggests a way to condition-
ally replace the variable 𝑋𝑗 within the range of the specified
variable 𝑍 = 𝑋1, 𝑋2, 𝑋3, . . . , 𝑋𝑗−1, 𝑋𝑗+1, . . . , 𝑋𝑝 through
splitting by random permutation in which the variable 𝑋𝑗 of
the input data is replaced with the independent variable 𝑍.
The research shows a simulation to figure out the problem in
Table 1. The variables above refer to the following meaning.
The first row of the figure is input variable and the second row
is its weights towards predictor𝑦. In this simulation,𝑋1 ∼ 𝑋4
are correlated.

2.2. Data Mining Algorithm with Shapley Value. In this sec-
tion, we examine related studies on data mining techniques
applying Shapley Value. Most of the studies show that the
reason for applying the Shapley Value is to grasp objectively
important indicators of the variable or feature in various
algorithms.

2.2.1. Feature Selection Method. Cohen et al. [3] proposed
Shapley Value-based feature selection method. To deal with
the curse of dimensionality to improve the accuracy of
prediction, Contribution-Selection algorithm (CSA) ranks
each feature by its contribution value using Shapley Value.
According to the rank of feature contribution, the algorithm
performs either forward selection or backward elimination.
When it comes to performing the forward selection, the
algorithm selects certain number of features from the highest
contribution values. Otherwise, it selects features from the
lowest contribution values to eliminate.

2.2.2. Multiple Regression Analysis. Lipovetsky and Conklin
[13] used the Shapley Value to analyze the relative importance
of predictive variables in the multiple regression models.
Multiple regression analysis is a statistical analysis technique
that estimates the causal relationship between two or more
independent variables. Shapley Value compares the average

of all possible subsets within the predictionmodel to improve
the prediction accuracy by calculating the importance of
individual variables.

2.2.3.Multiagent Reinforcement Learning. In a dynamic envi-
ronment where multiple agents communicate with each
other, each agent looks for a single equilibrium point to
determine its behavior. In this study, Bowling and Manuela
[14] combine the Shapley Value with a probabilistic model
that combines the Markov Decision Processes and matrices
for efficient reinforcement learning.

3. Shapley Value Model

In this section, we explain about Shapley Value model which
corresponds to the game theory of economics area. We
explain Shapley Value for each step in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and
4.3.

3.1. What Is the Shapley Value? Shapley Value was proposed
by Lloyd Shapley in 1953, the theory about fair distribution
with players in a mutual interest relationship in a cooperative
game situation. In game theory, the game can be divided into
two types. One is a cooperative game in which players form
certain coalitions by mutual agreement to maximize their
communal payoff and the other is a noncooperative game
where players maximize the interests by acting individually
rather than from any collaboration with each other. Accord-
ing to the Shapley Value, players form coalitions and create
certain common payoff. Players in each coalition receive
differentiated payoff based on the fair distribution of their
contributions using Shapley Value.

3.2. Basic Structure. The following concept is used to describe
the Shapley Value [15]. First, there is a player who wants to
participate in the game.

According to [15], the theorem is defined with a given
coalitional game (𝑁, V). There is a unique payoff division𝑥(V) = 𝜑(𝑁, V) that divides the full payoff of the grand
coalition and that satisfies the symmetry, dummy player, and
additivity axioms. According to the theorem, Shapley Value
follows the axiom to make fair distribution towards players
in the coalition.

First, Shapley Value follows the symmetry axiom that
distributes benefit to the player who made the same amount
of contributions.

Axiom 1 (see [15]). For each 𝜋 in∏(𝑈),Φ𝜋𝑖[𝜋V] = Φ𝑖[V].
Second, Shapley Value follows the efficiency axiom that

distributes the collective payoff generatedwithin the coalition
to the payoff with any remainder.

Axiom 2 (see [15]). For each carrier𝑁 of V,∑𝑛Φ𝑖[V] = V(𝑁).
Third, Shapley Value follows the additivity axiom, which

is also called the law of aggregation.This axiom describes two
games 𝑋 and 𝑌, and the sum of V(𝑋) and V(𝑌) should be the
same as V(𝑋 + 𝑌).
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Axiom 3 (see [15]). For any two games V and 𝑤,
Φ [V + 𝑤] = Φ [V] + Φ [𝑤] . (3)

The Shapley Value is a theory that equitably and rea-
sonably distributes the collective payoff generated from the
coalition to its players. Therefore, the following formula is
used to calculate the Shapley Value for the player i, assuming
the probability that each player will be placed in any order
in each coalition will be the same. The Shapley Value can be
obtained by averaging the marginal contributions that can
be obtained when players are placed in any order within
the coalition through the following formula. The equation is
defined by Shapley [15] as follows.

Given a coalition game𝑁, the Shapley Value of player i is
given by the following.

The Formula of Shapley Value [15]

Φ𝑖 (V) = ∑
𝑆⊆𝑁{𝑖}

|𝑆|! (𝑛 − |𝑆| − 1)!𝑛! [V (𝑆 ∪ {𝑖}) − V (𝑆)] . (4)

A set of players is formed 𝑁 = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛}. Thus, 𝑛
players of the total set 𝑁 are constructed. Secondly, there is
a coalition formed by the players in the cooperative game
situation to maximize their payoff. In this case, S means all
subsets of the total set N, and the coalition that included
all of n players is called grand coalition. Thirdly, there is a
payoff that players are willing to gain from the coalition. The
value of the subset S for the entire set N is represented by the
characteristic function V(𝑆).
4. Measuring Variable Impacts

In this section, we explain the proposedmethod. In this study,
we propose a method to apply Shapley Value from the game
theory to solve the problems of the previous research for
the variable impact of the random forests algorithm. Our
research follows five steps’ process. The details are as follows.

4.1. Contribution Calculation Step. First of all, we calculate
each contribution of variables. When we generate various
regression trees in random forests algorithm, we traverse
each of the tree paths to assign each value of variables
used in regression trees. We can assign a single path per
a single coalition. We perform this contribution calculation
step based on the MDA method, which permutes random
variables to calculate the prediction accuracy of variables so
that we are able to calculate themarginal contribution of each
variable.

4.2. Construction Step. Secondly, we construct coalitions of
all variables used in random forests. We consider coalitions
for individual variables as players of the cooperative game
situation by connecting the contributions of specific vari-
ables. Each variable has its own payoff according to the joint
contribution with each coalition. Figure 1 describes the step.

4.3. Assignment Step. Thirdly, we assign each coalition with
their contribution values. We assign value in every coalition.

{}
{5}
{5, 7, 11}
{2, 3, 5, 6}
{2, 5, 6, 7, 11}

{(5):
{(2, 3, 5, 6):
{(0, 2, 5, 6, 9):
{(5, 7, 11): 
{(2, 5, 6, 7, 11):

0.52162}
8.96434}
6.51042}
0.01469}
0.00105}

X

· · ·· · ·

· · ·· · ·

Figure 1: Construction step in Shapley Value applied method.

In this case, the number of coalitions is the same as the
power set for all the variables used in the regression tree. We
compare the coalition formed in step 5.2 with the power set
of the variables used in random forests. If a variable does not
belong to the same tree path and a value for all power sets
is not assigned, the value of this coalition is assumed to be
zero.This is because the coalition determined that there is no
contribution to prediction accuracy since it is a coalition that
did not contribute to the regression tree.

4.4. Calculation Step. Fourth, we calculate variable impact
using Shapley Value method.We combine variables and their
contribution as {(key): value} structure. Based on step 5.3, the
assignment of both the variable and the contribution leads to
obtaining the Shapley Value to figure out the variable impact
of the individual variable.

4.5. Ranking Step. Finally, we provide a coherent ranking
based on the variable impact. Shapley Value is calculated for
the impact of individual variables as well as the priority value
of the variable impact based on the value assigned to the
contribution of the coalition. In this case, the ranking can
be considered not only for rankings for individual variables
but also for impact on the value of coalition. It is possible to
line up the highest ranking of variable impact or the lowest
ranking. In future work, we can use this ranking as dimension
reduction method to improve prediction accuracy rate.

5. Experiments

In this section, we measure the variable impact by using
Shapley Value-based method in random forest regression.
On the experiments, we compare variable impacts with other
measuring techniques which are previously researched with
our proposed method: MDI and MDA.

The experimental environment is Intel(r) Core(TM) i7-
6700HQCPU @ 2.60GHz/2.592GHz, RAM 16.0GB, x64
Windows OS. We use R and Python 3.5 as programming
languages: we mainly use Python for the experiments in
variable impact measure techniques and we use R for the
data visualization and application towards previous works for
random forest algorithm with the randomForest package.
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Figure 2: The variable impact of MDI.
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Figure 3: The variable impact of MDA.

Experiment 1. In the previous experiment, we figure out the
bias selection problem in previous variable impactmeasuring
techniques: MDI and MDA. We set certain formula to
simplify the problem. Assuming that there is a formula 𝑦 =𝑥0 + 𝑥1 + 𝑥2, we have predictor 𝑦 and three variables 𝑥0, 𝑥1,
and 𝑥2. The variables equally contribute to predictor value
because predictor 𝑦 is a sum of three variables. Therefore
when wemeasure the variable impact of variables, each of the
three variables has to be equal to the same variable impact.

However, MDI and MDA show certain bias in variable
selection stage. Variable impact measurement results of 𝑥0,𝑥1, and 𝑥2 do not have the same impact. For the brief
description of the bias selection, we compare the experiments
with 10 regression trees of MDI and MDA in random forest
performance. The parameter ntree means a number of split
variables. That is, when 𝑛tree = 1, we select one variable
as a split point of regression tree. The number of randomly
generated input variables are 10000 and its mean value is 0
and its standard deviation is 0.1.

Figures 2 and 3 show the experiment result about bias
selection inMDI andMDA.Even if theweights of all variables
are the same as one, the result shows that 𝑥1 has the highest
variable impact of those variables.

When 𝑛tree = 1, the probability that one of the three
variables is selected as a split variable is equal to one-
third, so that the variable impact is distributed relatively the
same. However, we can see there is a bias selection when it

Table 2: Variable impact of three variables (𝑛tree = 10).
MDI MDA SVC

𝑥0 0.2509 0.1980 0.0185𝑥1 0.6085 0.3709 0.0229𝑥2 0.1407 0.0952 0.0201

Table 3: Variable impact of three variables (𝑛tree = 150).
MDI MDA SVC

𝑥0 0.2479 0.1865 0.0276𝑥1 0.6003 0.3561 0.0267𝑥2 0.1518 0.0833 0.0314

Table 4: Variable impact of three variables (𝑛tree = 300).
MDI MDA SVC

𝑥0 0.2629 0.1996 0.0339𝑥1 0.5841 0.3536 0.0260𝑥2 0.154 0.0801 0.0137

comes to choosingmore than one split variable. Nevertheless,
the measurement of MDI, which measures variable impact
through data impurity reduction, shows that 𝑥2 has a higher
variable impact than 𝑥0 or 𝑥1.

To solve this bias selection problem, we applied the
ShapleyValue-based technique.We generated 10, 150, and 300
regression trees, respectively, to measure the variable impact.
Table 2 shows the classification impact measure based on the
generated tree.

As shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4 which describe the variable
impacts of three techniques, the influence of 𝑥1 is about twice
that of the other two variables. Since all variables have the
same weight for the predictive variable 𝑦, this measure of
influence is biased. Comparing the performance when 𝑛 =10, MDI measured that the influence difference between the
variables was large, and, in particular, 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 showed a
difference of two times or more. MDA measurement also
showed that 𝑥2 had the highest influence as MDI. Also, these
results were not affected by the number of trees. Therefore,
even if arbitrary trees are generated through random forests,
there is no significant difference between the biased variable
influences provided by MDI and MDA.

However, the proposed method based on Shapley Value
(SVC) reduces the difference in influence between these
variables. As Table 2 shows, there is almost no difference in
variable impact between variables in the calculated perfor-
mance through Shapley Value-based method when 𝑛tree =10. Table 3 shows the experiment result of three variable
impact measurement techniques with 𝑛tree = 150. Table 4
shows the result when 𝑛 is 300. We show that the value of
SVC seems relatively similar, especially when 𝑛 is 10 and 150.

Unlike the previous method, which had a large difference
in variable impact between variables, the Shapley Value-
based method suggested a solution to this bias problem by
reducing the difference in influence between variables.
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Figure 4: The variable impact of SVC.

Figures 4 and 5 show the variable impacts of each tech-
nique based on Tables 2, 3, and 4. MDI and MDA represent
clear importance of 𝑥1 that does not have any significant
importance. The variable importance maintains its ranking
no matter how many trees are constructed.

On the other hand, the result of SVC are shown in
Figure 5, and the graphs indicate that the importance of 𝑥1
is estimated to be similar to other variables rather than other
techniques likeMDI andMDA. Since the impacts of variables
are the same in the formula above, the smaller difference of𝑥0, 𝑥1, and 𝑥2 means more accurate importance has been
estimated.

However, our proposed method has a limitation that the
variation of the variable impact range greatly occurs accord-
ing to the number of tree parameter.The drawback comes out
when ntree is 300. In this experiment, the difference between
variables impact in the case of 𝑛 = 10 and 𝑛 = 150 was
significantly reduced, but the difference between 𝑥0 and 𝑥2 in
the case of 𝑛 = 300 is more than twice. Although SVC seems
to be biased in calculating variable impacts when 𝑛tree = 300,
the method still performs better interpretation than MDI or
MDA.

Figure 6 is a boxplot graph that shows the range of
variable impacts based on MDI technique. The axis 𝑥 is
variable impact of variables and the axis 𝑦 is three variables.
As the result above already showed, the technique provides
biased impacts towards the values 𝑥0, 𝑥1, and 𝑥2. Figure 7
shows the variable impact of MDA technique. The variables
seem to have similar importance to the result of MDI
technique.

However, Figure 8 shows the experiment with SVC.
The importance of three variables seems more average than
other techniques, even if the range seems unstable. Since the
previous research demonstrates that Shapley Value selects
entirely different variable with other classifiers in the case
of feature selection technique [15], the contribution values
calculated from the candidate variables are modified within
iterations.

Therefore if there is a significant change in the combi-
nation of candidate variables, the range of variable impact
can be fluctuated. In terms of the influence of 𝑥0 and 𝑥2,
the proposed method SVC is limited to provide a complete
solution yet there are still biases which were presented in
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(c) 𝑛tree = 300

Figure 5: The variable impact of three techniques.

MDI and MDA. In SVC technique, the variable impacts
show huge fluctuation. The reason for the fluctuation is
that Shapley Value calculates every coalition to evaluate the
impact of each variable 𝑥𝑗 on the classification. Since random
forest algorithm constructs the coalitions randomly and not
every coalition affects the result, the payoff of the coalitions
which are not initially constructed from random forest are
considered to be 0. It is because the coalition without any
contribution towards result has no payoff. Therefore, there is
a fluctuation when we average all marginal contribution of
those coalitions. The issue causes the instability of variable
impacts from SVC.

Yet, the contribution of this research is that even if
the fluctuation of a range of variable impact is larger than
MDI or MDA, SVC can be judged more reliable on relative
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Figure 6: A boxplot graph of variable impacts with three variables
on MDI technique.
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Figure 7: A boxplot graph of variable impacts with three variables
on MDA technique.

relationship towards variables. Our proposed method gave a
significant reduction of bias that was provided fromMDI and
MDA in variable impact calculation.

Experiment 2. In this experiment, we use a real dataset
which is named Boston Housing Data [11]. Boston Housing
Data provides 506 instances and 13 attributes that affect the
housing price of Boston. The description of Boston Housing
Data is shown in (ii) in the Notations.

Figure 9 shows variable impacts measured by previous
methods. A graph on the left shows variable impacts mea-
sured by MDA method, and another graph on the right

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.070.00

X0
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Figure 8: A boxplot graph of variable impacts with three variables
on SVC technique.
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Figure 9: The graph of variable impact measurement of random
forest regression.

shows variable impacts measured by MDI method from
randomForest package in R library [16]. The highest top
two variables are RM and LSTAT in those variable impacts
measurement index.

However, this ranking is not considerable on variable
impacts between correlated variables. For example, there is
a phenomenon called multicollinearity issue. Multicollinear-
ity means that more than two input variables are highly
correlated so that the impact of those variables is overesti-
mated. Since the phenomenon spoils the relevant importance
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Table 5: A comparison of variable impact measuring technique on
Boston Housing Data (𝑛tree = 20).

MDI MDA SVC
CRIM 0.0164 0.012 0.0701
ZN 0.0015 0.0009 0.0240
INDUS 0.052 0.0206 0.007
CHAS 0.0009 0.0001 0
NOX 0.0119 0.0065 0.057
RM 0.5842 0.803 0.1705
AGE 0.0307 0.0118 0.0718
DIS 0.0177 0.0108 0.0733
RAD 0.003 0.0013 0.0678
TAX 0.017 0.0118 0
PTRATIO 0.0387 0.0203 0.0889
B 0.0123 0.0021 0.0648
LSTAT 0.2138 0.2404 0.3555

between input variable and predictor, we need to minimize
the possibility of multicollinearity.

In this data, there is a high correlation among NOX,
INDUS, and TAX. INDUSmeans the proportion of nonretail
business acres per town and NOX means nitric oxides con-
centration. It is inferable that INDUS and NOX have a posi-
tive correlation: as the proportion of industrial area increases,
the ratio of nitric oxides concentration also increases.The tax
ratio increases when INDUS is increased.Therefore, INDUS,
NOX, and TAX are highly correlated.

However, the impact of those correlated variables is
relatively high. Even though those variables gained rather
smaller contribution than LSTAT or RM, the ranking should
be reliable in order to make a reliable decision. It is more
efficient if we use only one of those variables which are
correlated to each other. Eliminating unnecessary variables
due to the variable impact ranking reduces dimensionality. In
order to resolve this problem, we use our proposed method.
The experiment steps are followed.

First, we compare the prediction accuracy of the random
forest regression tree when we permute a certain variable
randomly so that the marginal contribution of the specific
variable to be calculated. Second, we construct coalitions
for individual variables as players of the cooperative game
situation by connecting the contributions of specific vari-
ables. Each variable has its own payoff according to the
joint contribution with each coalition. Third, we assigned a
power set as a coalition of N with contribution values that
we calculated by MDA. Finally, based on the {(key): value}
structure, we calculated Shapley Value.

We implemented MDI and MDA in Python to compare
the variable impact measurement results with our Shapley
Value-based method proposed in this research. In MDA,
we shuffle dataset 10 times for permutation towards random
variables.Weused a cross-validation technique that permutes
the variables randomly for comparison.

Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the result of our experiments.
Table 5 shows the result of variable impacts of measuring
techniques of random forest regression by generating 20

Table 6: A comparison of variable impact measuring technique on
Boston Housing Data (𝑛tree = 50).

MDI MDA SVC
CRIM 0.0187 0.0125 0.0954
ZN 0.0034 0.0008 0.0620
INDUS 0.0547 0.02 0
CHAS 0.0008 0.0001 0.0069
NOX 0.0209 0.0077 0.0887
RM 0.5396 0.7758 0.4954
AGE 0.0252 0.0138 0.0913
DIS 0.019 0.0105 0.0104
RAD 0.0065 0.0013 0.0972
TAX 0.0173 0.0118 0.0996
PTRATIO 0.0252 0.0178 0.0286
B 0.0107 0.0024 0.0958
LSTAT 0.2579 0.2337 0.3652

Table 7: A comparison of variable impact measuring technique on
Boston Housing Data (𝑛tree = 100).

MDI MDA SVC
CRIM 0.0213 0.012 0.0144
ZN 0.0058 0.001 0.0023
INDUS 0.0647 0.0173 0
CHAS 0.0011 0.0001 0.0202
NOX 0.0174 0.0062 0.0172
RM 0.5255 0.7853 0.483
AGE 0.0285 0.0126 0.021
DIS 0.0204 0.0097 0.0226
RAD 0.0045 0.001 0.02
TAX 0.0169 0.0119 0.0075
PTRATIO 0.0466 0.0162 0.0171
B 0.0097 0.0015 0.0192
LSTAT 0.2378 0.2258 0.982

trees. Table 6 generates 50 trees and Table 7 generates 100
trees to measure variable impact. In this experiment, we
unify mtry parameter as 6. It means that regression trees in
random forests select 6 variables as a split criterion to perform
prediction. Instead, each experiment has a different ntree
parameter, which is the number of trees in random forests.
It means that tree generation process iterates 20, 50, and 100
times.

The value of SVC with 𝑛tree = 100 in Table 7
changes rather than other values of SVC. Since random forest
constructs trees randomly and uses only sampled trees to
their classification, there are sparse coalitions that are not
constructed from the model and have no contribution to the
classification result. However, when it comes to calculating
the contribution of each variable, we have to consider all
cases of a coalition even though it has no contribution.Those
coalitions are considered as dummy players, so we assign 0
payoff due to the axiom.When the number of trees got bigger,
the number of dummy player coalitions which have no value
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Figure 10: The boxplot of variable impacts in MDI.

also increased. Finally, since we average all values of coalition
to calculate SVC, the value of SVC is decreased.

As we mentioned before, RM and LSTAT are notably the
most important variable in Boston house price prediction.
Regardless of the number of the tree trained by random
forests, RM and LSTAT are on the highest ranking. Also,
we can see the result of our proposed method, which refers
to Shapley Value-based Calculation, the highest ranking
maintains the same as MDI and MDA.

We figure out that our proposed method solves the mul-
ticollinearity issue in biased variable impact measurement in
MDI and MDA. Table 6 shows that the variable impact of
INDUS, NOX, and TAX is almost similar in MDI. In the
case of MDA, the variable impact of NOX is relatively low
compared to INDUS or TAX. Still, the impact of those three
variables is on average, which means three variables are all
considered as a split criterion in random forests.

On the other hand, our proposed method reduces the
possible multicollinearity problem. When 𝑛tree = 20, the
impact of INDUS and TAX is close to zero. NOX has the
variable impact as 0.057. The SVC only consider NOX as a
split criterion in prediction and decide not to distribute an
evident impact to INDUS and TAX since they are highly
correlated to each other. Even when 𝑛tree = 50 or 𝑛tree =100, the result of Shapley Value-based method shows that the
variable impact of INDUS is zero.

The result of Shapley Value-based method is that the
variable impact of CHAS is zero. CHAS refers to Charles
River dummy variable. The variable seems relevant in both
MDI and MDA for the lowest variable impact. So far it is
possible to eliminate CHAS variable as a dummy variable
which does not contribute to any prediction. For a null player
with no contribution, it is the result of the axiom of the
Shapley Value that the payoff is not distributed.

Table 8: Coherent ranking based on SVC.

Rank Variable coalition Value
1 {RM} 2.6902
2 {RM,TAX, LSTAT} 0.7613
3 {RM,CRIM, LSTAT} 0.5866
4 {RM, LSTAT} 0.5694
5 {LSTAT} 0.4391
6 {RM,DIS, LSTAT} 0.3147
7 {RM, INDUS} 0.2797
8 {RM,CRIM,AGE, LSTAT} 0.2589
9 {RM, INDUS,AGE, LSTAT} 0.2438
10 {RM,DIS} 0.2247

Figure 10 shows the boxplot graph of the variable impact
of MDI. The graph (a) shows all the variable impacts of
Boston Housing Data and graph (b) shows only the minor
variables. Since RM and LSTAT have a major impact on
prediction, the possible variance of minor variables can be
omitted on graph (b). Figure 11 shows the boxplot graph of
MDA and Figure 12 shows the boxplot graph of SVC.

However, our proposed method reveals the limitation in
the experiment that SVC method provides highly unstable
variable impacts rather than other techniques. The fluctu-
ation of the range of variable impact seems to distract the
experiment result. However, the average variable impact of
SVC methods shows better importance than other tech-
niques.

Table 8 shows the comparison of highly correlated vari-
ables TAX and INDUS whose impacts are calculated by
each variable impact measuring technique. Even though the
variance of Shapley Value-based method is the largest, the
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Figure 11: The boxplot of variable impacts in MDA.
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Figure 12: The boxplot of variable impacts in SVC.

mean value is meaningful. We find that multicollinearity
issue is solved by the variable impacts of INDUS and TAX
calculated with Shapley Value method.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed amethod tomeasure the influence
of variables using Shapley Value method in random forest
algorithm. One of the existing methods for measuring the
classification impact of variables is the Mean Decrease Impu-
rity technique, which uses Gini coefficients to determine
the influence of variables through data impurity reduction.

Theother is theMeanDecreaseAccuracymethod, which lim-
its the influence of classification by calculating the difference
in the prediction accuracy of the changing data by permitting
the variable. Both indicators are commonly used to measure
the classification impact of variables using real data.

Our proposed approach performs better than other
approaches for two main reasons. First, our approach tries
to solve the multicollinearity problem in other techniques.
In the previous approach, the variable impact calculation was
less accurate because of the correlated variables. In this paper,
we proposed Shapley Value-based approach so that the payoff
is fairly distributed by its contribution among variables.
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Second, our approach considers not only the impact of the
individual variable but also the impact of the group of vari-
ables. There are synergies between variables which perform
effectively when those are combined. Previous approaches
did not consider the impact of the group. However, in this
paper, we would like to consider the impacts of the group so
that we can inspect the synergies between variables.

Through this research, we have made the following three
contributions. First, this paper presents the problems of
existing techniques for finding the influence of variable
classification using the random forest and tries to solve it by
combining Shapley Value of economics theory. As Shapley
Value is applied to a variety of machine learning or data
mining algorithms, it is the first study to incorporate the
Shapley Value of economics theory to measure the exact
classification impact of random forests. Second, we can
obtain the priority of the variables that affect the accuracy
of the classification result through the proposed method.
The proposed method improves the accuracy of random
forest prediction based on this priority. Finally, this research
improves the analytical power of the black box model.
The interpretation of variable importance is critical in the
classification problem. Our proposed method is suitable
for measuring variable impact in black box model such as
random forest. Furthermore, the algorithm is applicable in
mobile cloud computing environment.

In future work, we will conduct the experiments with sev-
eral different data. Moreover, we will research about reducing
the complexity so that we could improve the performance
of variable impacts measuring techniques based on Shapley
Value.

Notations

(i) The Notation of Cooperative GameTheory [12]

𝑛: Player willing to participate in cooperative game𝑁: Total set of 𝑛 players𝑆: Coalition of the players who share common payoff
V(𝑆): A payoff that players gain from the coalition.

(ii) The Description of Boston Housing Data [11]

CRIM: Per capita crime rate by town
ZN: The proportion of residential land zoned

for lots over 25,000 sq.ft.
INDUS: Proportion of nonretail business acres per

town
CHAS: Charles River dummy variable (=1 if tract

bounds; 0 otherwise)
NOX: Nitric oxides concentration (parts per 10

million)
RM: Average number of rooms per dwelling
AGE: Proportion of owner-occupied units built

prior to 1940
DIS: Weighted distances to five Boston

employment centers
RAD: Index of accessibility to radial highways

TAX: Full-value property-tax rate per $10,000
PTRATIO: Pupil-teacher ratio by town
BLACK: 1000(𝐵𝑘 − 0.63)2, where 𝐵𝑘 is the

proportion of blacks by town
LSTAT: % lower status of the population
MEDV: Median value of owner-occupied homes in

$1000.
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Recently, mobile cloud computing (MCC) has gained a lot of interest for researchers building the next-generation mobile
applications. Because unauthorized access may cause serious problems, security and privacy with MCC have become significant
issues.This paper addresses the secrecy dimming capacity of secure transmission in MCC over visible light communication (VLC)
channels. By obtaining the entropy-maximizing symbol probability of multiple light emitting diode- (LED-) based pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM), mathematical analysis of the secrecy dimming capacity of VLC was derived. Simulation results show that the
secure transmission ability of multi-LED-based VLC is determined according to the number of activated LEDs and target dimming
level. This can be a guideline for practical VLC-based mobile network designers intending to secure wireless transmission and to
decide on the number of activated LEDs at target dimming level to operate.

1. Introduction

With the proliferation of smart mobile devices and cloud
computing technologies, mobile cloud computing (MCC)
has emerged as one of the most important technologies for
next-generation mobile services [1–4]. MCC is a technol-
ogy that combines mobile devices and cloud computing to
perform both data storage and data processing outside the
mobile device. The use of MCC can offer ubiquitous on-
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
data processing resources that can be rapidly provided with
minimal management effort on the user side and for the
service provider.

As the radio frequency spectrum of mobile devices
becomes increasingly crowded and light emitting diodes
(LEDs) are more widely used for various incident light
applications, visible light communication (VLC) is gaining
appeal as an alternative to conventional radio frequency (RF)
for billions ofmobile devices that need to be networked [5–9].
A VLC system can transmit information by modulating the
intensity of LEDs at high frequencies (≥150Hz) so that LED
flickering is unnoticeable to the human eye. Due to VLC’s
large spectral availability and the free unlicensed spectrum,

mobile phone-based VLC can be an important candidate
for MCC applications. By adapting multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) technology in VLC, where multiple LEDs
andmultiple photo-detectors (PDs) are utilized, independent
data streams are simultaneously transmitted from all light
sources and thus it promises a further increase in bandwidth
for MCC networks.

Although the widespread use of mobile devices can
contribute to the improvement of standard of living, anxiety
about the leakage of personal information is increasing.
While the large spectral availability of the visible light
spectrum is certainly themain reason for the growing interest
in VLC, the inherent security that stems from line-of-sight
propagation and the nonpenetrating nature of light waves is
also an important issue and the most captivating difference
compared to RF. This vulnerability may be even worse for
RF communications due to the nature of the broadcast of
the radio propagation and the inherent random nature of
the radio channel. Although VLC channel exhibits perfect
security in a private-room, security of the transmitted signal
in public areas such as hotels, stations, libraries, or planes
cannot be guaranteed, and thus it makes transmissions over
VLC channel vulnerable to unexpected wiretappers’ attacks.
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Because user’s privacy and integrity of data are important,
secure communication for VLC becomes a significant topic
for both academia and industry.

Recently, there have been several studies that address
security in VLC systems. Mostafa and Lampe addressed
secure VLC link at the physical layer [10] by investigating the
achievable secrecy rates of aGaussianwiretap channel. Cho et
al. [11] investigated secrecy outage probability of the downlink
for VLC. Zhang et al. [12] proposed a secure system for
barcode-based VLC, that is, for secure transmission between
a screen and a camera. To support secure data exchange,
however, the system requires a fully duplex VLC channel.
To the best of our knowledge, the secrecy dimming capacity
of VLC using multiple LEDs has not been studied in the
literature.

This paper investigates the secrecy dimming capacity
of pulse amplitude modulation- (PAM-) based VLC using
multiple LEDs. To derive a secrecy dimming capacity, the
entropy-maximizing PAM symbol probabilities were math-
ematically derived. Then the secrecy dimming capacity for
multiple LED-based VLC systems was analyzed. Simulation
results demonstrated the baseline information of the secrecy
dimming capacity of multi-LED PAM-based VLC systems.
To obtain robust secure transmission underVLC, the number
of activated LEDs should be decided according to the target
dimming level.

The main contribution of this paper is the analytical
derivation of secrecy dimming capacity in the presence of
the wiretapper. The curves of secrecy dimming capacity were
plotted against the SNR and target dimming ratio of the
main channel in the presence of the wiretappers channel.This
can be a guideline for practical VLC-based mobile network
designers intending to secure wireless transmission and to
decide on the number of activated LEDs at target dimming
level to operate. This paper paves the way for a new study
on the secrecy dimming capacity when both the main and
wiretapper VLC channels are considered.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
system model of a multi-LED PAM-based VLC scheme is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 addresses derivation of
entropy-maximizing PAM symbol probabilities. Section 4
reports analysis of secrecy dimming capacity and evaluation.
Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2. System Model of Multi-LED
PAM-Based VLC

A VLC scenario with one transmitter and one legitimate
receiver in the presence of a wiretapper, where the solid
and dash lines represent the main channel (from transmit-
ter to legitimate receiver) and the wiretap channel (from
transmitter to wiretapper), respectively, is shown in Figure 1.
When a transmitter sends its signal to a legitimate receiver,
a wiretapper may overhear such transmission due to the
nature of wireless medium. Considering the fact that recent
mobile devices are highly standardized, wiretappers can
easily acquire communication parameters such as signal
waveform, coding, modulation scheme, and encryption algo-
rithm. In addition, the secret key can be accessed by the

wiretapper through the exhaustive search. In this scenario,
the transmitted signal can be interpreted at the wiretapper
by decoding its overheard signal, leading the legitimate
transmission to be insecure.

The number of activated LEDs, 𝑁𝑡, at the transmitter is
assumed to be same as the number of PDs at legitimate and
wiretap receivers. When the sender transmits𝑁𝑡 × 1 symbol
vector X, the𝑁𝑡 × 1 received symbol vectors Y1 and Y2 at the
legitimate receiver and the wiretapper, respectively, are given
by

Y1 = X + Z1,
Y2 = X + Z2. (1)

Z𝑞, 𝑞 = 1, 2, is𝑁𝑡 × 1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vector following Z𝑞 ∼ 𝑁(0,K𝑞), where

K𝑞 = [[[[
[

𝜎2𝑞 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
... d

...
0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜎2𝑞

]]]]
]
, (2)

which satisfies

0 < K1 < K2. (3)

Because the goal of the transmitter here is not just to convey
information reliably to the legitimate receiver, but also to
perfectly secure the data from the wiretap receiver, the
condition in (3) should be satisfied.

Note that intensity modulation with direct detection
(IM/DD) is typically used in VLC systems where signals are
transmitted through an LED in the form of optical power. In
the receiver, a PD is employed to convert the optical power
signal into electrical signals. By applying MIMO technology
to VLC, independent data streams are simultaneously emit-
ted from multiple LEDs.

The PAM modulation method is considered for data
modulation, where the information is encoded in the ampli-
tude of a series of signal pulses. Applying MIMO concept
to VLC, the independent PAM-modulated signals are trans-
mitted from activated LEDs. As this method simultaneously
emits the identical signal from several activated LEDs,
the optical transmission power is assumed to be equally
distributed across all LEDs. For the individual LED, the
intensities of PAM with𝑀th order modulation are given by

𝐼𝑛 = 2𝐼𝑛𝑀 + 1 , 𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀, (4)

where 𝐼 is medium intensity of PAM signal candidates.
Signals with intensity 𝐼𝑛 = 0 at an individual LED are not used
for the signal modulation so that activated and nonactivated
LEDs can be distinguished.

3. Entropy-Maximizing Symbol Probability of
Multi-LED PAM

To use LEDs in a mobile device as an illumination source, the
target dimming level should be determined according to var-
ious illuminating applications. To meet the target dimming
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Figure 1: The system model of VLC in the presence of wiretapper.

level ofmultiple LED-basedVLC systems, symbol probability
of various PAM-levels should be different. Because there are
many possible alternatives for meeting the given target dim-
ming level, each will result in a different entropy. Therefore,
an entropy-maximizing probability distribution is derived to
determine secrecy dimming capacity. The entropy of PAM at
an individual LED is given by

−𝑀∑
𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑛) log2𝑝 (𝑛) , (5)

where 𝑀 is the order of modulation and 𝑝(𝑛) is the 𝑛th
symbol probability.

To meet the total transmit power constraint, that is, the
dimming level constraint, each respective emitted intensity
is the total power divided by the number of activated LEDs.
By doing this, the total optical power emitted is constant
regardless of the number of activated LEDs. Using the
normalization constraint associated with the definition of
a probability density, the intensity of an individual LED
considering dimming constraint is written as

𝑀∑
𝑛=1

2𝐼𝑛𝑀 + 1𝑝 (𝑛) = 𝐷𝑡𝑁𝑡 2𝐼, (6)

where 𝐷𝑡 is the target dimming ratio and 𝑁𝑡 is the number
of activated LEDs. Note that the range of the target dimming
ratio is 0 ≤ 𝐷𝑡 ≤ 1 and target dimming level is set to𝐷𝑡×100.
Due to the sum-power constraint on the transmitting LEDs,
the intensity is divided by 𝑁𝑡. Using the symbol probability
set (𝑝(1), 𝑝(2), . . . , 𝑝(𝑛)), satisfying (6), we obtain symbol
probability that maximizes (5) by using Lagrange multipliers.
Note that objective function (5) is concave, and the constraint
function (6) is linear. Therefore, the Lagrange equation is
presented as

𝐿 (𝑝 (1) , 𝑝 (2) , . . . , 𝑝 (𝑀) , 𝛽, 𝛾)
= −𝑀∑
𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑛) log2𝑝 (𝑛) − 𝛽(𝑀∑
𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑛) − 1)

− 𝛾(𝑀∑
𝑛=1

2𝐼𝑛𝑀 + 1𝑝 (𝑛) − 2𝐼𝐷𝑡𝑁𝑡) ,
(7)

where 𝛽 and 𝛾 are the scalar Lagrange coefficients. The prob-
lem of maximizing (7) is solved by converting the problem
to an optimization problem with independent variables. The

variables to this problem are 𝑝(𝑛), 𝛽, 𝛾, and three equations
are obtained from the gradient with respect to these variables.
Having the same number of equations and variables makes
the problem determined and can be solved. To calculate the
gradient of the Lagrange equation, the functional derivative
on (7) with respect to the variables [13], 𝑝(𝑛), 𝛽, 𝛾, is taken as
follows:

𝜕𝐿𝜕𝑝 (𝑛) = −log2𝑝 (𝑛) − 1
ln 2 − 𝛽 − 𝛾 2𝐼𝑛𝑁𝑡 (𝑀 + 1) = 0, (8)

𝜕𝐿𝜕𝛽 = 𝑀∑
𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑛) − 1 = 0, (9)

𝜕𝐿𝜕𝛾 = 𝑀∑
𝑛=1

2𝐼𝑛𝑀 + 1𝑝 (𝑛) − 2𝐼𝐷𝑡𝑁𝑡 = 0. (10)

Equation (8) is rearranged as

𝑝 (𝑛) = 2−1/ ln 2−𝛽−𝛾(2𝐼𝑛/(𝑀+1)). (11)

Equations (9) and (11) give

2𝑎 = 𝑟 (1 − 𝑟𝑀)
1 − 𝑟 , (12)

where

𝑎 = 1
ln 2 + 𝛽,

𝑟 = 2−𝛾2𝐼/(𝑀+1).
(13)

Equations (10) and (11) are simplified as

𝐷𝑡
= 𝑁𝑡2−𝑎(𝑀 + 1) (

𝑟 (1 − 𝑟𝑀−1)
(1 − 𝑟)2 − (𝑀 − 1) 𝑟𝑀(1 − 𝑟) + 𝑀𝑟𝑀) . (14)

From (12) and (13), multiple solutions for (𝛽, 𝛾) are obtained.
Then, 𝛽 and 𝛾 solutions are carefully chosen to make the
group of symbol probabilities (𝑝(1), 𝑝(2), . . . , 𝑝(𝑛)) non-
negative and real. This yields (11) providing PAM symbol
probabilities thatmaximize entropywhile satisfying the given
target dimming level.

Figure 2 presents PAM symbol probabilities maximizing
entropy when 4-PAM is considered. To meet the constraint
of target dimming ratio, turn-on probability maximizing
entropy for each PAM signal level is different except when
target dimming ratio is 0.5.
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Figure 2: Entropy-maximizing symbol probability (4-PAM).

4. Analysis of Secrecy Dimming Capacity for
Multi-LED PAM-Based VLC

In this section, the secrecy dimming capacity for multi-
LED PAM-based VLC is analyzed. The dimming capacity
means the achievable data rate obtained by a specific mod-
ulation and dimming condition and expressed as mutual
information. The secrecy dimming capacity is the difference
in the dimming capacities of the main channel and the
wiretapper’s channel under the constraint of target dimming
level [14]. When the main channel is less noisy compared
to the wiretapper’s channel, the secrecy dimming capacity is
given by

𝐶𝑑 = max
𝑝(𝑛)

[𝐼 (X;Y1) − 𝐼 (X;Y2)] . (15)

Note that the secrecy dimming capacity can be expressed
in even simpler terms in certain cases. When 𝐼(X;Y1) and𝐼(X;Y2) can be individually maximized by the same 𝑝(𝑛),
the secrecy capacity is simply the difference in channel
capacities [15]. As the mutual information between two
random variables is a measure of the amount of information
they contain about each other, the difference 𝐼(X;Y1) −𝐼(X;Y2) represents the extra information that Y1 shares with
X over that which X and Y2 share. Because this approach
specializes the setting to less noisy main channel by imposing
the restriction of K2 > K1, secrecy dimming capacity is
always positive. If the secrecy capacity falls below zero, the
transmission from transmitter to legitimate receiver becomes
insecure and the wiretapper would succeed in intercepting
the transmitted information. In order to enhance transmis-
sion security against a wiretapper’s attack, it is of importance
to reduce the probability of occurrence of an intercept event
through enlarging the secrecy dimming capacity.

The expression of secrecy dimming capacity becomes just
the difference in the mutual information of the main and
the wiretapper’s channel. Because the mutual information is

defined as differential entropy, the secrecy dimming capacity
is presented as

𝐶𝑑 = 𝐼 (X;Y1) − 𝐼 (X;Y2)
= ℎ (Y1) − ℎ (Y1 | X) − ℎ (Y2) − ℎ (Y2 | X)
= ℎ (Y1) − ℎ (Z1) − ℎ (Y2) − ℎ (Z2)
= −∫∞
−∞

𝑃𝑌 (Y1) log2𝑃𝑌 (Y1) 𝑑Y1
− 12 log2 (2𝜋𝑒)𝑁𝑡 K1
− ∫∞
−∞

𝑃𝑌 (Y2) log2𝑃𝑌 (Y2) 𝑑Y2
− 12 log2 (2𝜋𝑒)𝑁𝑡 K2 .

(16)

The probability distribution functions of the transmitted
signal 𝑃𝑋(X), the received signal via main channel, 𝑃𝑌(Y1),
the received signal via wiretap channel, 𝑃𝑌(Y2), AWGN
via main channel, 𝑃𝑍(Z1), and AWGN via wiretap channel,𝑃𝑍(Z2), are expressed as

𝑃𝑋 (X) = 𝑀∑
𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑛) 𝛿 (X − b𝑛) ,

𝑃𝑌 (Y1) = 𝑀∑
𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑛) 𝑃𝑍 (Y1 − b𝑛) ,

𝑃𝑌 (Y2) = 𝑀∑
𝑛=1

𝑝 (𝑛) 𝑃𝑍 (Y2 − b𝑛) ,
𝑃𝑍 (Z1) = 1𝜋𝑁𝑡 det (C𝑍) exp (−Z1

𝑇C−1𝑍 Z1) ,
𝑃𝑍 (Z2) = 1𝜋𝑁𝑡 det (C𝑍) exp (−Z2

𝑇C−1𝑍 Z2) ,

(17)

where b𝑛 is the 𝑁𝑡 × 1 intensity vector with elements
of 𝐼𝑛. From (16), the secrecy dimming capacity, with the
maximum information rate of themain channel (transmitter-
to-legitimate receiver) with the ignorance at the wiretapper,
can be obtained.

Figure 3 shows the secrecy dimming capacity of 4-PAM
versus SNR values with different target dimming level. The
ratio of average legitimate noise variance to wiretappers
average noise variance is defined as 𝛼 = 𝜎21/𝜎22 . We can see
that secrecy dimming capacity for 𝛼 = 0.4 is larger than that
of 𝛼 = 0.6. This means that the more the noise on wiretap
channel is, the greater the secrecy dimming capacity can be
achieved. When dimming level is 44%, a single activated
LED shows a robust secrecy dimming capacity compared to
multiple activated LEDs. For 80% dimming level scenario,
however, multiple activated LEDs, that is, 𝑁𝑡 = 2, 3, result
in better performance of secrecy dimming capacity than the
scenario with single activated LED.

Figure 4 shows the secrecy dimming capacity of 4-
PAM versus target dimming ratio. For 𝛼 = 0.6, the single
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Figure 4: Secrecy dimming capacity with 𝛼 = 0.4 and 𝛼 = 0.6.

activated LED shows best performance when target dimming
ratio is ≤0.48. When target dimming ratio is larger than
0.48, the performance with dual activated LEDs outperforms
other scenarios. As the target dimming ratio approaches
0.8, the use of two and three activated LEDs shows similar
secrecy dimming capacity performance. For 𝛼 = 0.4, the
single activated LED shows best performance when target
dimming ratio is ≤0.58. If the target dimming ratio is set

to a value larger than 0.58, best secrecy dimming capacity
performance can be achieved when dual activated LEDs
are considered. From Figures 4(a) and 4(b), we see that
the use of multiple activated LEDs results in robust secrecy
dimming capacity performance when target dimming ratio
is set to high value. When low dimming is required, the use
of a single activated LED guarantees best secrecy dimming
capacity.
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5. Conclusions

Because of the increased demand for processing and storage
capabilities for mobile devices, MCC is gaining popularity.
As MCC makes data storage and data processing possible
outside of a mobile device, security risk becomes a significant
issue. This paper investigates the secrecy dimming capacity
of PAM in VLC with multiple LED arrays. By obtaining
entropy-maximizing symbol probabilities based on multiple
LED arrays, the secrecy dimming capacity considering the
presence of wiretapper is mathematically derived. Simulation
results showed the baseline information of secure capacity
performance of PAM-based VLC systems. According to the
target dimming ratio, the number of activated LEDs should
be decided to guarantee robust secrecy dimming capacity.
The result can be a guideline to practical VLC-based mobile
systems intending to secure wireless transmission.

Most of the existing works of secure transmission of
VLC have neglected the joint consideration of various forms
of the wireless attacks, including both eavesdropping and
denial-of-service (DoS) behaviors. It will be very important
to explore new techniques of joint defense and maximizing
secrecy dimming capacity against multiple different wireless
attacks. Furthermore, it will be important to consider joint
optimization of security and throughput of the VLC system,
which is a problem to be solved in the future.
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